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Mourners stand In pouring rain at the graveside of SgL Yaniv Scfahmnd during "the funeral at ML Herzl Military
Cemetery m Jerusalem yesterday. • (Brian Headier)

Peres: Palestinian elections will

proceed despite terror attacks
BATSHEVA TSUR
and UAT COLUNS

PALESTINIAN elections will

go ahead on Saturday despite
Tuesday's attack that killed an
DDF doctor and medic. Prime
Minister Shimon Peres, said
yesterday. -

Maj. Oz Tibon, 28, and Sgt.

Yaniv Schimmel, 20, were both
buried yesterday at the Mt.
Herzl Military Cemetery in Je-

rusalem. Hundreds attended the

funerals in the pouring rain, in-

cluding OC Central Command
Maj. -Gen. Ilan Biran.

“There are still a number of

Hamas and Jihad cells that are

interested in attacking people
and [harming] the peace pro-

cess. We will not allow them to

prevent the holding of the elec-

tions.” Peres said. “We shall

fight them with all oar
might...We will not allow them
to determine whether or not the

elections are held. There's no
chance of that.”

But Peres said it was not up to

Israel alone to combat terrorism.

“We expect the Palestinian

Authority also to fight it. It

harms them as well as innocent

people,” he said.

Israel does not yet know the

identities of the terrorists who
killed the two soldiers. Deputy
Defense Minister Ori Orr told

the Knesset plenum yesterday, in

Mqj> Oz TQm>b.

-response to several motions to

the agenda on the attack.

Orr said the soldiers, who were
in a car, were fired upon from a

car that passed them. Tibon ap-

parently died immediately but

Schimmel returned fire before

collapsing.

Security sources said yesterday

that the attack is believed to have
been carried out by members of

the Palestinian rejectiomst orga-

nizations. Forces have been
placed on high alert for more at-

tacks in the advance of elections.

SgL Yaniv SchhnmeL

The attack on a woman taxi

driver in Ashdod, also on Tues-

day, was diminally motivated.

“The three Arab passengers

pulled a knife on her after refus-

ing to pay,” Orr said.

Faced with heavy criticism

from opposition MKs. Orr said

the government had carried out

interim arrangements via the
Oslo accords but three . large

questions still must be faced in

the final-status talks: Jerusalem's

status; the borders of the Pales-

tinian entity , and the right of

return for Palestinian refugees.

“Nobody said the war is over,”

Or said.

“The government's decision to

consciously avoid using the politi-

cal process as a card to stop tenor
attacks, in effect determines a
twisted agenda, Tbe consider-

• ations of calTying out a dnaSciguii

with the.PLO outweigh the secu-
rity considerations," charged Na-
tional Religious Party head MK
Zevulun Hammer. “The govern-
ment cannot tie up its power and
military might and Hnk tbe state's

future with Arafat.”

“We see again the dove of

peace with iron wings hitting

out,” said Naomi Blumenthal
(Likud). She accused the govern-

ment of bringing about a situa-

tion in which “we are losing our
bold on the Land of Israel."
Moledet leader Rehavam

Ze’evi said the government
should examine the intentions

and not the results of attacks.

“Those who succeeded in driving

us out of Ramallah with stones

and Molotov cocktails will drive

us also from Ramie, Jaffa and
Haifa.”

Likud chairman Bmyamin Ne-
tanyahu told' reporters tbe Pales-

tinian Authority should crack
down on terror “instead of firing

a 21-gun salute to [slain Hamas
terrorist] Yibye Ayyash."
On Levy contributed to this

report

Shetreet: Pope likely to visit next year
POPE John Paul II is likely to visit

Jerusalem in 1997 on a religious

pilgrimage and to encourage the

peace process. Religious Affairs

Minister Shimon Shetreet said

here yesterday, after meeting with

the pope and other Vatican

officials.

He told reporters that a trip is

“more likely to take place in 1997

than in 1996, but I don’t exdude
1996.”

Shetreet said the visit would not

USA PAUUUERI-BiUJG

be contingent on the peace talks.

The pope received an official

invitation to visit Israel from Yitz-

hak Rabin, when he last visited

Rome in March 1994.

- Shetreet
.
was accompanied by

ministry Director-General Asher
Sager, Uri Mar, the bead of the

Christian communities depart-
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ment, and Shmuel Hadas. Israel's

ambassador to the Holy See.

Shetreet said the pope feh it

would be important to commemo-
rate “fee memory of the tragedy of

the Sboah” during his visit in

IsraeL

He said he had asked for Vati-

can cooperation in locating the 60-

kg. gold menorab from the Second

Temple that was brought to Rome
by Titus 70 CE.

Shetreet claimed that recent re-

search at the University of Flor-

ence indicated the menorah might

be among the hidden treasures in

the Vatican's catacombs.

“I don’t say it’s there for sure,”

he said, “but I asked the pope to

help in the search as a goodwill

gesture in recognition of the im-
proved relations between Catho-
lics and Jews.”

Tbe pope and Vatican officials

asked to be updated mi the peace

talks, but made do suggestions or
comments on Jerusalem's future.

Since the beginning of Vatican-

Israel diplomatic relations and the

parallel Israeli-Arab peace talks,

theVatican has continued to speak
of “international guarantees” for

religious sites and communities,

but has consistently refrained from
making any statements on Jerusa-

lem's political status.

Atom, Kessar,

Tzaban to step down
THREE cabinet ministers an-
nounced last night that they
would not be competing in

their parties' primaries that will

select the lisas for the next
Knesset elections.

Mererz was shaken when
both its leader. Science and
Communications Minister Shu-
iamit Aloni, and Absorption
Minister Yair Tzaban, its No.
2. announced they would not
run.

But while Tzaban, citing

“personal reasons,” is appar-
ently retiring from the Knesset,
Aloni took the party to task for

having "abandoned its ideals,"

and did not rule out running
against Meretz on her own list.

Transportation Minister Yis-
rael Kessar of Labor also said

he would not be seeking anoth-
er Knesset term.
Appearing on Channel 1's

Moked interview program. Aloni
said she bad made tier decision

long ago. She was noncommital
about whether she is dropping out
of politics altogether or would be
running on a new list of her own.

“I have nothing against starting

all over again. I am not ’going

home,'” she said. “I will be

SARAH HON1G

watching the Meretz primaries.

My decision will have to do with
who gets elected, what the plat-

form is. etc. ... There are a num-
ber of tempting options before toe

now, and I will have to choose the

greatest temptation amongst
them.”

Aloni. who founded the Citi-

zens Rights Movement, a compo-
nent of Meretz, is seen as having
had tittle choice but to step down
because of tbe powerful challenge

to her leadership by Environment
Minister Yossi Sand.

She accused Sand of “not hav-

ing behaved in a civilized political

manner,” and said that had she

“noticed the size and shape of his

signature early enough. I would
have calculated my political associ-

ation with him differently ...

Friends had longwarned me about
him and it is no coincidence that

the Meretz membership drive is

going so badly.”

Aloni stressed, however, that

she “remains communications
minister and party leader until the

next elections, even though Yossi
Sarid already crowned himself
leader a year and a half ago.”

She complained that Meretz had
“ceased being a party in which the

Report: PA helped Israel

to locate Yihye Ayyash
NEW YORK (Reuter) - The New
York newspaper Newsday report-

ed yesterday the PA cooperated
with Israel to assassinate Hamas's
legendary bomb maker Yihye
Ayyash.

.
The Long Island newspaper

Rutiled ayS gc;crgment ixv.uwr-

terrorism source as saying it was
the PA “that finally located the

Gaza Strip home of a former col-

lege roommate where Israel’s most
wanted man was hiding.''

The source added that Israel

had not been able to locate

Ayyash, known as the “Engineer”

for his bomb making skills, despite

two years of intensive hunting.

The papeT also quoted another

government source “who monitors

developments in the Mi(least” as

confirming the counterterrorism

source's account.

Ayyash, held responsible for

making bombs that killed dozens
of Israelis over the last three years,

was assassinated on January 5
when a remote-controlled device
planted in a cellular phone he was

’ vising exploded. Newsdcy said the

General Security Service supplied
the bobby-trapped cellular phone
and said an Israeli spokesman de-
clined comment on its report.

Tbe paper quoted PA spokes-

man Nabil Abu Rudeineb as com-
pletely denying the report. "[It is]

definitely not true. 100 percent.

We condemned the act. It was a

violation of tbe treaty we signed

with the Israelis. They committed
the act on our land without respect

for our sovereignty," he was
quoted as saying.

ideal is central and has become too

cumbersome and pragmatic- I

want to be free to speak ipy mind
and not to be cautioned to hush up
and told that I am shooting myself
in the foot, i promise not to stay

silent."

Much of Aloni 's trouble origi-

nated from provocative statements
which cost her the Education port-

folio and led many to consider her
an embarrassment to the party.

She said, however, that she “re-

grets nothing I said. The loss of the
Education Ministry is partly tbe

fault of my colleagues in Meretz ...

It is not credible to air out today
what the party has not stood for

during the past three years. While
Meretz did well on the peace
front, it has abandoned its civil

rights platform ... The party is not
left enough. There is too much of a

gap between us and Hadash. and I

would like to see Meretz further

left.”

Meretz sources expressed regret

for the record, but almost a sense

of relief off the record. The worry,
however, is that Aloni may yet run

against Meretz or sling enough
mud to hurt its electoral prospects.

Sarid said only that he is sorry

about Aloni 's departure, adding
that she could still contribute much

(Continued on Plage 2)

Tough sentences

for NY bombers

NEW YORK (AP) - A federal

judge handed down stiff prison

terms to nine followers of Sheik
Omar AHhABahman — inyln^tmg

fife in prison to the alleged ItiUer

of Rabbi Meir Kahnw — in - a
terrorist conspiracy that targeted
the UN and other landmarks.
US District %Sndge Michael

Mukasey earnerdown hardest on
El Sayyid Nosair, who was
acquitted on murder charges in

connection with Kahane’s 1990
murder.

Nosair was convicted in the plot

to destabilize the US government
by bombing the UN, FBI head-
quarters in Manhattan, the Hol-

land and Lincoln tunnels linking

Manhattan and New Jersey, and
the George Washington Bridge -

all in a single day.
Earlier report. Page 4
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Husseini: Holland still supports

Palestinian claim to capital
BILL HUTMAN —

Dutch Foreign Minister Hans van Mierlo meets with Faisal Hasseini at Orient Home
yesterday. (Brian Headier)

DUTCH Foreign Minister Hans

van Mierlo reiterated his. nal ion's

support of the Palestinian claim

in eastern Jerusalem. Faisal Hus-

seini. the senior PLO official in

Jerusalem, said yesterday after

meeting him at Orient House.

‘‘Holland has always recog-

nized cast Jerusalem as pan of

the occupied territories.’' fSus-

seini tuld reporters. ••Holland, as

you know, does not recognize Is-

rael's annexation or east Jerusa-

lem in 1967."

Van Mierlo avoided reporters

questions as he left the meeting,

stating only. “We had a very

good meeting. I will make no fur-

iher comment."
Hu>scini said the calls by Inter-

nal Security Minister Moshe Sha-

hal to prevent Van Mierlo's visit

worked in the Palestinians' favor

by drawing more attention to it.

“We have had such meetings

since before ihe Oslo accords."

Husseini said. ’Negotiations on

Jerusalem's future are to start in

May. and Israel has no right be-

ktrehand to take unilateral action

in Jerusalem."

Shahal said the government
had agreed to look away "just

this once.” Israel Radio report-

ed.

A senior government source,

however, said Shahal was not

speaking for the government, and

there are no plans to hall future

visits by foreign ministem to Ori-

ent House.

About 25 protesters from the

Women in Green stood outside

Orient House, carrying signs and
shouting slogans against Van
Mierlo’s visit.

"We thought the Dutch were

our friends," said Women in

Green leader Nadia Malar. “But

apparently they believe Jerusa-

lem belongs to the great murder-

er lYasscr] Arafat."

On Tuesday, a meeting be-

tween Dutch Prime Minister

Wim Kuk and Jerusalem Mayor
Ehud Olmert was almost cut

short, after Olmerl sharply criti-

cized Dutch policy on eastern Je-

rusalem. a city spokesman said.

Kok's spokesman Eef
Brouwers, however, told AP that

Olmert and Kok had differences

of opinion, but that “there were

no hard feelings on our side."

“We have so many years of

experience and we know how to

handle people with all views.”

Brouwers said.

Liiii Collins adds:

Internal Security Minister

Moshe told the Knesset interior

Committee that Van Mierlo's was
made more serious as he was part

of Kok’s official delegation.

“in my opinion there is no rea-

son for a foreign minister to be at

Orient House," Shahal said.

"The Oslo accords have made it

possible for any country to dis-

cuss any policy with Arafat in the

West Bank, and there's no need

to hold discussions with Faisal

Husseini in Jeruaslem.”

Shahal: No secret talks

being held on Jerusalem
Netanyahu calls for PLO-free capital

INTERNAL Security Minister

Moshe Shahal told the Knesset

Interior Committee he knows of

no secret negotiations on Jerusa-

lem's status.

Shahal was responding to the

charge by Jerusalem Mayor MK
Ehud Olmert (Likud) that Profs.

Yair Hirschfeid and Ron Fondak

are laying the groundwork in Eu-

rope for an Oslo-style agreement

on Jerusalem on behalf of Minis-

ter Yossi Beilin.

“Why is this important? Be-

cause the [Palestinian Authority]

elections provide the logistic, op-

erative infrastructure to give Je-

rusalem Palestinian status," Ol-

men said.

Olmert urged Shahal to "admit

the claim that voting is not taking

place in east Jerusalem is

fictitious.
”

Shahal replied with the familiar

explanation that the five post

HAT COLLINS

offices will be used on a one-time

basis: forms, not ballots, will be

filled out and placed in contain-

ers, rather than ballot boxes; and

the counting will take place out-

side of Jerusalem.

Shahal said Israel had approved

978.000 Palestinians as being eligi-

ble to vote, of the 1.3 million who

had registered. Within Jerusalem

municipal boundaries, there are

49.000 Arabs registered. He noted

that the Palestinian Authority’ had

difficulty getting people to register

in Jerusalem.

Shahal stressed he has taken

action against illegal election

campaigning and PA activities in

Jerusalem and cited many exam-

ples. including the banning of a

meeting between Ahmed Qreia

(Abu AJa) and UN representa-

tives at Notre Dame Hotel.

Shahal drew criticism among
committee members when he

called on rabbis not to encourage

protests. on election day, "which

would necessitate mass Shabbat

desecration by police.”

Olmert also called on the pub-

lic not to disrupt the elections.

him adds:

Likud leader Binyamin Netan-

yahu, speaking at his party's

"Emergency Gathering . for Jeru-

salem” last night, called for "na-

doaaJ unity on Jerusalem and the

immediate enactment of an emer-

gency1 program to strengthen our

sovereignty over the united city

as the capital of IsraeL"

He called for ridding the city of

PLO institutions, increased

building, strengthening settle-

ments on the city’s outskirts, cre-

ating links between Jewish areas

in the city, and strengthening the

city's security and economy.

Bill to expand Jerusalem rejected
A BILL to widen the jurisdiction

of Jerusalem to include Ma’aleh

Adurnim, Gush Etzion, Givat

Ze’ev and Betar was rejected by

the Knesset in preliminary read-

ing yesterday.

The bill, sponsored by Likud

MK Ovadia Eli, was supported

by 42 MKs from the Likud, Tso-

met. National Religious Party,

Moledet, United Torah Judaism

and Shas as well as Labor MK
and Third Way member Emman-
uel Zissman; 48 MKs from La-

bor, Meretz and the Arab parties

opposed it.

Eli said the bill was an attempt

UAT COLLINS

to strengthen Jerusalem’s status

in the face of the "government’s

willingness to agree to conces-

sions there.”

He said the government's ob-

jections to the bill showed its true

intentions for a plan to redivide

the city.

“Faced with Yasser Arafat's

declarations on Jerusalem as the

capital of a Palestinian stile with

him as its head, we see the gov-

ernment voting against a bill

which strengthens Jerusalem’s

status," he said.

Internal Security Minister

Moshe Shahal, who answered

for the government, said past

Likud governments had .not

changed Jerusalem’s status or

annexed “Greater Jerusalem"

to it.

Shahal also said the bill com-

pletely conflicted with the

agreements Israel had signed

with the Palestinians and there-

fore the government was
obliged to oppose it. "The bill

would be a significant violation

cf the agreement between Israel

and the Palestinians," Shahal

said.

Protesters agree to stay

away from PA polling stations

BILL HUTMAN

Disagreement over who should

guard Hebron polling booths

JON IMMANUEL

Court asked to move
PA voting to weekday

EVELYN GORDON

Court hears

state’s appeal

on detainee’s

case
EVELYN GORDON

SUPREME Court Justice Mish-

ael Chesbin yesterday heard the

state’s appeal against Jerusalem

District Court's decision to show

administrative detainee Aryeh

Friedman the classified evidence

against him.

No ruling bad been issued at

press time, and it is not dear if

Lhe ruling will be issued in lime

for Friedman’s hearing before Je-

rusalem District Court President

Vardimos Zailcr this morning.

Cheshin did. however, tell

Friedman that the suspicions

against him were based on his

ha\ing extremist views which

might lead him into extreme

actions.

Friedman, u rabbinical court

lawyer who recently moved from

Kiryat Arba to Jerusalem, was

arrested on Thursday and placed

under administrative detention

fur three months. Because he

lives within the Green Line, his

detention requires approval by a

district court president within 48

hours.

When Friedman was brought

Mure Zailer on Thursday, he re-

quested Lhe right to see the classi-

fied material against him. Zailer

partially acceded to this request

at a hearing on Sunday, and then,

at another on Monday, decided

that even more of the classified

evidence should be revealed, not-

ing that administrative detention,

which is generally based on classi-

fied evidence, is “alien to the ba-

sic legal principle that one
duesn't judge a man in secret.”

However. Zailer gave the stale

'4d hours to appeal before actually

releasing the material.

Meanwhile, the High Court of

Justice rejected Friedman’s peti-

tion fnr immediate release. Fried-

man. via attorney Mordechai

Minlzer. had argued that his ad-

ministrative detention was inva-

lid, because the law requiring a

district court president to review

the case within 48 hours had been

violated.

Although Friedman was

brought before Zailer within this

time limit. Mincer said, his case

was not heard, because Zailer or-

dered the 48-hour delay to give

the Mate time to appeal.

However. Justices Eliezer

Goldberg. Eliahu Mazza. and

Yitzhak Zamir rejected this argu-

ment. The hearing began on

time, they said, and was delayed

only because Friedman himself

requested declassification of the

material. Furthermore, they said.

Zailer did examine the classified

evidence at the earlier hearing, so

the minimum requirements of ju-

dicial supervision were met.

ORGANIZERS of the right-

wing protests against the Pales-

tinian elections in Jerusalem on

Saturday told police yesterday

they would not go near the voting

stations, police said.

However, the organizers said

they wanted to hold events in the

City of David section of Sihvan.

despite police concern this would

cause unrest

In a statement released after a

meeting between the organizers

and police brass, a police spokes-

man said the sides "would meet

again to work out the plans for

1Continued from Page 1)

to the country. Earlier in the day.

he had left the podium when AloRi

addressed a Meretz youth rally.

MK. Avraham Ravitz (United

Torah Judaism), a longtime critic

uf Aloni’s. expressed satisfaction

at hr.r decision, saying it was one of

the better decisions she has made

recently.

“Now that she no longer needs

tn chase after votes or try to be

popular, she will be able to devote

lime to soul-searching," he told

him, “not only about the good she

has accomplished, but also about

3ft years of hatred toward the reli-

gious community and the Jewish

religion."

Tzaban, leader of Meretz 's Ma-

pam component said he would

continue to help the party’s elec-

toral effort. His departure, howev-

er, will create some upheaval, as

ihere will now be competition for

the City of David."

The organizers agreed to coor-

dinate all their protests with po-

lice. the spokesman said.

Police have expressed concern

that right-wing protests would

spark unrest in eastern Jerusalem

on election day, and that Jewish

extremists might interfere with

the voting.

“The police will do everything

necessary to allow legal demon-

strations, but all such action must

be coordinated with police to en-

sure safety and public order,” said

Inspector-General Assaf Hefetz.

the VTapam leadership.

Kessar is facing possible indict-

ment for his alleged role in the

Iiisiadrur corruption scandals still

under investigation: his w ife is also

very ill. He was given little chance

of succeeding in the upcoming pri-

maries.

In rhe Likud. Dtmcnn May or

Gabi Lilouche. who had recently

returned to the party after defect-

ing 10 David levy’s movement,

also announced that he w-ill not be

seeking a Knesset seaL

Lalouche stressed, however,

that he will stay in the party, and

dented that he decided nor to run

because he discovered that his

dunces were slim.

“I returned to the Likud for

ideological reasons, and I remain

here no matter what." he said.

Early election bill defeated.

Labor preparing for primaries
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PALESTINIANS and Israelis

disagree whether police or civil-

ian inspectors should patrol the

Hebron polling stations during

Saturday's elections.

Hebron is currently in area C
where Israel has full security con-

trol. though most of Hebron is

slated to come under Palestinian

control in March.

There are 68 polling stations in

Hebron and 20 more in isolated

villages nearby.

Israel agrees to have 460 uni-

formed, but unarmed inspectors,

at the Hebron polling stations.

The Palestinians claim that only

armed police can prevent
trouble.

Palestinians also claim that Is-

rael agreed to move troops to the

Jewish quarters on the day of the

election, but the LDF denies this,

although it will keep away from

polling siacions and will beef up
its presence in the Jewish
quarters.

GROUP of four settlement

leaders went to Joseph's Tomb in

Nablus yesterday to show their

solidarity with the yeshiva there,

following the teak of a letter by

Rabbi Yod Bin-Nun that blasted

the yeshiva and’ its head, Rabhi

Yitzhak Ginsberg.

In a letter to the members of
the directorate of the Council of
Jewish Communities in Judea.

Samaria and Gaza. Bin-Nun
wrote that Ginsberg bad auth-

ored an article in support of Ba-
ruch Goldstein in a book in honor

of Goldstein, and (hat at one time

the rabbi disagreed with Bin-

Nun. who had said that all killing,

including the killing of non-Jews,

is a desecration of God's name.

“There is no doubt in my mind

that Rabbi Ginsberg and his

methods are a real danger to Ihe

After March, Hebron will be

divided into the Jewish quarter,

where the IDF will remain, what

is 'being called "afta fe¥;”-
J1
the

area around it w&erfc hrtarmed

inspectors' will pfftfoi,
r

and Ihe

rest of the city, patrolled by

armed Palestinian policemen.

Fewer Hebronites than other

Palestinians are expected to vote

because of the continued Israeli

presence.

A poll conducted for Channel 1

by the Jerusalem Media and
Communications Center gives

PLO leader Yasser Arafat 81 per-

cent of the vote in the presiden-

tial balloting. The poll, conduct-

ed this week among *777

interviewees, showed 7% for

challenger Samiba Khalil.

The poll indicated that 64% of

Palestinians will vole, while

30% will not and 6% are

undecided.

Support for Fatah was estimat-

ed at 39% and for Hamas, 12%.

settlement enterprise, to yeshi-

voi, to the society and the state,”

Bin-Nun wrote.

Bin-Nun called on the settle-

ment leaders to reorganize the

yeshiva.

"A new yeshiva should be es-

tablished, with a new head and
staff, and we can struggle togeth-

er from a moral base for the exis-

tence of a large and serious yesbi-

va there,” he wrote.

Ginsberg, along with three oth-

er rabbis at the yeshiva and about

10 students, have been issued ad-

ministrate orders barring them
from catering the site for six

months. Ginsberg refused (o

comment last night.

Uri Ariel, the council secretary

and one of those who went to Ihe

yeshiva. said that Bin-Nun's let-

ter was way out of line.

THE Palestinian Authority . elec-

.tions- should be postponed to • a

weekday, to avoid desecration of

the Sabbath, a petition to the

High Court of Justice demanded

yesterday.

Alternatively, the petition ar-

gued, only non-Jewish security

personnel or Postal Authority

clerks should be used in the

proceedings.

The petition was filed by Rabbi

Mordecbai Halperio, a former

army chaplain who is now a mem-
ber of the Merom Hagalil Re-

gional Council and chairman of

the local Likud branch.

Halperin noted that army regu-

lations forbid soldiers to be
forced to do any work not essen-

tial for saving lives on Shabbat.

while civilian Jaws give govern-

ment employees the same protec-

tion. Staffing post offices for the

.PA elections is certainly not es-

sential for saving lives, he noted,

and while the presence of the se-

curity forces might be necessary,

the necessity could be eliminated

simply by moving the elections to

a weekday.

According to Jewish law,

though it is permissible to violate

Shabbat to save lives, it is not

permissible to create a situation

where violating Shabbat to save

lives is necessary if this situation

is avoidable, Halperin noted. In

this case, any need to violate

Sbabba! could be avoided simply

by changing the date of the

elections.

Jordan, Israel to sign last

four agreements today
JORDAN and Israel are to complete their normalization process
iodu\. alter signing the last four of some 15 agreements between them.
Crown Prince Hassan and Prime Minister Shimon Peres will attend

the festive signing ceremony in Ababa after which the steering commit-
tee between the two countries will be disbanded and the relevant
government offices will begin dealing with relations between the two
countries.

One agreement will fix the maritime border between Israel and
Jordan. The other, will relate to cooperation between Akaba and
Eilat, to telecommunications and to scientific and cultural ties.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Police decide not to investigate Ben-Yair
Police decided yesterday not to open an investigation into die

conduct of Anorney-GeneraJ Michael Ben-Yair. after a

complaint was filed iu which he was accused of obstructing

justice. Police said there is no basis for criminal suspicions.

The complaint was filed after reports that Ben-Yair told

Chief of General Staff Lt.-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak that he

was shocked that LDF officers bad given affidavits to the High

Court of Justice in support of the petition against him by reserve

soldiers. hint

51 soldiers killed in action in 1995
Fifty-one soldiers fell in action during 1995, 23 of them in

Lebanon, according to the annual report submitted by OC
Manpower Branch Maj.-Gen. Gideon Shelter to the Knesset

Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee yesterday. The

number of suicides, 43, was the same as in 1994. Twenty

soldiers were killed in accidents of different types. Liai Collins

Court rejects Levinger’s appeal
Jerusalem District Court yesterday turned down Moshe
Lev inger' s appeal of his 1995 conviction for rioting stemming

from an incident in Hebron in 1991. Levinger will begin

serving a six-month sentence in a few days. Herb Keinon

MKS aid cardiac problem awareness drive
Under the slogan "Hean-to-Heart," more than 70 MKs and

Knesset workers had their weight, blood pressure, sugar and

cholesterol levels, and cardiac functions checked yesterday.

ALONI

Settler heads reject Bin-Nun’s

criticism of Nablus yeshiva

HERB KEINON
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Mimstry wants firm prosecuted

JUDY SIEGEL

™I. ”“lth Wim'siry has shut

me Meron iodusirial park, after
findjag senous hygienic j^Hans
dunng a surprise inspection.
The ministry said it would also

press the State Attorney's Office
to prosecute the firm.
The Galilee company produces

pasteurized, powdered and fror
zen eggs and egg products that

fL use
,

d f0r makinS Processed
loods. Inspectors found that its
pasteurization process had signif-
icam shortcomings. The factory
railed in hs responsibility to sort
out eggs that were unfit for hu-
man consumption from those fit
for human consumption.

.

Chemicals for cleaning and dis-
infecting - many of them poison-
ous - were strewn in an enclosure
along with various food additives.
There was complete disorder in
the warehouse, with no markings
on many packages. This led the
ministry inspectors to suspect

that products for animal con-
sumption could "be contused with
those meant for people.

In addition, the factory, did not
meet mandatory standards for
quality control.

The ministry urged -the public
not to buy choiesterol-firee frozen
eggs from -the company; the com-
mercial name for this product is

“Beitzach.”

Giber raw malerials made by
the company are heated in cook-
ing and baking; which-

’

Mils any
bacteria that may have been in
the finished product,' the ministry
said. It was not clear from the
ministry whether any egg whites
are used for frosting or for
mousse without baking, thereby '

making them potentially danger-
ous.

The ministry said, that an epi-

demiological study, carried out
yesterday found , that no “excep-
tional cases of food - poisoning’

1

had been . reported until
recently.

IDF recommends end to

force-feeding prisoners
EVELYN GORDON

THE Judge Advocate-General’s
Office has recommended cancel-
ing an army regulation which al-

lows imprisoned soldiers to be
force-fed, the Association for
Civil Rights in Israel annnimced
yesterday.

Currently, regulations state
that any prisoner can be force-fed

intravenously if, over the course
of 48 hours, he has eaten less than
the medical officer considers suf-'

ficienL

The association had requested

cancellation of this order about

three years ago, citing foe case of-

a man who was In prison for re-

fusing' to'do rcserviPdufy, aHeg-

'j.
edly -for reasons of :

ronkarakfe.

-the' man Syent oh a :&i^
5
Br strike.

and when the army threatened to

force-feed him, he called ACRL
The army decided .not to

.
force-

feed the man, but ACRI request-

ed that the entire regulation be
canceled.

-Another regulation permits the

army to give a soldier medical

treatment against his win,- if two
uoetprs say it is necessary either

.
to save his life or to. prevent irre-

versible damage, -This regulation

is sufficient to allow force-feeding

in cases of real medical necessity,

.

ACRI noted. .
1

-.' Hie 48-hohr regulation, how-
ever, gives foe army far too much

4
power fo' ihldefert wife ' a shifter's

' base ' right
'

'to", hunger; 'strike; " the.

asspeiatioh said?
' • ?v

.

THE Tel Aviv District Court re-

jected an appeal by - four of Uri

.
Mesholaro’s followers against

' their remand, though Judge

.. Menahem Ban said police, at this

point, have insufficient evidence

to indict them.

Haim Shabi, Yosef Yehuda,
- Menahem Shrama and Avner
Dahari were remanded fin seven

days by Kfar Sava Magistrate’s

Court an Sunday, on suspicion,

they had conspired to Harm pub-

lie figures and property. Police
found a small quantity of - drugs,

along with bullets, bullet-proof

vests and “seditious marerial” aa

. some of their homes. -

Referring to confidential infor-

mation given him by police, Dan
said: “there is no guarantee,
based on foe information collect-

ed, that there will ever be indict-

ments, against these people, and I

.
also do not believe that at this,

early stage of the investigation

one can request from the police

material that justifies
. indictments.”

• Possession of a small amount
of marijuana and a .few 9 mm
bullets, while a criminal offense,

do nor
. warrant remand, he add-

ed.

“But what convinced the Kfar

Sava Magistrate's CouTt judge,
and myseif, is the confidential in-

formation relating to the alleged

intent by all the appellants to

harm public figures and proper-

ty,? he said.

Dahari ’s attorney., Avi Udiz,
insisted that his client is not a

Meshulam supporter.

“He has no criminal record; is

not ' even religious and his only

association with the other '. sus-

pects is that he knows them since

ring in Jerusalem

BILL HUTMAN

THE second biggest LSD bast in

the nation’s history was made this,

week in Jerusalem, police an-

nounced yesterday.

A cache of foe some 2,000 LSD
tablets with a street value of

about NTS 200,000 was found in a

hideout near the home, of the

math suspect in the case, 24-year-

old Yael Cbhea.

Cohen, who lives in the. GQo
neighborhood, was remanded
yesterday in Jerusalem Magis-

trate's Court. .Police said she was

not cooperating with

investigators.

Cohen allegedly headed a gang

of drug dealers who would rent

out pubs and auditoriums in Jeru-

." salem. for illicit drug parties fre-

quented by hundreds of yciuths.

Police noted that most' of the:

gang' members, mduding another

who has been arrested and was

remanded yesterday/ did not'

have previous criminal records.

- The gang members earned cellu-

lar phones and . beepers to hdp
them in their “business,*' which

also included hashish and co-

caines Several youths who pur-

chased drugs from the gang were,

also detained and released on

bail, police said.

weather
f

to continue

DAVID BUDGE

SNOW fell on ML Hennon and
parts of the upper reaches of the

Golan Heights yesterday as ram,

Kajfr .'zpjl"^uiitdostOTms iswept ^as
;

^fatat^ns^tflaL
The

"*

Meteorological Service
said that sleet might fell in h£Qy
central districts, including Jerusa-

lem, today and tonight

life cold, stormy weather is ex-

pected to last through the week- -

end. -
:

. The ram yesterday was heavy

in places, but there were no re-

ports of serious flooding. The
rain is expected to strengthen to-

day, increasing the risk of flood-

ing in low-lying areas. .

In Eilat, police urged, motorists

to take extra care because of foe

wet roads, while much of the

North was covered in thick fog.

On foe Golan, snow fell in Mo-
sbav Neveh Ativ and the Druse

vUages Majdal Shams, Mas’ada

and. Bukata, as well as around

Kibbutz Ebom, while hafl accu-

mulated on roads near Kibbutz

Ein . Zivan, making driving

treacherous.

- More than 30 cm. of fresh snow
accumulated on the slopes of Ml
Herman and foe ate was closed

to visitors, •
. .

•

Bill would up sentence for privacy violations

THE maximum penalty for in-

fringing on someone’s privacy

would be five years in prison in-

stead- of one, according to a
-

change approved by the Knesset

Law Committee yesterday.

Infringing on someone’s priva-

cy- includes actions such as seek-

ing information about a man’s

personal affairs, making use- of

such information, giving such in-

formation to a thitd party, or

EVELYN GORDON

publishing a photograph of some-

one' which is liable to embarrass

him.
"

The new. penally is part of a

government-sponsored bill which

the cxjmmittee is preparing for a

second and third reading.

According to committee chair-

man; Dedi Zucker (Meretz), the

stiffer penalty was introduced to

Drake the punishment for general

infringement on privacy equal to

the penalty for wiretapping,

which was recently increased

from three to five years. Znctoex

explained that from ' the ' victim’s

point of view, the harm caused' by
wiretapping is no greater than

that caused by other methods of

infringing cm his privacy, so there

is no reason for the punishment'

to be different
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Foot supporters of Uzi Meshulam appear yesterday in Tel Aviv District Court, where they
remand.

childhood and they chewed gat
together,” said Udiz. Gat is an
intoxicating but legal herb often

used by Yemenites.

“Even the judge said there was
no real evidence, 7

.’ Udiz added.

“I don’t' want my client to be
amongst the 80% of those arrest-

ed but who are never indicted on

criminal charges.”

A few “old bullets" and a small

quantity of marijuana were found
at Dahari 's home.

Udiz added that he intends to

petition the High Court of Justice

against the remand and to obtain

a “ruling In principle” on the is-

sue.

Tsadak Hugi, who represented

Shabi, Yehuda and Shrama, said

that public pressure had led to his

diems' arrests.

*‘lf the suspects were not Ye-
menite then the police would not

have arrested them,” said Hugi.

“The police arrested and then re-

leased three men who allegedly

lost their appeal against their

(Hanoch Grizitzky/Israel Son)

printed a seditious sticker yester-

day. Why were they released?

Because they are not Yemenite

and are not involved in the cam-
paign to investigate the disap-

pearance of Yemenite children."

His request to place his diems
“even under house arrest" was

also rejected by the court.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Some old-age homes unlicensed
The Health Ministry yesterday filed a complaint with police

against three private geriatric institutions that have been

operating in Jerusalem without a license. In foe past, dosure

orders were issued against them, but they did not shut down.
-

. Theyare Neveh Avot at 21 Rehov Nebemia, Neveh Gal at

32 Rehov Nikanor, and Beit Merima at 10 Sderot Heizl.

Inspector said that in addition to being unlicensed, foe

institutions also had inadequate manpower and physical

facilities to take care oftheir patients, some of them
. demented, who needed intensive nursing care. This, said the

‘

ministry, is a criminal offense. . ,...
" !” Judy Siegel

Clinically dead man revived by MDAteam
An Israel TV staffer whosuffered clinical death in his car in a

Jerusalem street was revived by a Magen David Adorn

ambulance team alerted by passersby. The man was

transferred to a mobile intensive care unit (MICU) and rushed

to Shaare Zedek Hospital.

The ambulance was on its way to a hospital with another

patient when passersby on Rehov Ramban pointed out to foe

medic/driver, Ribhi Ibrahim, and medics Tamar Biter and

Rahel Nahmani, that foe man had collapsed in his car. They
' called an MICU to help and managed to restore his breathing

and heartbeat. Judy Siegel

Insurance firms must reveal investments
Insurance Commissioner Doron Shorer yesterday ordered all

life insurance companies to provide their policyholdeis a

detailed report on their investments during 1995, and each

.year from now on. The report must be available by April 20.

Jerusalem Post Staff

Huge kidney tumor removed from toddler
A three-kDo cancerous tumor was removed from foe abdomen
of a two-and-a-half-year-old girl, who weighed only seven kilos

after the unusual surgery at Jerusalem’s Shaare Zedek

Hospital yesterday.

:The girl, who immigrated from the CIS a few months ago

with her parents, suffered from Wflm’s tumor, a cancerous

growth in foe kidney that usually appears in young children.

Thje child lost foe other kidney in her native country. Now she

has neither kidney, and must undergo dialysis until a organ for

transplant becomes available.

The toddler is in good condition and will undergo

chemotherapy as well as dialysis. Judy Siegel

Agency: Gay olim as welcome as anyone
Israel does not consider homosexual immigrants undesirable,

but will not make an effort to encourage gay Jews to come, Uri

Gordon, head of the Jewish Agency's immigration

department, said Tuesday.

His remarks followed a complaint from a gay rights group

that an agency official told a Jewish homosexual in Boston not

to immigrate because gay life is easier in the US. AP

Amir’s appeal to delay

trial rejected by court
RA1NE MARCUS

THE Tel Aviv District Court re-

jected a petition by Yigal Amir

yesterday to postpone bis plea

hearing for three months or until

the Shamgar Commission re-

leases its findings.

-Amir’s lawyer Jonathan • Gold-

berg argued that' his client

“changes his version of events

each day” and that conclusions

reached by the commission may
influence the case.

Goldberg also said he had not

had sufficient time to study all foe

evidence and that other material

in the hands of foe District Attor-

ney’s Office had been deemed
classified.

However, Judge Edmond Levy

accused Goldberg of wasting the

court's time and said he had am-

ple time to prepare a defense.

The Shamgar Commission has no

hearing on Amir’s trial, Levy
added.

“The charges are quite dearly

defined - murder and' aggravated

assault," said Levy. “The Sham-
gar Commission’s investigation is

totally irrelevant to the charges."

Levy ruled that defense law-

yers had had suffioenr time to

scrutinize evidence. Regarding
foe classified evidence. Levy ad-

vised Goldberg to appeal to a

higher court if there was a contro-

versy over such information.

Goldberg also asked that

Amir’s trial not be held daily, but

Levy rejected this request, argu-

ing that other' trials had been

postponed to make way for this

one.

Amir’s trial is due to resume on

Tuesday. The trial opened on

December 19, when Levy read

the charges, and then agreed to a

defense request for more time to

review the evidence before Amir

entered his plea.
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Berlusconi on trial for corruption
MILAN (AP) - Silvio Berlusconi

- former premier, business tycoon,

soccer dub owner - entered court

as a defendant yesterday in a cor-

ruption trial just as be is waging a

political comeback.

Tbe media magnate who trans-

formed Italian potties went on tri-

al for allegedly bribing tax auditors

reviewing the books of bis finin-

vest business empire.

The day was devoted to tittle

more than procedural matters but

it was the timing that mattered.

Tbe trial opening came two days

before Berlusconi meets with Pres-

ident Oscar Luigi Scalfaro on a

way out of Italy’s latest political

crisis and with the prospect of pos-

sible elections in tbe near future.

When asked during a break

whether the trial would affect his

political fortunes. Berhiscow said.

Tn tbe victim of a political plOL

Fm here to sustain my country. If

the people believe me. it could

even give me a boost,” he said.

Berlusconi beads Italy’s center-

right coalition and is struggling to

convince Italians that he is a better

alternative to govern than a cen-

ter-left alliance dominated by the

former Communists.
Also on trial are five business

associates, inducting his brother

Paolo. They are accused of paying

380 mfltion tire (NIS 710,000) in

bribes to tax inspectors reviewing

Beriusconfs Reinvest empire.

Five tax inspectors are on trial

accused of accepting bribes.

On arrival, Berlusconi looked at

reporters crammed inside a cell

built into the courtroom's side,

smiled broadly and said, “Finally

you’re in your place!”

Wearing a gray double-breasted

suit, Beriusconi sat squeezed be-

tween two attorneys. He took

notes and occasionally massaged

the bridge of his nose.

Unexpectedly for the media mo-
gul that be is, Beriusconi sought to

bar live television coverage of the

trial. His lawyer argued it would
turn the case into a spectacle and
influence witnesses.

Judge Carlo CriveOi agreed, but

permittedTV cameras to tape pro-

ceedings, and allowed live radio

broadcast and photographers in

the courtroom.

Beriusconi. whose empire in-

dudes Italy’s three largest private

television stations and die Milan

soccer team, granted permission to

being videotaped. Italian defen-

dants have the right to refuse.

“I have a personal interest, as a

political personage, that people be

allowed to judge me,” he said.

Berlusconi won March 1994

elections and became premier bur

was undone after seven months

when an ally pulled out of his co-

alition amid charges against Ber-
lusconi of conflict of interest that

are still unresolved.

In the months before the elec-

tion he formed the Forza Italia

(“Let's Go, Italy”) party to fill a
vacuum created by the fell of Ita-

ly’s traditional parties centrist par-

ties bom a corruption scandal that

has implicated more than 3,000

politicians, business
(

people and

government officials.'

Those cases were spearheaded

by tbe “Clean Hands” team now
prosecuting Beriusconi.

A MI24 helicopter gunship fires an air-to-surface rocket on a house in the village of Pervomayskoye as Russian forces

mounted an all-out attack against tbe Chechen rebels holding hostages there. The Russians decided to attack after

concluding that the remaining hostages in rebel hands had been executed. (Renter)

NATO seizes Bosnia airfield

Chechen rebels step up attacks
RUSSIAN troops yesterday
launched a withering assault with

Grad rockets to wipe out Che-
chen rebels holed up in a south-

ern village after abandoning hope
of freeing any more hostages.

Hundreds of km away, another
group of rebels threatened to

blow up a Black Sea ferry with
nearly 200 people on board un-
less foe fighting stops.

“Tbe decision has been taken to

conclude tbe operation,” Alexan-
der Mikhailov, spokesman for the

Russian attack force, said as three

trucks carrying Grad rocket
launchers took up positions just

three km from Pervotnaiskoye.

After two days of bombarding
Pervomayskaya with artillery and
helicopter-fired rockets, the Rus-
sians yesterday fired salvo after

salvo from the powerful Grads on
the village near the border of
breakaway Chechnya.
The seizure of the ferry at the

Turkish port of Trabzon marked
the first time the Chechen war
spread outside Russia’s borders.**

Hie gunmen promised, to free

some of their captives butwarned
they would destroy the 3,838-

tonne Avrosya if there were any
rescue attempt.

“We’ve all got four kilos of ex-

plosives strapped to our chests,”

one hijacker said by telephone

from foe vessel in tbe stormy sea.

News agencies

PERVOMAYSKAYA, Russia

“That's enough to blow up
both us and the whole boat.” foe

gunman, who identified himself

only as Abrek, said, speaking in

Turkish.

Turkey’s national police chief

has ruled out an immediate rescue

bid. Predominantly Moslem Tur-

key sympathizes with Chechnya's

desire for independence, but has

kept a low profile to avoid bann-
ing relations with Russia.

“This is a warning to Yeltsin.”

the hijackers’ leader told indepen-

dent Turkish television Channel

D. Trabzon governor Alaadin

Yuksel identified him as Mu-
hammed Tokcan. a Turkish
national.

Turkish Interior Minister Teo-
man Unusan told the indepen-

dent ATV channel that Tokcan
bad fought with Chechen rebels.

“We have decided where to

leavesome of tbe hostages but we
will announce it when we get

there.” Abrek said. He gave no
indication of how many hostages

might be freed or whether they

would include Russians.

Port authorities said earlier the

hijackers might be prepared to

release some captives at the
coastal town of Sinop.
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Prolog's new self-study audio-video cassette course will give you —
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“We gather from the radio com-
munications between tbe coast and
foe boat that they are going to

stop...and release some of the hos-

tages and then continue to Istan-

bul,” Hasan Cetin, a port official

in the town of Samsun. said.

Cetin said some hostages
would be freed at Sinop port. 160

km west of Samsun, in what
could be the first step toward re-

solving the day-old, slow-moving
hostage drama.

In the Chechen capital Groz-
ny. gunmen also seized about 30
workers at an electric power
plant according to the ITAR-
Tass news agency. They were
taken away to an unidentified lo-

cation and the search for them
continued yesterday.

Seeking to justify their assault

on Pervomayskaya , the Russians

yesterday reiterated claims the

Chechens were executing tbe hos-

tages they have held for a week.

“Because the situation is be-

coming more complicated, we
bave decided to conclude the op-
eration,” said Maj. Gen. Alexan-
der Mikhailov, a spokesman for

foe Federal Security Service, a
successor to the KGB.
Asked about the fate of tbe

hostages, he said, “We have little

hope for them.”
The rebels are believed to be

holding between 70 and 120 hos-

tages, the last of an estimated

3,000 hostages seized Jan. 9.

Helicopter gunships rocketed

Pervomayskaya and round after

round of punishing artillery shells

struck the village, which was a
smoking ruin. Rockets capable of
leveling foe village were fired

from Grad rocket-launchers.

Despite fighting involving doz-

ens of tanks and armored vehicles

backed by several battalions of
shock troops, Russian forces ap-

peared to control only part of the
village.

The rebels, estimated at 130 to

250, have fought back fiercely

with small arms and rocket-pro-

pelled greaades. They bave de-

stroyed several Russian armored
personnel carriers.

At least 100 people have been
killed and injured since foe Rus-
sian offensive began Monday.
“We're not counting them in

terms of corpses - we’re counting

them in terms of arms and legs,’
1

Mikhailov said of tbe dead
rebels.

One Russian officer who re-

fused to give his name said feder-

al forces suffered “heavy losses.”

Tbe Russian Interior Ministry

said four Russian soldiers were
killed and 20 wounded.
Another Russian officer said

the Chechens “were fighting bet-

ter” than his men, who had
botched efforts to storm the vil-

lage by getting pinned 7 down
while trying to cross open fields*

to reach tbe rebels.

The hostage-taking in southern
Russia began last week when the

rebels slipped past border guards
and seized up thousands of peo-
ple in the town of Kizlyar. At
least 40 people were killed in that

fighting.

With a promise of safe passage,
foe guerrillas released most hos-

tages and headed for Chechnya
with the rest in a convoy of buses.

They were stopped by Russian
forces at Pervomayskaya a week
ago, just short of foe border be-
tween the two regions of Dage-
stan and Chechnya.
Since then, Russian troops

have brought out 28 people from
foe village, Mikhailov said.

Russia sent thousands of
troops into Chechnya in Decem-
ber 1994 to crash the republic’s

three-year drive for indepen-
dence. Up to 30,000 people,

mostly civilians, have been killed

in the fighting.

SARAJEVO (Renter) - French
legionnaires in armored cars

and tanks seized control of a
government airfield near Sara-

jevo in an operation designed to

show that NATO rules tbe roost

in Bosnia.
With tbe approach of this

weekend’s vital deadline for the

establishment of zones of sepa-

ration between Bosnia's former
waxring frictions, NATO offi-

cials were confident yesterday

that their targets were being

met.

Tbe US, British and French

contingents of the NATO-led Im-
plementation Force (IFOR) re-

ported wide compliance by
Serbs, Moslems and Croats in

mine-clearing and troop with-

drawals from tbe separation

zones.

NATO officials said more than

100 French legionnaires in 16 ar-

mored vehicles and tanks swept

past Bosnian government sol-

diers to enter the Visoko airship

in central Bosnia on Monday
morning.

The operation was launched
after IFOR troops had twice been
refused admittance to the airfield

in contravention of foe Dayton
peace agreement under which
NATO forces have the right togo
where they wish.

There have long been rumors
that the Moslem-led army was
using the airfield for secret arms
supply flights bat this was never
substantiated.

NATO officials said the
French found nothing unusual

when they arrived at foe airfield

but would be maintaining a pres-

ence there.

NATO spokesman Colonel
Mark Rayner told reporters foe
commander of alliance forces. in

Bosnia. Admiral Leighton Smith,

visited the Visoko airstrip, 20 km
northwest of Sarajevo, on Tues-
day and had been impressed with

foe French operation.

NATO sources said foe French
would use tile airfield in foeevent

of an emergency where they

could not land at Sarajevo air-

port, which lies close to volatile

Serb-held suburbs due to revert

to government control under the

peace plan.

Rayner said US and British

troops supervising mine clear-

ance and troop withdrawals in

zones of separation throughout

Bosnia had reported good
compliance.

Tbe Bosnian government took

a rough new line on the dispute

over the release of prisoners of

war yesterday, purring itself on a

collision course with NATO.
NATO and the Red Cross in-

sist that the former warring par-

ries must release all remaining

civilian and military prisoners by

a deadline of this Friday and that

they will be violating the Bosnian

peace agreement if they do not.

The Bosnian government has

effectively blocked plans for a

mass release this week, insisting

that several thousand Moslems
not accounted for on prisoner

lists are m Serb hands.

Bosnian Foreign Minister Mo-
hamed Sadrbey told a news con-

ference: “It is humanely impossi-

ble, immoral to forget about

these few thousand...it is bar-

gaining with human life.”

He insisted the Serbs, not the

government, were the ones who
could be violating the peace
agreement and undermining sta-

bility by keeping those unac-

counted for..

Clinton still has edge

over Dole in US polls

Sheikh Omar ready

for sentencing by

Manhattan court
WASHINGTON (Reuter) - Re-
cent polls show Democratic
President Bill Clinton holds an
edge of five to 10 points over
Senate Republican Majority
Leader Bob Dole, his likely

presidential challenger. But
each has big problems.

Half a dozen polls this year

have produced some conflicting

data, perhaps indicating the vol-

atility of public opinion as Clin-

ton battles foe Republicans in

Congress over a balanced
budget.
But Clinton's approval ratings

generally hover in the high 40s

or low 50s while bis disapproval

level is stock in tbe mid-40
range.

The return of furloughed fed-

eral government workers to
their jobs last week after a tem-

ERETZ YISRAEL
In Halacha and Jewish Thought

poraiy truce in foe budget stale-

mate appears to have helped
Clinton a little, pollsters say.

But his failure to expand his

support suggests he will have no-

room at all for error in his re-

election campaign.
Clinton is unopposed for re-

nomination in his own party and
has breathing room not enjoyed
by Dole and his Republican ri-

vals, who will fight it out for con-

vention delegate slots in prefer-

ence votes starting next month.
Even so, the president must gird

himself for Republican attacks

that will intenrify as their own
nomination fight proceeds.
Dole leads eight other Repub-

licans, but be still lags Clinton in

one-on-one trial matchups and
his disapproval ratings are just as

high as the president’s.

Political activists all over tbe
country suggest Dole’s support is

broad but not particularly deep.
Then there is a surge for mil-

lionaire publisher Steve Forbes,
who has shot into second place
nationally and is even challenging
Dole in a couple of states like

Arizona and Delaware.
Forbes has spent over $12 mil-

lion of his personal fortune, much
of it on television advertisements
attacking Dole and promoting
Forbes* concept of a flat income
tax rate for aU.

NEW YORK (AP) - Concrete
barriers went up in front of the

federal courthouse in Manhattan
in advance of the sentencing of 10
terror conspirators and one last

message from their leader.
Sheikh Omar Abdel-Rahman.
A dozen police officers - twice

tbe usual complement - patrolled

outride and two bomb-sniffing
dogs instead of just one went
through tbe courthouse with fed-

eral agents yesterday morning.
There were no problems as tbe

hearing began with Victor Alva-
rez, 29, sentenced to 35 years in

prison. Alvarez was portrayed
during the nine-month trial as a
borderline retarded man from a
broken family, but Judge Mi-
chael Mukasey was unmoved.

“Forgive me if it sounds cold-

hearted, but people who are
killed by people with limited ca-

pacity are just as dead as people
killed by geniuses,” Mukasey
said.

Alvarez proclaimed his inno-
cence: “I am not a crazy man. I

never knew of any plot to bomb
anything in foe United States.
This is my country.”

His sentencing indicated that
each defendant can expect the
maximum 20 years on foe most
serious count, seditious
conspiracy.

Join Shorashlm and The
Jerusalem Post in an away-
from-it-all English seminar at the
Dead Sea. Three days of
discussion with knowledgeable
authorities combined with
sulphur baths, swimming at a
private beach, mini-golf, tennis
and guided tours.

We’ll discuss some of the
fundamental issues now

and Yehuda Halevy. They will

be the subject of lectures and
open discussion led by Prof.
Paul Mendes-Flohr, Prof. Zeev
Harvey, Rabbi Naphtall
Rotenberg, Rabbi Ellezer
Waldman, Prof. Moshe (del,

Rabbi Pessach Schindler,
Yonatan Garb, and Peter
Lenard.

worrying and in some cases
dividing the people. Martin
Buber’s
Emunim,

approach
Trading

Gush
land for

peace,” and the ideas of Rabbis
2vi Yehuda Kook, Shiomo Goren

The cost of the seminar includes
tour bus from Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem and return, admission
to ail lectures, use of guest house
facilities, twice daily bus to the
sulphur baths, half-board per
person in a double room, etc. etc.
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Fashion for

sale at a

pictorial

dep’t store
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Deliveries to your front door atomes to suit your convenience
are well worth the extra outlay tosome people, especially since you

the goods if you’re not

Specialty catalogs featuring
only one or two categories of
merchandise are relatively novelm Israel, but now that Yoni Saar,
owner of Kent fashions, has set
die ball rolling, others win no
doubt follow.

While acknowledging that
smoking may not be politically
correct, Saar, who heads his own
direct marketing company, notes
that the brand names of major
cigarette companies such as Marl-
boro and Camel also project a life-

style. Which is why be bought the
name of Kent to help promote his
newest direct marketing venture -
the sale of fashion and furniture
through catalogs.

Inaugurated last week in con-
junction with a photo and fashion
contest at the Design Gallery in
Tel Aviv, the catalog features
Tollman’s furniture along with
clothes by 13 Israeli designers,
whose creations were displayed
on live models, sitting alone orin
groups of two, three and four on
individual twnHc
There was a good mix of sum-

-tech way

Pant softs available from Comme H Fant’s wide range of
dean design garments.

mer and winter garments, pins a
variety of styles to cater to differ-

ent tastes and lifestyles. Thus the
very young yuppie might have
been attracted by Rinat Golan*s
see-through plastic battle-dress

jacket and skirted white maillot
.while the more sophisticated-
business executive would have
gone for Hagara’s dramatic black
hostess gown with thesKm fitting

sleeves and high collar tiring to
the tip .of the jaw line.

'

However, the outfit which won
the contest was a pants suit by
CaroleGodin of CommeD Fant.

Featuring an embossed blue-
black velvet jacket over blade
wool pants, it was sufficiently ca-

sualtowear to a sportsmatchand
sufficiently formal to grace a
dress-up affair.

. . Godm, a French Canadian
who has been living in Israel for

12 years, is noted for her mini-

mafat approach and her elegance
of line.

Saar, 32, who is mailing out
10,000 catalogs initially; is giving
himself a make-or-break year in

which to test the waters. Based
on market research, he expects to
do his best business outside ofthe
major urban areas. People who
live in Tel Aviv or Jerusalem
have easy access to clothes by the
country’s leading designers, he
says. But those who five in pe-
ripheral areas have a much more
limited choice, whichwill now be
broadened through the catalogs.

Despite a nation-wide cam-
paign against smoking, Saar obvi-
ously knew what he was doing
when he chose to use the name of

.

a cigarette company . Most of the
several hundred people attending
the inauguration were smoking—
and a lot of them were smoking
Kents.

Two firms are
testing tracking

devices that

may help
policemen in

their search for

car thieves,

Raine Marcus
writes

HIGH-TECH car tracking

systems may be a favored
solution for the future in

tracing stolen vehicles, according
to both police officers and insur-

ance companies.
Two companies - Ituran and

Nexus - are presently testing

computerized tracking devices.

They claim the tracking devices

wQl help insurance companies
save money, policemen catch

thieves and victW get their cars

back, undamaged and quickly.

The police are also testing
Ituran’s device cm a pilot ba-

as.

Over the pastseven years, $150
minion has been invested, berth

here and in the US, to develop
Imran’s device.

Ituran is aiming to market the
device to some 300,000 subscrib-

ers, both commercial and
private.

Ituran, previously owned by
Tadiran and an American com-
pany, was recentlybought bysev-
eral Israelis who named former
deputy GSS chief Gideon Ezra as
its managing director.

Ezra is more open about his

company’s aims and costs than

are Nexus officials, who only say
they have developed the product
and aim to produce a technically

comparable “if not better” item
at a lower cost by cutting backon
expenses and luxurious control

rooms.
“Here we do the actual hard

work, based on technical know-
how and research,” says physicist

Hanoch Yokev, deputy manag-
ing director of Nexus.

J4&/1 16

A Nexus subsidiary, Eden Te-
lecom, is already selling the de-
vice abroad, though further test-

ing must be done for h to be
approved here. Eden has sold the
tracking device, together with a
two-way pager, to Australia, ac-

cording to Eden Managing Direc-
tor Eyal Katz.

Ezra estimates that Imran's de-

vice- with its alarm, remote con-

trol and other features - will cost

the private car. owner around
$800. But if the correct alarm sys-

tems are already installed, then
an Ituran device may cost the
driver only $500, plus an addi-

tional $7.50 monthly subscription

fee.

“Insurance companies may be
able to conceive a way of balanc-

ing die cost of Ituran against driv-

ers’ premiums,” Ezra suggests.

Katz, who was loath to reveal

specifics, reckons Nexus’s device
will cost less. Its system is pres-

ently being tested on a fleet of
company vehicles.

FTURAN'S TRACKING device

is actually several devices hidden
in die vehicle and controlled from'
a central place where computer-
ized maps show each vehicle’s lo-

cation.

When an automobile is broken
into, the devices inside it send a

signal to the computer room that

an illegal entry has occurred,
Ezra explains. Ituran’s techni-

cians immediately contact the ve-
hicle’s owner to ensure that It has
actually been stolen and then call

the police to inform them of the
vehicle's precise location.

“Some remote control unlock-
ing devices may be used by
thieves at random,” Ezra ex-

plains. “For instance, a thief with
a stolen set of keys can walk into

a parking lot and just by operat-

ing the remote system open the

relevant car door. With Ituran's

remote device, this cannot
happen.”

Ituran’s tracking device may
also be helpful to companies with

large fleets of vehicles.

Nexus’s tracking device is simi-

lar but based on different tech-

nology, Katz says. However, to

the untrained eye, on screen,

their systems look the same.

“All our personnel has back-

ground in IDF engineering and
we have developed our product
over a four-year period, especial-

ly tailored to Israeli needs,” he
adds, “Although we export our
two-way pager and other sys-

tems. the car tracking device is

for use here.”

Ezra says he is fully aware of
the increase in thefts as die Pales-

tinian autonomy gains more au-
thority. Although the Israeli po-
lice no longer has authority to

enter areas ruled by the Palestin-

ians, Ezra intends to catch the
thief long before he leaves Israeli

jurisdiction.

“Our aim is to keep the thief in

the car as long as possible so that

police or another party can arrest

him and retrieve the car,” Ezra
says. “The thief is not supposed
to know that an Ituran device has
been fitted. We want to be in a
situation whereby the thief does
not know which system has been
installed."

Both Nexus and Ituran can be
fitted with an optional distress

button in the case of car-jacking

or if the driver breaks down or
loses his way.

Ituran representatives have ap-
peared before the Internal Secu-
rity Ministry’s rater-ministerial

Lapidot committee, set up to ex-

amine ways to reduce the number
of auto thefts.

Internal Security Minister
Moshe Shahal has said that he is

in favor of such systems provided
there areno legal problems, such
as an invasion of privacy.

Ezra counters that Ituran’s

tracking device is activated orify

when an illegal entry has taken
place.
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renovating her home; LX
purchased an exhaustIan from BiriJt-

. . In Kitchen Appliances, Ltd., the Is-

raeli representative OF Germany’s Gaggenau.
According to her new (dans, the kitchenand

living-room area of her Ra’anana house would

be a loft-like open spacc with no waDs orother
room dividers. Asthe stove would be Car froma
window, cooking odors would be a problem.

The solution - an electric exhaust fan - posed

an additional problem: noise.

L.KL spent months poring over brochures

and visiting appliance showrooms before decid-

ing to bny a Gaggenau product BIKA’s mar-

keting manager Ami Greenberg assisted her in

selecting a NTS 5,000 model, assuring her that

its powerful motor and “barely audible” hum
would be perfectly suited to her special needs.

L.K. wrote a check. This was in October 1994.

.Throughout the construction of her new
kitchen, BIKA’s technician advised IX.’sctm-

tractor on the placement and installation of die

fan, which she had been told to install only

according to Gaggenan’s specifications. Techni-

cal glitches during inscallation were corrected a

few times, and BIKA’s technician finally gave

the “thumbs up” sign. This was in June 1995-

When LX turned on the fan for the first

time, sounds of a “747 during takeoff” filled the

room preventing “normal conversation any-,

where in the house.” LX notified Greenberg,

who sent the technician to investigate. The

technician readjusted “sloppy joint connec-

tions” and repaired a hole in the exhaust pipe.

This was in July.
• /

Bnt the fan wailed on. Again LX notified

CAVEAT EMPTOR'

RUTME BUM

BIKA-She was told the problem was “under,

investigation.” In August, she was told to “wait

until Mr. Greenberg returns from Germany,
where he will consult with Gaggenan directly.”

This trip lasted the entiremontb ofSeptember.
. In October, a.differcnt technician arrived at

LX's home to hear what fee fuss was about.

(According to LX, this expert didn’t even
know where to locate the on-off switch.) IBs
diagnosis: noise level appropriate; exhaustpipe

too smalL

. LX begged Greenberg to come and hear

the noise for himself, or at leastto send an
acoustical engineer to arbitrate. .After many
more phone rails, he agreed. Two weeks later,

he phoned to say: “After consultation with

Gaggenau and the tedmician, we have decided

not to send an engineer ” (It would cost the

firm at least NIS 1,000 to do so.)

He further stated that if tie noise level is

excessive “it is because the exhaust pipe is too

small and the vent covering inappropriate.”LX reminded him that the installation had
been performed in cooperation wife a BIKA
technician. • .

“He quit some time ago,” Greenberg re-

plied, “and is not available to confirm or deny

tins.”
.

InNovember, Greenberg defended Ins posi-

tion, insisting that the installation of the

appliance was not earned out according to com-

pany specifications.

“Nevertheless,” he stressed, “we are doing
everything in.our power to rectify the situation.

At great expense to our firm, we are going to

remove the vent from LL’s borne and have it

examined at a laboratory. If it is defective, we
will replace ft. Iffaulty installation is the culprit,
that too will be corrected.”

In December, Greenberg arrived at LX's
home, accompanied byBIKA’s general manag-
er Jackie Veimger. After listening and measur-
ing, the duo dedared that fee fan would have to
be taken to a laboratory for thorough testing.

“When?” LX asked.

. “Soon,” they replied.

“Fax me a date,” she insisted.

“No problem,” they said.

Whoa no fax arrived a week later, LX
phoned again. Tire secretary apologized pro-

fusely, said that her bosseswere bedridden with
flu and promised a swift response. (The next
day, she faxed LX a note from Greenberg.)

It is now January 1996. LX's electric ex-

haust fan has neverbeen used. In contrast, her
phone and fax machine have been working
overtime.

BIKA’s current promise to take action is not

deterring LX from taking some action of her

own. Having told her story to the press, she
now plans on telling it to a Small Claims Court

.judge.

You are invited to ask questions or offer

personal stories about goods and services in

this country. Write io: Ruthie Blum, POB 81 ,

91000 Jerusalem.

The discovery, of a

‘royal city’ in the sky

I
N time exposures focused for

days on an obscure dot in the

universe, the Hubble Space
Telescope photographed the

faintest stars and galaxies ever

seen - some four billion times

dimmer than what is visible to the

naked eye.

“Most of these galaxies have
never been seen before,” said

Robert Williams, director of the

Space Telescope Science Insti-

tute in Baltimore.

Just how old the galaxies are

has not been determined yet.

They could be the most distant,

and hence the oldest, ever detect-

ed, he said.

“In archeological terms, it is

similar to finding a royal city, but

we don’t have the dates yet,” he
said. “We don’t know yet if we
are seeing the most distant ob-
jects or not.”
A report on the just-completed

deep-space survey was delivered

Monday to the national meeting
of the American Astronomical
Society.

WflEams said the finding was
released quickly- so the world’s

astronomers could immediately

begin studying the data, de-
scribed by some as “the astro-

nomical equivalent of the Dead
Sea Scrolls."

To gather the views, the Hub-
ble Space Telescope was aimed at

a specific target and captured

light for 10 consecutive days.

The target was a point in the

sky near fee handle of the Big
Dipper, a part of the universe

continuously in view of fee orbit-

ing space telescope.

Seen from the Earth, the target

was very small, “about the size of

a large grain of sand held at arm's

length,” Williams said. To
ground telescopes, the area
seemed basically a blank part of

the sky. Yet the long exposure

revealed at least 1,500 galaxies in

various stages of formation.

The study is rather like taking a

core sample of the Earth. Such a

sample would have many layers

of ctirt and rock laid down over

millions of years. In the celestial

core sample, what is captured are

views of stars and galaxies rang-

ing farther and farther into the
universe and increasingly distant.

Some images could be from

galaxies formed within a billion

years of fee beginning of the uni-

verse, but Williams said this will

require detailed analysis to
determine.

“It’s like looking down a long
tube and seeing afi the galaxies

along that line of sight,” said

Mark Dickinson, a member of
the Hobble Space Telescope
team. “They’re all stacked up
against one another in this pic-

ture, and the challenge now is to

disentangle them.”
Some of the galaxies are

“things we haven’t seen before,"

said Andrew Fruchter, another

Hubble team member. There are

elliptical shapes and spirals.

Some are tike bead) balls and
footballs. Others are long, agar-

shaped dusters of stars.

A key question the study might

answer is how galaxies are

formed. These star groups are

found thronghoot the universe. -

Astronomers so far do not under-

stand how many billions of stars

can come together to form a an-

gle duster tike the Milky Way, a

spiral galaxy that includes fee

Earth's sun. (AP)
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BARGAIN BASEMENT

OFFERS
SUPER sn STEPPER - used once.

NIS 150. 09-338850.

SODA SYPHON - with bottle, large,

NIS 100; cord-tree iron, NIS Sfc electric

knife. NIS 10; afl at nearest offer. 09-

823429.

SUEDE JACKET - far-foed, NIS 70. 03-

5239534.

GAS HEATER - 3-post, excellent cowfi-

bob NIS 50; Ekctro-mm beating pad, fee*

wanner. NIS 40; Story ofJewish Museum
in Prague. flhutratcd, special copy, Volor-

ova, NIS 50. 04-342207;

COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER - tad.

color monitor, iMi drives, printer & 100s

of program*. Free. 09-7654356; 09-565954,

MS. _

AIRMAIL SUCKERS -severtLbmKteed

assorted, available free to serious collec-

tor. POB 6177, Hatfa, 31060.

CABINET - TV, video, books,

95x200x40 cm. NIS 200 ojuo. OMT
NS.
DINING TABLE - 4 chans, woodflbnnica-

top, expandable. NIS 2S0- 03-

6414880.

JNF STAMPS - comprcheosivtt CoDectioo,

early 1900-1987, in 4 large albums.

NIS 300. 07-588702.

CARPET - 2*3. excellent condition,

NIS 300. 09-348872.

RADIATOR- 15 bats, excellent cowfitam,

NIS 150. 04-8383570.

BOY’SJUDO UNIFORM - with vaao k
colored belts, age 10 and Bp. N“60;
Creepy Crawlers. nearly unmed. NIS EZ5.

06-368472.

COTTON PANTS - 3 prt., NIS 50 each;

women's taking boots, new. she 38, good

qnafer, NIS 150. 03-5255033.
.

YOUTH BED - deeps 2, woodenframe
with drawer, good condition, NIS 300. 02-

866548. . „ .

WESTINGHOOSE DRYER - used little,

pKTfiyt cowfirion. NIS 300. 02-663942-

MASTERMIND - relaxation machine,

NIS 190. 02-6522097.
METROPOLITAN OPERA UDMEETTOS

— lor operta, ItaEanZGcnnan/Englirii.

NIS 5 each. 024518140. NS.
AMERICAN HI-KtSER COUCH BED -
good condition, NIS 300. 02-738429,

NS. - - - - • :

HEATER .- .model EOS. 13 fins, 3 beat

levels. NXS 300. 02-765054, NS.
CAR SEAT - 1-4 years. NIS 160. 02-

735294, NS.
TOASTEROVEN- like new,NIS 250.02-

632104.

EUTAYANHEATER-HL 585. NIS 100;

Barbie doO, pregnant and new mom,
NIS 75. 02-716927.

CHILD'S AMERICAN SWEATER -

sweatshirt, jeans,- bonded jacket, she 3-4,

NIS 20-35; plaque, wood, hand-ponied.

02-785854. NS.
.

HANDY STITCH -Singer, NIS 80; “Wan-

der Wash,"NS 90- both new. 02-420775.

PHDXO WASHER -front loader,5 k& in -

good condition but needs 1 repair,

NIS 300. 02-666448.

CASIO DATA BANK WATCH-;
memory,J alarms, countdown timer, i

ftoerapb. 9-month guarantee, NIS 130. 02-

738163. Rena.

. mXCntONIC TYPEWWTER - Olym-

pia, excellent condition, NJS 275. 02-

7351401

APPLE 2C - computer and senes and

printer, NIS 300. 02-6512799.

ENGLISHCOAT- warn, bood and scarf,

as new. saC 11-12, 146 cm. NIS 120; IBM
Sctectrie typewriter, NIS .150; china -serv-

ing platter, new, NIS 30. 02785854, MS. -

CRIB— cxcefleta cancEtiatt. natural finish,

iodndes mattiesc, NIS 300. 02-631452,

NS.
TABLETOP -glass, 15mm (hide, 180x75

an, NIS 300. 02-631990, NS.
ROLLERBLADES - size 40, good condi-

tion, NIS 100. 02-866293, NS.
BASEBALL CARD COLLECTION - 35.

cards, mint condition, from *700 to

'80s. includes Nolan Ryan, George -

.Bell. X>ykstra, Gossago, NIS 300. 02-

417984.

AMSTRAD COMPUTER - 1985; mth
-word processing software;IBM compatible

monitor XT.T’k* to institution. Gcfcu, 02-
6536205.
EXERCISE BICYCLE - NIS 150. 02-

340895.

BICYCLE - men's 27", Rom, 10-speed,

good condition, NIS 300. 02-665155, .

AM CAR RADIO - NIS 75; Rnbbenririd

dish drainer, NTS 40; 2 new inserts for

Pessah, NIS 20 each. 02436574.

ARCHIE COMICS - NIS 10; Op lamp

menora, NIS 80. 02-611240.

RANGEHOOD - newta box. NIS 300. 02-

321079.
UPHOLSTERED DESK CHAIR — perfect

condition, rou-cotored upholstery, front

and back wheels, chrome base. NIS 285

ab.o. 02-286338, NS.

FUTON - NIS 300- 02-738955, eves.

REMINGTONMICRO SCREEN- rechar-

geable shaver, with case, good condition,

NIS 100 o.b.o. 02-6518857, Mosbe, after7

pm.
RQU.IBtW.ADES -Stan 43. NIS 200. 02-

322698.

MATERNITY CLOTHES - damn skirt,

NIS 100: denim jumper, NIS 100, both

sfase mail, new. 02-271505.

GUrrARETT -young, versatile, wDEng to

do free gigs. 02-344568 after 1 pat.

DOWNCOAT- 100% goose taathers, size

apaH, gray, excellent condition, men’s or

women's. NIS250 o.b.o. 02-6526754.

BABY CARRIAGE - Eke Jtew. NIS 300..

02470005.
ROMBCA ORTHOPEDICSHOES-black
leather, yonug-tooktag, size 38, worn only

3 times. NIS 180, 02-9908456. .
• -

BOYS’ GAMES - electric train, "Star-

corn.” Starbase command; remote control

car “Nikko", all tor NZS 250. 02610746.

WOODEN PUZZLES -2 for NIS 30; foam

mattress, washable cower. NIS 70;

"grandma” kettle* NIS 100,
“

NS.
LADIES’ SHEEPSKIN JACKET -size 40,

NIS.200:MotifinexgniK)ei^ntier*oIdybiit

goody. NIS 70- 02-661391.

CD’s—2 early Madonna, J. Donovan, C&
C Mnac Factory, NISTSeadu 02r423784,

ns.

OFFICIAL N.Y. GIANTS - boytf winter

coat, new, never worn, size 16-18. water

resistant, NIS 300. 02-6518857.

COFFEE TABLE - ebss and maxbte, per-

fect condition; NIS 300. 02-344373. NS.

TANACS WITH CA5SUTO COMMEN-
TARY - 16 voL, Hebrew. NIS 300 o.b.o.

024518168, NS.
3-DRAWER DRESSER- 36x31x18". fight

watem cotar. MS 300, 02-250762.

WASHIDB SINK - NIS 90; vintage bath

sink, MS 180 o.b.o. 02-665654, NS.
CLASSICAL CASSETTES - used, most
poraposec, NIS 5 each. 02-619891.

2 STEREO SPEAKERS- Phillips HoQand,
good condition, MS 120; baby cot, fotd-

* condition, NIS 120 o.b.o. 02-

CHJUHOBT'rS ITEMS- table and 4 chairs,

NZS 50; 20 small toys, NIS 10 each- 02-

242546, Jndy, after 7 pun. .

WATCH - new with guarantee, Gncrini,

waterproof. MS 75. 02-417568, NS.
LEATHER COAT - ladSes', dark green;

tatties’ Imahikta coat, beige, European size

'4244, MS 150 each 02-6580207.

CD PLAYER - new, potable with bead-

pfaners, POS 300. 024912848, NS.

CROSS-COUNTRY SSHNG EXERCISE
MACHINE - MS 250. 02-660443, NS.

DINING ROOM TABLE - seats 10,

MS 150. 02-817116.

METAL SHELVES - 36*78*17 in.,

MS 50; stamtingtamp,NIS 75; translucent

nylon drapes, 8V4 ft square, NIS 90; Wel-

ler whWing gnn, no V., NIS 85- 02*

257483.

UNIVERSAL JEWISH ENCYCLOPAE-
DIA- io voL, MS 300. 02-638220.

CHILDREN’S GAMES - pozzies and
books, used, NB 5-15 each, all hi good

cwKfiriott 02-866188.

MEN’SHAGGAR SLACKS - 3 pairs, 38*^

wrist nue. colon, MS 60 each; Rftriwk

waOting shoes. Mack, size 11. IS, used

once, MB 120. 02-820024.

RAY SHMSHON RAFAEL HlRSCH’S-
complete commeetary on Hmaash, excel-

fent condition, NIS jffiD. 02-839294, NS.
3®DRGEraOTECrOR-3-0tttiet, protea*

•gainst voltage peaks and valleys, NIS 95.

02-784840.
WOMEN'S CLOTHES FROM FRANCE

-

pullover, NIS 50; suit, red, NIS 150. 02-

850108. NS.
DISHWASHER - NIS 300. 02-736610.

CHILD’S CAR SEAT - Bobby. NIS 150;

Osoco stroller, NIS 150. 02-6521349.

DOC MARTENS - size 40. red. new.
NIS 200; exercyde, NIS 50; Smith-
Corona electric typewriter, MS 50. 02-

243003.

WANTED
JEWISH SURfERS INTERNATIONAL

-

new «4wh forming, all wbo have found a

ptaee in the ocean are welcome. 03-

9067821.
TABLE TENNIS TABLE - for outdoor

use. 03-5340804.

VTCTROLAS- eoHewor will also purchase

wind-up toys, music boxes and docks. OS-

663224.

YTQEL DIARY - by Yitzhak Eatzendson

in Engfich any condition. Call eveotap 8-

10, my day. 03-5405527.

OBOE - or darineL David, 02-618655.

EXPERTEMTTER - Io repair damage to

afahm with sentimental manning for fam-

ily. 02-736580.

SINGERS- for semi-professional vocal en-

semble. aS voices (SATB), for Bach,

Schnetr.. "Brahms program, good agta-

readere. Hadas, 02413105.
UNWANTEDBOOKSANDMAGAZINES
_ Hebrew A English, for the retirement

home at Hotel Tantir. Just drop them oftat

Hotel Tanrir. Rsmot Road.

nJOT-reasonable, recocd hand or rent-

al, good condition. 02-6514155.

MASSAGE TABLE - height adjustable,

prefer portable. 02-734438, NS.

AGALOOL - kibjxazrstyte, for four one-

jear-dds. 02-356291.

PfNlNtt TABLE -end chair, must have 2

anas and be of sturdy wood, tor sick man.

02-811294.

FAR - and furniture. 02-736610.

RABIN’SFUNHRAL-^video tope, without

Hebrew voiceover, and time of November
12 event in Rabin Square. Tel Aviv, to
view/copy. 02-716927.

COT-SIZE MATTRESS - or twin bed.

used, good cootfitkm, reasonable price.

RaefaeL 02-639688.

TWIN BUGGY - and sofa bed. both in

eyofflent condition. 02-421981.

MOUNTAIN BIKE - in good condition,
willing to pay fair price. 02-9933825.

ESCORT TOR ELDERLY LADY -travel-

ing Oxford, UK, to TfeJ Aviv. Match 27,

returning April 22 approx., half your tare

paid. 02-831380. Dararia.

FURNITURE - for Russian ofim, wiU col-

lect. Keren KEta, 660531, NS.

STOREROOM FOR OLIM - seeks appfi-

anees. household goods (pots, pans, tfisb-

cs, etc.), old furniture, etc. 32 Ha'mnan

St. ,
Talpiot, it 796848, 10am -4 pm; Fri.,

10 am 1 pat.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND- gold pendant on Friday, Novem-
ber 24 in Netanya. 09-429805. SfamnEk.

FOUND - 15 books b»t in post belonging

to CHUAS. CaO Hany. 08-342319.

PETS
ROXY-tooktag forwaini, loving home .

6-

ycar-okl black and white spayed female

dog, size, outstanding watch dog.

036477675.
*

GERMAN SHEPHERD - male, 2 years

old. friendly, playful, ideal fur family with

children, free. 02-255769.

RETRIEVER TERRIER - 9 months,
black, has aS shots, needs home. free. 02-

9933068, NS.
8-MONTH-OLD DOG - friemfiy and inde-

pendent, looks for warm borne. 02-734528,
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Terrorism as usual

I
T was only the fatalities in Tuesday’s terror-

ist attack which made it different from sev-

eral others. Terrorist assaults - mostly am-
bushes of vehicles moving in Israeli-controlled

zones in Judea, Samaria and Gaza - have been
occurring ever since the army started its with-

drawal from Arab population centers.

Even on Tuesday, the ambush near Hebron
was not the only incident: two cases of hostile

fire were reported by soldiers guarding Israeli

villages in Gaza and patrolling the Egyptian

border. The day before, an Israeli was shot and
wounded in Bethlehem by the radical PLO
faction, the Democratic Front for the Liberation

of Palestine. While the frequency and intensity

of terrorist attacks may have diminished in past

months as a result of the Hamas-Fatah negotia-

tions. there have been close to 20 incidents in

which firearms were involved. Only sheer luck

kept casualties relatively low and. until Tues-
day, with no fatalities.

It is more than likely that the liquidation of

the Hamas arch-terrorist Yihye Ayyash wfll be
cited as a pretext for die latest killing. The
Islamists will surely exploit the lust for revenge

expressed so universally throughout the territo-

ries.

But for Israel the more pertinent fact is that

the terrorists are finding convenient and secure

refuge in areas controlled by the Palestinian

Police. Clearly, the Palestinian Authority has no

intention to combat, let alone suppress the mili-

tary arm of the Islamic groups. As Chief of

Army Intelligence Maj.-Gen. Moshe Ya’alon

put it on Tuesday, the PA has made no real

effort to dismantle the Hamas military infra-

structure. As a result, the Islamist armed forces

are growing, developing and improving.

Ya’alon believes Arafat may be keeping the

terrorist card as a bargaining chip in the final-

status talks - which is a polite way of saying

that Hamas is fulfilling the function of the

shooting arm in the negotiations while the PA
does the talking. And Prime Minister Shimon

Peres’s predictable response to the latest attack

- his assertion yet again that it will not affect the

peace process - can only encourage such divi-

sion of labor between the PA and Hamas. Nor

does either body take too seriously his warning

that Israel expects the PA to act more vigorous-

ly against terrorists.

One can only hope that President Ezer Weiz-

man, who on Tuesday gave in the German
parliament the most eloquent and moving Zion-

ist speech ever delivered by an Israeli states-

man, will be able to persuade the government

that a hasty withdrawal and a stubborn clinging

to a flawed deal do not always bode peace.

THE European Union’s monetary affairs

commissioner said this week that the start

date for the EU monetary union is fixed,

and he does not consider discussions about a

possible delay to be useful. Such a statement

will do nothing (p convince European voters

that Brussels does not remain a juggernaut of

arrogance. It appears the mandarins ofthe union
headquarters have learned little from the wide-

spread revolt against the Maastricht Treaty, or

from the more recent mini-revolution by the

workers of France.

Most committed Europeans sincerely believe

that the idealistic goal of a more integrated

Europe is a good thing. But more and more of

die continent’s citizens are questioning the un-

seemly haste with which Brussels has been

attempting to bulldoze throhgh vast changes to

the social, economic and political structures of

the nation states without properly consulting

those concerned.

The European Commission ate humble pie

offer several countries - most importantly Brit-

ain - came dose to rejecting the Maastricht

Treaty that converted the European Community
into the European Union. The commissioners

appeared to accept the accusations of high-

handedness and arrogance with which they of-

fered Europeans the treaty with a “sign up or

else” attitude. “Devolution” became the fash-

ionable buzzword- an acceptance of the princi-

ple that the bigger theEU machine becomes, the

more power must be devolved back to states,

regions and even provinces, if the voters are not

to be made feel their concerns are being de-

voured by an Orwellian monster in the making.

The former Yugoslavia should have taught

the EU bureaucrats a lesson. Europeans may be

Rounding off the comers
developing a pan-European identity and a taste

for open borders, an end to tariffs, and the

benefits of free market trade and a high-earn-

ings economy. But they most certainly are not

developing a taste for bureaucracy, homogene-

ity, or anonymity. If anything, cultural diversity

is growing, and it makes sense.

In a world where cities, hotels, airports, of-

fices. cars and even homes look as if they are

being designed by one super-computer with

limited imagination, individuals and groups

strive even more for a sense of what makes
them different as humans, nations, and cultures..

When Britain and Ireland decimalized their

currencies in the 1960s, there was more uproar

about the lost cultural associations of pounds,

shillings and pence than there was rejoicing

over the superior convenience of the decimal

system. Even greater resistance was apparent

with metrication. Ordinary Britons simply

loved the long historical threads that stretched

back from their inconvenient and incomprehen-

sible roods, perches, chains, furlongs, ounces,

pints, and miles.

The European Union is now showing gross

insensitivity as the whole continent grumbles

over the coming of the “euro” coin - a name
that smacks of the lowest possible common
denominator of imagination for the currency of

the most imaginative continent of nations histo-

ry ever produced. The Brussels bureaucrats

should not become complacent simply because

the French, for the moment, have become quiet

again. Nor should they be surprised that the

inevitable next revolts against their attempts to

neatly round off the cultural comers of the

continent will spread far beyond the borders of

France.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

VALUES
Sir, - 1 was born, bred and educat-

ed in England. With no few pangs, I

set aside Peter Pan, etc, bat not

Descartes, and opted for Kibbutz

LavL I further opted to educate my
children in the National Religious

framework. It was with some sur-

prise, therefore, that I read your re-

porter's account of Lord Jakobo-

vits’s address to the Israel Forum.
I totally reject the call for the type

of soul-searching he advocates. 1

shall continue to walk with my knit-

ted-kippa bedecked family and

friends with the same ease as I walk

with bareheaded friends and
acquaintances.

We live here in a loud-mouthed,

gun-toting society, but thru will not

prevent me from evaluating one’s

role in the divine covenant that is to

be enacted here -not anywhere else.

Baruch Goldstein made me ashamed
to be a member of the same human
race. He did not obliterate from my
mind the relationship baeween the

Patriarchs and Kiryat Arba.

Television has denied us the right

of instant comment, but I am not

living in the market place ofAncient

Greece, t don’t want a murderous,

insolent, gum-chewing face thrust

into mine on news bulletins, but I

don’t associate it with any educa-

tional system. I don’t denigrate

Cambridge because of Burgess and

Philby.

Happy is the man who has all the

educational answers. I certainly

haven't Happy is the man who
knows exactly what are “traditional

priorities.” In the cacophany of to-

day’s world of instant Internet, su-

per-highway and global village per-

ceptions, it is no mean feat to walk

humbly with one’s God. I try to do

this in the shrinking land of Israel

with no apologies for having ai least

endeavored to interpret the divine

imperatives at this particular point in

time.

Kibbutz LavL
SHEILA KRHZLER

ASTOUNDED

Sir, - 1 have not shed a tear upon

hearing ofAyyash’s death, but l did

have to read On Levy's Background

of January 7 several times before I

could believe my eyes: “Ayyash

was finally liquidated Friday in an

elegant, quiet and professional

way.”
I do not know of deaths that are

“elegant,” at least in cases like this

one; and the idea ofhaving my head

blown off by a mobile phone cer-

tainly does not fill my criteria of

elegance.

Israel does what it believes it has
to do, but this kind of commentary
does not win it any friends and does
not belong in your fine newspaper.

K DEHOUSSE
(A visitor in Israel)

EilaL

Mr. Dehousse’s point is well tak-

en. Bui the expression “elegant” in

the jargon of security services sim-

ply means the opposite of “messy,”

connoting that no one but the target

was hurt - Ed. JJ*.

THE HAMAS MURDERS .

Will NOT MAKE- -US STOP
dfiR WITHDRAWAL AND'THEY
Will CFBTAlKiLY MQT MAKE
US STOP^LEASVNft HAMAS,

PfelSOUEfcS'.

Ezer, the proud Jew
AS President Wemnan’s Is-

rael Air Force Boeing en-

tered Czech air space, two

MiG fighters came streaking by as

a guard of honor. They were so

dose, you could see the pilots*

faces. Proud of his aeronautical

knowledge, an aide said: ‘'They’re

MiG-21s.”

The president peered out intent-

ly, and said: “Go and check.

They’re MiG-23s.” In a slight huff,

the aide went off to make enqui-

ries. He returned, red-faced.

“I'm half yoctr age, bat your

eyes are better than mine,” he told

Weizman.

Weizman grinned and told a

writer of this column accompany-

ing his European trip: “Of course I

know one MiG from another. Ev-

erybody forgets I was once com-

mander of the Israel Air Force. I

.remember vividly two pilots, one

from Iraq, and one from Syria,

who at different rimes sought asy-

lum in Israel with their Migs.”

For Weizman the airman, the

return to Prague was a moving

experience. He wanted to say

thank you to the Q*ch people-far

the invaluable aid their country

gave Israel when it faced the on-

slaught of its Arab neighbors in

1948, when, it declared indepen-

dence.

Weizman met the colonel who
showed him the technique of flying

the Nazi Messersdimiis the Czechs

gave Israel for its fledgling air

force in the hoar of greatest need.

“We ’ll never forget how you
helped us then when we were

alone, in the world,”, said

Weizman.

“It took us a couple of days to

get used to the Nazi planes,” die

president told this column. “It was
one of the great ironies of all time.

“There I was, wearing German

flying boots, a German helmet,

and staring at the cockpit controls

in German. 1 had flown an RAF
Spitfire in the 1939-45 war. Now
we were fighting air battles against

British air force Spitfires with our

Messersdunits. And, as you know,

we shot them out of the sky.”

Yet it was dear that Weizman
hadn't come to Prague merely on a

sentimental whim. True, he was
proud of his stalls as navigator and

pilot. But he sees himself playing a

greater role than ever before as a

navigator for the Jews, for Judaism

and Zionism.

As we sat together in the ancient

AltneuschuL home of the Golem,

for over two hours, emotion ran

deep as Weizman prayed and
joined in reverently with the

POSTSCRIPTS"
DISASTER HAS struck Ameri-

ca: there’s a Barbie doll shortage.

Demand for the 1995 Happy
Holidays Barbie is so high that

disappointed consumers who
couldn’t find them during the

Christmas rush were offered

vouchers promising home deliv-

ery by April

With the voucher comes a pho-

tograph" of Barbie wearing a glit-

tery emerald green gown with a

white -Victorian collar sporting

appliqoed holly berries.

Shoppers nationwide were
searching for the doB on the In-

ternet, offering up fa $175 for the

doll, which retails for about $35.

Some shoppers waited overnight

for stores to let them in. In Knox-

ville, police were called to break,

up a fight-when a department

store didntl tove enough dolls for

200 waiting customers.

HE LOOKED like a father, act-

ed like a father and in all respects

thought' he was a father for six

years.

But a 32-year-old Pittsburgh

bus driver suddenly learned that

TREATMENT OF
ANIMALS

Sir, - Kol hakavod to D’voia Ben
Sfaaul for her article, “A dog’s life”

(January 7), in which she indicates

several examples of the mistreat-

ment of animals. Israelis should be

especially concerned because of Ju-

daism’s powerful teachings related

to the proper treatment of animals.

Moses and King David were consid-

ered suitable for leadership roles be-

cause of their compassionate treat-

ment ofsheep. Rebecca was deemed
worthy to be chosen as a wife for

Isaac because she volunteered to

water thirsty camels. According to

the Ten Commandments, animals as

well as people should rest and enjoy

the earth's bounty on on the Sabbath

day. Proverbs (12:10) states that

“die righteous person regards the

life of his (her) animal” and the

Psalmist (Psalms 145:19) stares that

“God’s tender mercies are over all

His creatures.”

1 hope that these and other Jewish

teachings will soon be put into prac-

tice in eliminating the terrible prob-

lems discussed in Ms. Ben Shaul's

article.

RICHARD H. SCHWARTZ
Ma’aleb Adnmim (Staten Island).

OFFENSIVE-

Sir,-As a Roman Catholic, I take

great exception to the cartoon which

appeared inAmerican Outlook, your

Sunday supplement of January 7,

regarding fee pope and Madonna. It

is in the poorest taste, Insulting to

Roman Catholics and reflects fee

warped mind of fee caxtoonisL

MARIE DAVIS

Jerusalem. •

URI DAN
DENNIS E1SENBERG

chanting and rich melodies of the

congregation. He gazed in delight

at Jacob Frenkel governor of the

Bank of Israel, whose rich tones

soared above everyone rise’s.

We accompanied fee president

to. the historic Charles bridge,

where 200 years ago Jews were

forced to bow to Christ’s statue,

and where they were forced fa

carve “Praise the name of God” in

Hebrew at Jesus’ feet

“It must never happen again,

said Weizman,” sensing the hu-

miliation of Jews then.

REPEATEDLY Weizman gave

the impression of relishing his new
role of championing all things Jew-

ish.

He was reminded of the way the

Czechs were sacrificed on the altar

Weizman was a
great airman: But be

is a greater navigator

of his people

of a false promise of peace nearly

60 years ago, when Neville Cham-
berlain sold fee country to Adolf

Hitler.
-

He declined to make any com-

parison with today’s situation in

Israel - or to comment on fee

storm he raised when he advised

Yitzhak Rabin not to rush . the

peace process with Yasser Arafat

'

When fee issue of the Middle

East cropped up, Weizman said:

“Trust in God, and keep your

powder dry. Can you cope with

that?” he asked the Czech transla-

tor.. “Yes, Sir,”: came fee reply.

“Oliver Cromwell, 165&”

Ai Theresienstadt, Weizman re-

mained mute . in the place where

thousands of Jews were tortured

and put to death under Nazi rule.

Sensing his mood, Czech president

Vaclav Havel repeatedly assured

Weizman feat he is striving to -

strengthen relations- between Isra
:

el and Prague. ‘‘There were many •

anrisem irir tilings done here by the

communists. We want to right the

injustices where we can,” he said.

Havel was referring particularly

to .fee mysterious “suicide” of

Charles Jordan, vice chairman of
rhe

.
American Joint Distribution

Committee, - who was found
drowned in the Vltava river in

1967. Czech authorities are finally

investigating the affair. It is widely

someone else bad fathered the

girl who called him “Daddy.”
Now he is trying to cut off all

ties to the 8-year-oki girl - but a

judge won’t let him.

The man, identified as “Mr.
G” in court papers, was ordered

to resume monthly payments for.

the girl. He lived wife but did not

marry the gill’s mother, .

Mr. G sighed a paper acknowl-

edging fatherhood in 1987 flunk-

ing he was the mother’s only boy-

friend at the time. He learned

two years ago. that someone else

had impregnated her, and he an-

grily cut off cbnfect.with the girl.

He has explained to the girl

that he is nor her father.

“With a dearly identifiable fa-

ther walking around out there,

we would tike to see some effort

made fa have him fulfill his obli-

gation,” Mr. G’s lawyer said.

NASA PLANS to send a space-

craft to within 100 km of a comet

to capture dust samples and bring

them back,to Earth for analysis. .

“This is the first time since fee

Apollo program in the 1970s that

believed that Jordan was mur-

dered either by fee KGB,, or else

by fee PLO, which' had a free hand

at fee time in Prague.

“We want to develop strong

economic, cultural and other ties

with you.”. Weizman was told re-

peatedly. The Czechs are search-

ing for the list of surviving Jews

drawn up by the communists. This

will help many youngsters there

who believe they have Jewish

roots.

The two presidents grew geno-

inely dose fa each other during- the

short visit Havel did his utmost to

show Weizman everything he and

his officials could - think of whi^i

had a Jewish connection.

- Said one of the guides: “It is so

evident feat your president really

cares for everything that pertains

to the lews. We knew of him as a

great airman. I heard from his for-

mer instructor* whom be met earli-

er after all these years, that Weiz-

man mastered flying German
planes in record time. He was here

with other Israeli pilots to leanr to

use the - Messerschmits after the

end JtiTfoe war ia Europe. *
;

' “Now it’s clear that he's playing

a far greater role in navigating fee

Jewish people. When I guide Jew-

ish tourists, although I’m not a

Jew, I try to show them the rich,

heritage of fee Jews, who played

such an important role in Czech

life before fee Holocaust. I’m of-

ten astonished at their lack of

knowledge and interest in their

own heritage and culture:

In Prague, and more so in Ger-

many, Weizman showed haw pas-

sionately he believes in Zionism.

Saying how shocked be was to

see Jews living there, he urged,

them repeatedly to come and fulfill

their dekiny in Israel.

German Jewish leader Ignatz

Bubis told us that after he criti-

cized Weizman for calling on aD
Jews to emigrate, fee president cut

him short to ask* sharply: “Do they

ever call you a rotten Jew here?”

Replied Bubis: “Yes:”

Retorted Weizman, withering-

ly, "They do it in Berlin, in Leip-

zig, in London's Whitechapel
too.”

The words of the Czech guide

rang powerfully in our ears: “Your
president is an inspiration. You
fee! that his love for his Jewishness

and his country springs from bis

heart Truly he is a proud Jew.”

The writers are authors of The
Mossad: Secrets of the Israeli Se-
cret Service and other books on
the Middle East

a sample of something interplan-

etary will be collected and re-

turned to Earth,” Ken Atkins,
project manager- at NASA’s Jet

Propulsion Laboratory, said

.

The spacecraft. Stardust, will

-be launched m 1999, and will fair-- ,

tie toward a flyby of the comet
W3dr2 five years Jater.

-

. Wild-2 is particularly intriguing

because h was in- a long- “deep
freeze” far out into fee solar sys-
tem. -But a.recent dose encounter

wife Jupiter modified its orbit

and brought I^dpser fa fee sun.
,r

Scientists believe the iuffiistd-

lat grains, or stardust, have been
preserved 4£ billion years, the
age of the solar, system.'

’HOW DOES fee hared! comma-
mty in fee Diaspora cope wife
pictures of bearded Santa Clauses
chuckling from every shop win.
dow and roadside posters? My

-sister - in South Africa
an ingenious idea. “Look,”

she says to her two-year-old
Chaim, ‘there’s another rabbi!”

Beadier Chait

ESTHER HERTZOG

WHO needs ihe IDF
Women’s Corps?

When Ehud Barak
was appointed chief of staff, he

announced his intention to dis-

band the corps and incorporate

women into other army units.

Shin, fee organization for women’s

equality, expressed support, call-

ing for M and equal representa-

tion of women throughout the

army.

But women’s organizations tike

Na’amat and fee Israel Women's
Network, joined by several senior

ex-officers of fee'Women’s Corps,

began an all-ont coupler-cam-

paign. The corps, they claimed,

partially compensated for the

grave discrimination- against wom-
en in the IDF. It worked to combat

their exploitation and fee abuse of

feeir rights.

Thai was five years ago, and fee
•' corps is still intact. And fee situa-

tion of. women sokSeis is no bet-

ter. Sexual discrimination . in the

IDF is still what it -was; sexual

exploitation is routine. And as a

recent article in Ha *ir made dear,

nothing.has changed about wom-
en’s unofficial army role as

“dnefcs,” there for the officers’

pleasure.

When the army economizes,

which is the first group to suffer?

Women soldiers. An example: the

canceling of Shooting practice for

most women soldiers when ranges

are closed down. Explained a se-

Sex objects and

secretaries. That’s

how the IDF wants

to keep its women

nior army representative: “There’s

no reason faff a women serving in

the center of fee country to know

how to shorn.” In other words,

women are “soldiers, kind of,” but

not the real thing.

The daim of the army’s “con-

cern.’’' for thegaiety of women sol-

d&/ was laughably exploded yet

again in the wake of the redeploy-

ment from Nablus, when women
soldiers were despatched to dean

buildings left by die IDF for fee

Palestinian Authority, in condi-

tions of serious physical danger,

surrounded by a dense and violent

Palestinian population.

. In other words, it isn’t genuine

concern for women fear motivates

arzny chiefs and government lead-

ers to prevent their integration in

combat units and elsewhere in the

IDF. Their real motive is to per-

petuate fee women’s role as pro-

viders of secretarial and deaning

. services, decoration, and sex.

ACPAINST-.this background, the

Women’s Corps aids& LDFs ex-

ploitation of women soldiers by
maintaining g -kind of sexual apart-

heid. The army “buys” the cooper-

ation ofwomen officers for a band-

.

ful of promotions. And it has

pulled the . wool over die eyes of

fee women’s organizations, which

supposedly fight for women's sta-

tus.

No .organization. Women's
Corps officer .or retired officer

spoke up last year when a woman
soldier was degraded in front of
her entire army base by the distri-

bution of a cassette showing her
having sex wife her boyfriend.

The soldier, despairing of any
action by the army, turned to the

press, which ran the story. Not
.even when this was followed by a
sensational “exposure” of the
woman’s morals by the boyfriend’s

brother, did fee IDF deign to com-
ment on fee incident.

Esther Eillam of fee Feminist
Movement and myself represent-

ing Sh in , approached Barak and
demanded that he make, a thor-

ough investigation of fee incident.

Finally, a .few weeks ago, the of-

fender was sentenced to a mere
. month in prison, foBowing plea
bargaining. Again!, there was bo
comment from the. Women’s
Corps.'.!,

:A lieutenant colonel is currently

retiring from the army because of
sexual harassment, and the. silence

is deafening. A woman soldier
who accused four soldiers of rape,
was immediately treated as fee
guilty party. The women's organi-
zations and Women's Corps offi-
cers had nothing to say.

The. Women’s Gups, does not
promote women's interests in the
aroiy. Those who achieve senior
IDF posts , do so without its help,
perhaps despite it

1

:

.

^ corps is a liability. It should
have been disbanded long ago.

The writer lectures on sociology
and anthropology at Beit-Bed
College in Kfar Sava.
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By Judi Dash

Photo by Judi Dash

I
t was a standoff: Twenty bison in the middle of

a narrow pass through Yellowstone National

Park in ibe northwest region of the United

States. Six snowmobiles facing them with

nowhere to go but forward. The bison snorted,

the tourists vrxxjm-vroomed their handlebar controls.

Things looked ugly—especially the bison.

Our guide, in lead vehicle, hand-motioned us left

to the edge of the icy road- Then slowly he moved For-

ward. inches from the woolly herd. We followed sin-

gle file, hearts in our throats.

The bison, soil snorting, steam billowing from heav-

ing wet nostrils, shifted grudgingly a smidgen to the

right as we sputtered by. close enough to feel the heat of

their breath. Sagely past each other, both sides turned

their heads for a final sizing up, then moved on—the

animals at a steady trudge, the

people at a roaring zip.

Turf wars with other species

were not what I'd envisioned

when I accepted my husband's

proposal to explore

Yellowstone and its wildlife in

winter last year.

I quickly learned, however,

that the serendipitous dictates
'

of cold and snow can pose

unpredictable challenges to animals and die people

who want to see them, and that as interlopers in a wild

land, accommodation was in order. So accommodate

we did, yielding to lumbering bison, coyotes on the

hunt, and elk foraging in our path across

Yellowstone's maze of snowmobile routes.

The result was an exhilarating mix ofadventure

and animal-watching with gorgeous wintry views a

constant throughout our three-day escapade.

Ours was just one ofmany opportunities for cold-

weaiher wildlife viewing around North America and

beyond.

Tracking animals in winter, once mainly the pre-

serve of hunters and diehard nature photographers, has

become an increasingly popular vacation option for

more traditional tourists. Eschewing the balmy beach-

es of tropical resorts, animals lovers are donning ther-

mal survival suits, insulated boots and other heat-

Phoro by Judi Dasii

retaining gear, and venturing out by land, sea and air

to witness creatures m their cold-weather habitats.

At least a dozen outfitters conduct tours of

Yellowstone in winter, with views of bison, moose,

elk, coyotes and wolves—recently re-introduced into

the park.

In Northeastern Canada, several companies run

helicopter tours around the Magdalen Islands to see

newborn seal pups come into the world on ice floes in

the St. Lawrence Seaway.

In snowy expanses across the United States,

Canada and beyond, dogs led excursions have runted

average suburban folks into Nanooks of the North, as

they mush their own personal team of huskies through

wilderness popoulated by caribou, walruses and handy

sea birds.

Want more? How about helping to track mountain

lions in Idaho as part ofan Eanhwatch predator sur-

vival study? Orjoining Lapland’s indigenous Sami

people following reindeer herds in Arctic Norway0

Turf wars with other species were not what

I’d envisioned when I accepted my hus-

band’s proposal to explore Yellowstone and

its wildlife in winter last year.

You also could mack wolves in Quebec or watch

up to 4.000 bald eagles converge on late-spawning

salmon in a feeding frenzy along the Chilkat River

near Haines, Alaska. Orjourney to the Japanese

mountains to photograph snowbound cranes and w in-

tering snow monkeys.

While answering the call of the wild in winter

requires some special precautions, it's not usually a

death-defying act.

'Winter wildlife watching means serious protec-

tive clothing and a careful attention to signs of

hypothermia, but these tours are not just for the hardy

traveler," said Ben Bressler. president of Natural

Habitat and outfitter that has run seal-watching trips

to Eastern Canada's St Lawrence Gulf for the past 1

1

years as well as polar bear watches in Alaska and

wolf-tracking excursions in Quebec's Jacques Cartier

Continued an page 4
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By Martin A. Bartels

T
his is not your average cruise ship. But from

the deck you can experience the same spectac-

ular scenery, you might see on a luxury liner.

.

There are no swimming pools, no all-night bars,

no floating casinos, no all-you-can-eat buffets.

.

On the other hand, the rooms are comfortable,

there is a sauna, and the. ship itself is designed to go.

well. ..to the very ends of die earth.

This is the “Marine Exploretf of the Toronto,

Ontario-based company Marine Expeditions. Inc. Sam

Blyth. chairman of the company, describes their ser-

vices with a stem and uncompromising stare.

“We offer no-frills marine expeditions to the most

remote areas of the world," he says. “You’ll be cared

for, not coddled. You will be educated, not enter-

tained. There are no luxuries.”

A wry smile trims the comets of his lips.

“But you will be comfortable." he says. “We have

housekeeping."

This lack of indulgences is what allows the firm to

offer some of the most affordable small-ship excur-

sions to intriguing destinations.

While their itineraries include locales such as the

Russian Far East, Alaska, coastal South America and

the islands of the South Atlantic (a 50-day voyage),

the most fascinating and popular expedition travels to

Photo by A. Wenzel
£t>oio ty£tant6n H. Patty

Marine Bcpafitioas no-frBs erase ships travel to the ends of the earth. A scenic view of Ancborage, Alaska from the water.

Antarctica.

At first glance, the comment of Antarctica may not

seem like an appealing vacation destination: But its

wonders are multifold, afid well -worththejourney for

the experienced traveler.

Ironically, for all of its ice masses. Antarctica is

tbe driest continent on esuth.Qn an annual basis it

receives less precipitation than any other area. Yet its

five million-square-mile territory also contains nearly

90 percent of the world's permanent ice and snow.

And yet in spite of that forbidding surface, some

of the most precious wildlife-r-primaril> penguins,

whales and seals—call it home.

“By the end of the trip you'll see more penguins

than you ever knew existed." Blyth says. “We nyand

reach land a? .often as possible. Each ship' is equipped

with a number ofZodiacs (sturdy inflatable rafts).

“Although we have to stay somewhat on schedule,

our captains are encouraged, to be spontaneous. So if

you’re up until midnight looking at glaciers, and we

happen to find out where a forge group of whales are

breaching at 6 a.iti- we'H wake you up and go there."

The itinerary is certainly not for everyone, but that

is, in effect, pan of Marine Expeditions7 goal.

The Antarctic environment is fragjle.
1
and already

sorely scarred by past research and exploration.

.

Marine Expeditions not only emphasizes environ--

mental awareness and preservation, it actively prac-

tices i'l

Travelers are thoroughly briefed on mtemationai

environmental regulations and must confirm to

Guidelines of Conduct for Antarctic Visitors, estab-

lished by the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties. In

the past year, the company has sponsored research site

clean-up activities with the VIEW Foundation, and

.even sponsors trips in which ecologically minded

travelers can take part.;

Given the care with which Marine Expeditious

designs their trips, it’s no surprise that, m spite of the

sometimes harsh conditions of the region. Marine

Expeditions boasts a 100 percent s^ety record.

“Our six ships are fdnner Russian and Estonian

research ships that are ice rated and originally

. designed for cruising in polar regions.” Blyth says.

"“There are naturalists on board to talk about the

wildlife, and. cadi passenger is given a field guide

they can keep after the trip is through. And. all of our

;
pilots have years and years ofexperience in these cli-

mates.’*

Each of the ships holds between 38 and 118 pas-

.. sengers. Meals (included in the overall price) are

served in a small dining room in which interaction

with other passengers is strongly encouraged. A med-

ical staff is on callat all times whileai sea.

While shore excursions are frequent, and the tem-'

peratures, even in summer, hoverjust above freezing,

Blyth said the trip can be catered to older or less phys-

ically active passengers.

. For the most pan, however, this trip is for the per-

sbb waEng-fi put dp Wflfi^alMe'Taisc^ experi-

ence undeniably rewarding and breathtaking views.

Formore information, write to: Marine Expeditions.

13 HazeltonAvinue, Toronto. Ontario. Canada

M5R2B: .

Going to Extremes
The Outer Edge of Outdoor Sports

necessarily involve the serious risks to life on which extreme sport

purists insist

“Those of. us who have some understanding of the meaning of •

the word, all we can do is sit back and laugh," says Eric Periman, a

California filmmaker and writer with extreme bonafides going bade

to the 1970s.

Perlman was one of- the first U.S. adherents to a code erf near-sui-

cidal sports fanaticism established by French skiers and moun-

taineers- (“Extreme,'’ like many English words, has French origins.)

As it spread from the Alps, extreme came to embrace free sok)

climbing (no ropes or hardware) and the most difficult mid risky

By Mike Steere

Universal Press Syndicate

“/ ha ve nothing to prove to anyone, ” Jan Davis says

ofherfavorite outdoorpastime. " I do it because I

enjoy it.

"

Making a 3 ,212-foot parachute drop from a

clifftop at Venezuela's Angel Fails, the

world’s highest cataract, is what Davis is

referring to. This harrowing leap, which Davis says

about 80 people have made, is the quintessential

“extreme" sport.

In extreme sports, the margin of error is minute

and the price of error is, often, your life.

“Smack into the object from which you jumped,

and you die." Davis says of BASE (Building, Antenna

tower, bridge Span. Earth) jumping, the incredibly

unforgiving, boairplane version of skydiving.

Davis and her partnerTom Sanders lead jumping

trips to Angel Falls. The pair runs Aerial Focus, a

Santa Barbara. California-based company specializing

in skydiving cinematography, film stunts and exhibi-

tion jumps.'

Aerial Focus started its Angel Falls Trips at the

urging of the owners’ skydiving friends. To take the

plunge, you need to be a certified expert parachutist

with about $5,000. (Cost is $3,500 from Caracas for

[he 8-day trip, which includes a nightm Caracas at the

beginning and etw of the trip, a canoe trip down a jun-

gle river, three nights at a jungle camp, scouting the

falls, instructions, a preparatory helicopterjump and

ore jump at the falls.)

You also need nerve. More than 30 BASE jumpers

have been killed worldwide, a few at Angel Falls. The

sport is banned for recreational jumpers m the United

States, with the exception ofvery special cases.

By being “extreme." in the purist’s sense. Aerial

Focus* Venezuelan outing is a great rarity in commer-

cial adventure travel, where risks to clients are almost

always more apparent than real.

The sensations might be extreme on guided adven-

tures, but the hazards usually aren’t Serious accidents

are flukes rather than routinely accepted happenings.

These often-bizarre sports are thrilling to watch,

and undoubtedly thrilling io perform, but they don't

- .forms ofmainstream pastimes like surfing, river-running and motin-

tain biking.

Perlman, who skied extreme (steep slopes in remote areas) and

-now chronicles death-tidying efforts, says the word “ extreme” has

fallen oat offavor among the outdoor elite.

But die spirit lives on. “BASEjumping is, by definition, an

extreme sport,” Fedman says, his voice full of admiration. Given the

risks and necessary skill and sangfroid, it will probably stay that

way, defying mainstreaming forever.
”

Meanwhile, though, some activities that now seem just as bizarre

and dangerous w01 cross over to wider acceptance. Sooner or later

we'll be doing them on guided trips, thrilled, but not in terror far our

lives. Much (rf today’s commonplace outdoor recreation and adven-

turing was onrcconsderedextrenie.

EquipmenthaS gotten better and easier to use so many can now
do, safely,what were once daredevil stunts. New techniques have

been devised. In some cases, tire limits woe mostly perceptual.

.Tilings just turned out to be much less dangerous than they seemed,

at first.

Rhrr-nmmng is a case study in how the extreme gets less-so.

Until about a decade ago, the world's wildest runnable rapids

werc beyoad the pale for commercial outfitters. The breakthrough

.wasAesetf-baflingraft.

Before the self-bailer, only river-running's elite could take on
'monstrously rough rivers like South America's Bio Bio and Africa's

-Zambezi. First descents of such streams were potentially deadly

plunges ratio tbe unknown, on the order ofBASEjumping Angels

Falls. Now they’re scheduled trips.

Bill Dvorak, owner of a Colorado-based river-running company,
sees other Whitewater extremes being beaten back. After about a

day’strainmg. neophytes can solo-paddle inflatable kayaks in Class
nr-IV rapids, which challenge experts in hard-shell kayaks. Before

. the recempopuhui^of which Dvorak and other outfit-

ters use on trips, rigid, decked kayaks were the only one-person
boats for big rapids:

- Another breakthrough may further democratize big Whitewater.

, Dvorak sees a rage-in-thc-making in boatless river-running, using

Whitewater body boards, the riverine version of surfers’ body
boards.

RlvCTjboanksrs wear fins for propulsion and steering,, along with-

hebnMS,te»-protecrors and knee and shoulder pads. Dvorak, who
-rhas^aicfed people in such rigs shooting Class IV and v rapids.

saj^-boarff are easierto handle than iafts and kayaks.

- Sometimes “exseme” is a matter of newness. It takes the world a

- while to figure art what to do with new toys and amusements. One-
time fringe sports, Hke mountain biking and in-line skating, explod-

. ed in popularity.

pushes the extremes even further. Expert's

. moves get trickier, the price of falling higher, while the rest of us
surprise ourselves doing tilings we never imagined doing.

Oik maniac, a professional stuntman; took mountain biking liter-

allyover the edge at Angel Falk, pedaling off the brink wearing a
parachute. This, 1D»BASE jumping in general, will probably neVer
catch on big.

• Mountain bDang,on the other hand, has caugfatoh huge, and
adventure travel companies offer fel-tirecycle tours oh every conti-
JKH1L

• So whafs going to be hugem 2005? Adventmt! and ouidoor-
recreation pundits are stamped by die question. But theyagree that
somewhere, on the fringes of today's outdoor sports, a few are
already doing it ....

And the rest of us thmk they’re crazy.

v' «vv.
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The new 307-rooin Alyeska Prtsce Hotel at Alyeska Resort features six restaurants, ndndurg a homy establishment at tbe 2,300-focjt'level of the resort's ski

Ptnno courtesy of Alyeska Resort

nmnifan.

High Class Resorts
*

Upgrades

By Stanton H. Patty

Lift Alyeska into Big Leagues

ANCHORAGE, Alaska—It was a moon-

brighi winter nighL Garlands of lights

marked zig-zag trails on the ski mountain.

Howling songs of huskies echoed across

the valley. Rooftops wore top hats of fresh snow.

And guests in tuxedos and evening gowns were

joining the jeans-and-sweaters crowd for fine dining

high on the slopes ofMl Alyeska.

Sushi, anyone?

Or perhaps basil roasted pheasant or striped bass in

cilantro-singer broth? Something exciting is happen-

ing here.

Japanese investors last year opened a 307-room,

$70 million resort hotel—the Alyeska Prince—at

Alyeska Resort, 40 highway miles south of

Anchorage.

The elegant chateau-style hotel has lifted Alyeska

from the category of “Great Skiing" (this is where

Tommy Moe. the 1994 Winter Olympics downhill

gold medalist lives) to “World Cass Resort"

"This puts us in the big leagues," says Keith

Fernandez, communications director of the Anchorage

Convention & Visitors Bureau.

Alyeska has been on ski maps since 1959, but

mostly as a day-use area. In 1 980 Alaska Airlines,

the longtime owner, sold Alyeska to Japan-based

Seibu Alaska. Inc. Seibu since has spent a reported

SI 00 million to build the new hotel, an aerial

tramway to the ski slopes, mountain restaurants and

other facilities.

Now an international ski crowd is discovering

Alyeska. (Alyeska—pronounced alley-ESS-kah—is

an ancient Aleut word meaning “Great Land."

Alaska's modern name was derived from “Alyeska"

or something close to that sound).

The resort features six restaurants—four in the

hotel itselfand two at the 2300-foot level ofMl
Alyeska.

Guests headed for gourmet dining at the Seven

Glaciers RestauranL up on Ml Alyeska, board the

new tramway that departs right from the hotel. Travel

time through the clouds is 3 minutes and 40 seconds.

So much for Alaska’s frigid image...

The 60-passenger tram to the Seven Glaciers slows

to about half speed in summer so dial visitors can see

the ring of glaciers around 3,939-foot-high Ml
Alyeska at a gentle pace.

Summer also is prime time here.

That's because thousands ofpassengers aboard

tour motor-coaches beaded for nearby Portage

Glacier—Alaska’s most-visited attraction—pause to

explore Alyeska. Ski runs become hiking trails when

the snow melts.

Alyeska also is on the way to and from Seward,

Alaska’s newest cruise-ship port.

From Seward, 1 30 miles south of Anchorage by

way of the Seward Highway, cruise passengers travel

inland to visit Anchorage, Denali National Park (Ml

McKinley) and Fairbanks.

Once-sleepy Seward (pop. 3,000) has become a

major turnaround port for several cruise lines, includ-

ing Princess Cruises and Holland America Line. In

addition to the all-weather Seward Highway. Seward

also has rail connections to Alaska's interior.

No matter what the season, the view from Ml
Alyeska is smashing.

Skiers and sightseers at the Glacier Terminal—top

of the Alyeska-Tramway—are wrapped to * panorama
-ofpeaks andgladeraofthe Chng4chMouniaiiiS-':.v;

• Below, at sea level, is a saltwater fjord. Turnagain :

Arm. (Turnagain takes its name from 1778, when
CapL James Cook, the English navigator, ventured up
the arm, only to find a dead end. Cook had to “rum

again" to exit the area).

There’s never a shortage of snow at AJyeska.

No matter what the season,

the view from Mt. Alyeska is

smashing. Skiers and sight-

seers at the Glacier

Terminal—top of the Alyeska

Tramway—are wrapped in a

panorama of peaks and glaci-

ers of the Chugach Mountains.

Skiing here begins m November, and extends through

April.

For skiers and snow-boarders, there is an assort-

ment of lifts: the tramway, a high-speed detachable

quad that can move Z400 skiers an hour, two fixed-

grip quads, three double chairs and two pony lows.

Altogether, there are 60 runs twisting across 470

acres. Other winter activities available at Alyeska

include cross-country skiing, dog- sledding, flighisee-

ing (with glacier landings when weather permits).

paragliding, snowshoeing, ice skating—and northern

lights viewing.

The AJyeska Prince Hotel offers guests wakeup
calls when the aurora borealis—the northern lights

—

blazes in Alaskan skies.

The summer menu in and around Alyeska: hiking,

biking, horseback riding, fishing, canoeing and kayak-
ing, mountain climbing, whale-watching. Sightseeing,

tennis and glacier skiing.

The hotel’s guest-services staff also arranges shop-

ping excursions and tickets to cultural events in

Anchorage, just 45 minutes away.

Some guests may not want to roam from die hotel

at all.

The theme throughout is cherry wood with teal-

green accents. Room amenities range from heated

towel racks to cable television. And outside each

guest room is a locker for storing ski boots.

There also is a fitness center with a 45-foot-long

lap pool, a sauna and a gym with exercise machines.

Up on the slopes, visitors may meet Zip, one of

Alaska's canine celebrities.

Zip, a four-year-old border collie, was seen snap-

ping at snowflakes on a recent network television

show.

But more importantly. Zip is an avalanche-rescue

dog with an organization called Alaska Search and

Rescue Dogs. Zip is a veteran of several searches: two

years ago she saved a young man who was lost in the

wilderness north of Anchorage.

One of Zip’s favorite sports is to ride the chair lifts

for training sessions on Mount Alyeska.

“I just say. ‘Chair!’—and Zipjumps up on the

lift," says Donna Jefferson. Zip's handler.

Zip also goes flying with Donna's husband. Keith

Fiedorowicz. an AJyeska bush pilot

And then there is an elephant named Annabelle

that paints pretty pictures. Annabelle resides at the

Alaska Zoo here in Anchorage.

But that's another story ...

Slanwn H. Patty, bom and reared in Alaska, is the

retired assistant tra\>el editor ofThe Seattle Times.

IFYOU GO
GETTING THERE

Alyeska Resort is 40 miles south of

Anchorage by the Seward Highway. Rental

cars are available in Anchorage. The resort

offers shuttle service from Anchorage

International Airport for $25 each way.

A1YESKA PRINCE HOTEL
Winter rates begta at $150-5190 a night

for two. Summer rates (May 16-Sept. 15)
begin at $230-6280. Several money-saving

packages are available that include some
meals and lift tickets.

SKI LIFTS
Adults, $30 for all-day tickets for all lifts;

students (ages 14-17), $23; children (ages 8-

13), $17; younger children (age 7 and
younger), $7; seniors (age 61 and up), $17.
Tramway only: adults, $12; students, $10;
children, $7.

OPTIONAL ADVENTURES
Sled-dog tours with Chugach Express,

giuded by mushers who have been in business

17 years. Price is $30 for a haifhour ride;

$45 for one hour. Guests are invited to try

mushing the dogs over easy terrain. Call

(001) 907/783-2266. Ffightseeing with

Alpine Air Guides. A 45-mimrte ffight to view

mountain scenery and wikfltfe is $45 a per

son. Weather permitting, the pBot will make a

glacier landing for $25 more. CaH (001)

907/783-2360.

Snowmobiling with Crow Creek

Snowmachine Tours. A fidWay guided tour,

with guests driving snow machines on wider
ness trails near Alyeska, is priced at $200 a
person, incfcufing lunch. Cad (001)

907/7832660.

ANCHORAGE AREA
ATTRACTIONS

Anchorage Museum of History and Art,

121West 7th Avenue., in downtown
Anchorage. The museum’s Alaska GaBery is a

spleniGd introduction to Alaska's native cul-

ture, Adnassfem fees are $4 for adults; $3.50

for seniors (age 65 or more). There is no
charge for people younger than age 18. Call

(001) 907/3434326.

Alaska Zoo, 4731 0’Mafle/Road., hi

South Anchorage. Meet bears, moose, fox,

lynx and other Alaska species. The coflecthm

also includes some non-Alaskan exhibits,

including elephants and camels. Siberian

tigers me to be added soon. Tickets are $6

for adults, $4 for students (ages 13-18), $3

for children (ages 312). Call (001) 907/346-

2133.

Portage Glacier, Alaska's most-visited

attraction, about 48 tides south of

Anchorage by the Seward Highway. A 52-mfle

branch road leads from the man highway to a

U.S- Forest Service visitor center. Guided

walks are available. CaH (001) 907/783

2326 or (001) 907/7833242.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Alyeska Resort and Alyeska Prince Hotel,

P.0. Box 249, Girdwood, Alaska 99587, caU

(001) 907/754-2111

Anchorage Convention & Visitors Bureau,

1600 A Street., Suite 200, Anchorage, Alaska

99501, caU (001) 907/2764118.

And I Shall Dwell Among Them
Historic Synagogues of the World

PtiotogmphsandttMrientaiyty

For foe testthree years Nea Fottrag, aformer student of

AnselAdams, has travelled the world, visaing Jewish

commuriQes past and present and photographing both

grand-scale and modest synagogues, in places ranging

from Incfiato the Czech Republic, to Israel, theAmerican

South and the Carfobean. An essay byYom TovAssis

focuses on the social and cuBurai histoiy ofthe Jews, and

Ned Folberg’stest-person account of Ks photographs

accompanies each ofthe chapters, which are divided into

geographic regions. Asupert) fofl color album, it provides

a vibrant window onto the Jewish cultural past

Published bySteimatzky.

JP Price: MS 125 plus NIS 7 for mailing in Israel.

To- Books, Tlw Jerusalem Past, PQB 81. Jerusalem 91000
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Take Shabbat with you wherever you go!
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that fits into any suitcase. tk*** ^ Is
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Shuttering

in the cold
By Carl and Ann Purcell

Copley News Service

Winter images can be found all year around in

at least some pan of the world and at high

altitudes. A few basic rules can make these

images as visually exciting as your spring and summer

photos.

When taking photographs of snow scenes, be care-

ful if you are using an automatic-exposure camera.

Backgrounds with large expanses of snow can cause

underexposure or darkening of people and other sub-

jects in the foreground. Use the exposure lock to read

the area of major interest before tripping die shutter.

Bright colors, such as red, can add a touch of inter-

est to a picture taken on a cold, gray day. Have your

family (or models) wear brightly colored sweaters,

scarves and stocking caps.

Sunny winter days can create dark facial shadows.

These can be eliminated by the use of flash-fill or

even a tin-foil reflector. To make your own reflector,

paste or tape some kitchen dn foil to a large piece of

flat cardboard.

As you leave the fireplace of the ski lodge, remem-

ber that your cameras are also warm and taking diem

directly outside into subzero temperatures may cause

some condensation on both metal and glass surfaces.

It is better to lei the cameras and lenses cool off grad-

ually. Wiping the lenses will not help. Just wait until

the glass is cool enough that die lens dries by itself.

Camera batteries do not function well when they

become very cold. You can keep them warm by carry-

ing your camera under your coat, using your body beat

There are less athletic ways of getting spectacular

- winter photographs. For example. Swiss Railways has

introduced an all-day excursion on the Glacier Express

that will give you one breathtaking panorama after

another on zbe way between Zermatt and SL Moritz. An
added advantage for the photographer is that the win-

dows of the relatively luxurious train can be opened

when you are taking pictures. Don't be tempted to pack

a lunch box: for about $12, you can have a truly

gpcrrmet dining experience on the Glacier Express.

Cable cars in any country have the disadvantage

that their windows do not open, but they usually deposit

you at a spectacular vantage point for winter photos.

You will want a zoom lens, perhaps an 85-210 mm. to

pick out individual braises or people on the hillsides.

When the snow really starts to fall, take your cam-

era out and get into the thick of it. City lights, people

and even traffic are transformed into a winter wonder-

land. You can protect your camera with a dear plastic

bag covering everything but the fens.

Winter shots can be very effective. Look fra- light

reflecting on surfaces that are covered with ice. Put the

sun behind icicles and frozen tree tranches. Take night

photographs in cities when frozen surfaces become mir-

ror reflections ofcolorful neon and traffic lights.

It's not as hard as you would dunk to take photos

in the winter. Just pack a warm coat, some thick socks

and go looking for some cool pictures!

Carl and Ann Purcell are America's leading travel

writing/photography team. Ann Purcell is the presi-

dent ofthe Society ofAmerican Travel Writers.

Adventurers set out to fid* moose, eft, wolves and bighorn sheep in Wyoming and Montana with the Great

Plains WBdBfe Institute.

Wild From page l

Park. “We've had guests as young as 4 and well into

their 90s who came through with flying colors.”

The key, Bressler says, is for both outfitters and

guests to be prepared for the cold.

Outfitters headed for frigid dimes often rent or

provided free of charge thermal suites and insulated

boots. But clients—especially those who chill easily

—

need to gear up with warm head coverings, toasty

sweaters and socks, and gloves that will keep their An-

gers from freezing up.

For those with a strong interest in nature who want

to see Yellowstone and much more, the Great Plains

Wildlife Institute, and educational touring company,

runs six-day winter wildlife-viewing excursions out of

Jackson, Wyoming, the trendy wildish west town

where President Clinton and family vacationed m
August

Traveling by four-wheel-drive vehicle, snow-

couch, horse-drawn sleigh, dogsleds. and snowshoes

(with optional snowmobile outings), participants

explore moose and elk feeding grounds around stun-

ning Grand Teton National Park, then head north to

track re-intoduced wolves in Yellowstone Park and

bighorn sheep of Whiskey Mountain in the Wind

River Valley.

Slays are in inns and park lodges, with time to hit

the hot spots and ski slopes around Jackson.

Eagles in Alaska:
• November through January, thousands of - r r

r :

.

' American bald eagles coaverge'Wi a fTv£4itffe.StreEfr :f

ofthe Chikiar River near Haines. Alaska,to feed ob 1^

laie-spawing chum salmon. With a peek count of up to

4.000 (the largest gathering of bald eagles in the

world), the eagles make an ’awesome sight to visitors

who make the 15-minute drive from Haines to the

48,000-acre Oulkat Bakl Eagle Preserve. The Haines

Highway runs right through the preserve, so motorists

can see the eagles the easy way.

Those seeking a more pristine encounter can don

cross-country ski and snowshoes and venture deeper

into the preserve. Alaska Nature Tours, a Haines out-

fitters, runs five-days wildlife photography and inter-

pretive tours around the area during peak eagle-view-

ing season, supplementing bird-watching with cross-

country skiing, snowsboeing, dogstedding and a tour

of Haines’ Natural History Museum and Eagle

Interpretive Center with evenings'carousing around

town.

Tagging Mountain
Lions in Idaho:

Earthwatch, a nonprofit group, recruits paying vol-

unteers to help scientists working on conservation pro-

jects worldwide. The organization offers dozens of

trips each year where participants can make their

vacations make a difference by monitoring endan-

gered wildlife and their habitats. . .

This winter guests can work with the Mountain

Uon Wildlife Management project in south-central

Idaho and near-in Utah, helping to track and radio-col-

lar die wild cats.

The project studies predator feeding and breeding

patterns in die face ofshrinking wilderness:caused by

encroaching farming, ski resorts and towns. :.

’ Working with scientists John Laundre and Donald .

StreubeL expats in predator ecology, up to dgfrt vol-

unteers win hike across rocky bluffs and deep

canyons, led by local (roundsmen—who Earthward]

cpardinalor Kri%Johaso%^^ribe^as ‘fre&nped

.htWtejsvtnTedconSffryh^pt^s.
7'

The bounds sniffooLxifttse and free thelions^who

are then darted by the scientists, equipped with radio

collars, and freed.

Participants should be prepared to hike up to 10

miles a day in sometimes deep snow. Winter day tem-

peratures peak at 40 and drop to 20 degrees below

zero or night.

Accommodations are in a modem ranch house, but

participants need to bring theipown sleeping bags.

Free-time activities include optional cross-country sid-

ing and snowsboeing.
‘

Harp Seal Pups and
Wolves in Quebec:

Natural Habitat ofBodder, Colorado, runs five-

and six-day trips to Canada’s Magdalen Islands, to

see the baby Karp seals bom on the frozen floes of

the Sl Lawrence Gulf.

During the annual March birthing season, some

600,000 pups are boro on the ice and wildlife lovers

have encouraged tourism,in the area as a commercial

alternative to seal hunting.

Participants are flown to the ice by helicopter, for

one or more visits to the seals. When not viewing the

seals, guests can attend ecology slide shows and lec-

tures, go cross-country skiing and snow-shoeing, and

explore tbe countryside on optional tonrs.
.

Five trips are pfanned for 1996. Those with a par-
'

ticular interest in photography may want to sign pp for

the March II trip, whid) entails extra time bn the ice

with tbe seals.

For those who would ratiier stalk predators;

- Natural Habitiat tuns eight-day wolf-tracking reser-

:
ach expeditions in the snowy expanses of Jacques

Cartier Conservation Park, about 40 miles north of

Quebec City.

Based at a log cabin lodge*, participants assist sci-

entific reserarchers in radio-tracking the wolves by

. .^jeopter, snown)6bilermid[sho^ghoes in an effort to

-rstudy their movement nod.behaviorand rtsimpJicatiorr

' fix theamtrials' survival prognosis. Tbe trip amid .

.

secluded mountains and forest also offers sightings of

lynx, beaver, fox and otter.

Mushing in Minnesota
and British Columbia:
Paul Schurke inns multi-day dogsled trips out of

his Wintergreen Lodge in Ely, Minnesota into the

Boundary Waters Canoe Area (BWCA) along the

U.S,-Canada border. Four-night lodge-to-lodge

dogsled trips around theBWCA include campfire trail

lunches, saunas, optional snowsboeing, ice fishing and

cross-country skiing.
’

Five-night dogded and camping trips include stays

in tents and training in winter camping, snow-shelter

and fire budding, map and compass work, and ecology.

No particular athletic skills or stamina are

required, butyon must be in basically good physical

shape. A highlight is tbe opportunity to develop a per-

sonal relationship with assigned sled dogs—frisky 2-

to 6-year-old Canadian huskies.

Inthe Cariboo Mountains of British Columbia, a

hefty 240 miles northeast of Vancouver, Super

Natural Adventures runs one-week dog-mushing pro-

grams oat ofWdls Gray Guest Ranch.

Sea on the boundary ofWells Gray Park, a 1

lion-acre wilderness reserve, the ranch is the base for

days trips around the park before a three-day mushing
trip to tbe Grizzly Mountain Plateau, with stays in

wood-heated back-country Jog cabins.

•
.

-Participants can try then skill at ice-fishing, with a
dance to see wolves, coyote, wolverine, moose, elk,

deer and mountain sheep.

Exporing Yellowstone
and Environs:

For such a frigid ambiance. Yellowstone National

Park offers an amazing variety of exploration opportu-

nities in its coldest months.

Our snowmobile trip was based at Pahaska Tepee

Resort, and informal lodge just a mile from tbe pink's

east entrance, about 50 miles west ofCody. Wyoming.

Our route took us past misty Yellowstone Lake

and to the dramatic Grand Canyon of Yellowstone and

the sulfurous mud volcanoes along the way. with

views of buffalo, moose and coyotes. Lunches were at

warming huts along tbe way, which are maintained by

the National Park Service.

Given the choice of manning my own snowmobile

or doubling up on one of Pahaska' s larger machines. I

chose to ride passenger behind my husband after an

unsettling practice solo run in the park lot. I never

regretted that decision, particularly when we were

speeding through narrow icy passes; I heartily advise

those with no motorcycling experience to do a trial

session at the base before committing to a day trying

to dominate one of these 500-pound machines.

I wish the snowmobiles had been quieter. While

zipping about in our 600-cc Polaris was undeniably

great fun. 1 felt pangs of remorse after seeing a lum-

bering buffalo startled by our oncoming roar or

enveloped in a yellowry cloud of exhausL You'll have

ro weigh the pros and cons of seeing the park this

way—and the truth is. the vehicles do provide unique

access to Yellowstone's more remote trails, canyons

and thermal pools. Ifyou do opt for a snowmobile,

show respect for other species. After all, you're on

vacation, they're struggling for survival.

Lapland Winter Safari:
March and April may see spring bursting out in

mostof the United States, but Norway's Lapland still

is deep in winter. That's when Eco Expeditions heads
to this high Arctic wilderness td join the indigenous

Sami people, nomads.who follow the reindeer herds
from.winch come sustenance, clothing and shelter.

Starting m Oslo, Norway, np to 14 guests fly to

Kricenes. near theRusssian bonier to begin the adven-
ture, With the Northern Ligils overhead and vls£

snowy expanses to travease, participants travel oy
snowmobile, reindeer sleigh and dogsled, with an

oj^oromTtytemosfrtheirbwncanineteain for two
days at an Arctic wilderness lodge.

Judi Dash is afreelance wrrtetin Ohio.
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Acconmodafioo is in order when snowmobffies and bison share tte saoefarf in YeSowstotte MatioaaJ Park.
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Separate beds
do not mean

a bad marriage

features

dear ruthie

RUTHIE BLUM

Dear Ruthie,
/ have just re-

turnedfrom a trip to
see my parents. I
was startled to ob-

serye many changes since my last
visit. Most significant is that my
parents no longer share a bed-
ro?m - My mother made several
references to her nocturnal dis-
comforts, and to myfather's snor-
mg. Not very good at intimate dis-
cussion wish them, / couldn’t ask
whether this is indicative ofa bad
marriage. But now /find myself
pondering this question without
letup.

Disarmed Daughter '

Dear DD.
The fact that your mother

made “several references” to the
nocturnal separation is more in-
dicative of a problem than the
actual separation. It is also possi-
ble that she sensed your alarm,
and was responding to it by “ex-
plaining” the phenomenon.
Many couples who reach a cer-

tain age find it easier to have this
kind of privacy, particularly
when they spend so much of the
rest of the day in one another’s
company. In some cases, it means
that they want to be “divorced”
within the same house, and in
some cases, it merely means that
sex has moved way down the pri-

ority ladder. But the problem
here is not how to figure out your
parents' situation, but rather to
examine your preoccupation with
it. Perhaps this is the first time
you have viewed them as “hus-
band and wife” rather than some
kind of parental entity. It is al-

ways upsetting to discover that
parents are not what we imagine
them to be.

Dear Ruthie,

/ have just begun dating, after

getting divorced two years ago.

My six-year-oldhas begun wetting

his bed every night. Is there a
direacorreltdionTIfso.whmath
l do about it? Should I hide my
dating from him?

Worried about Wetting

Somewhere in Israel

Dear W about W,
If the bed-wetting and dating

began simultaneously, there
probably is some correlation.

Your child may be experiencing

loss of control.

His bladder is doing his talk-

ing, so to speak. Ironically, this

particular expression of power-

lessness on the part of a child

Rabbi Chaim Pearl:

A dignified scholar

RABBI Chaim Pearl’s ca-

reer spanned three conti-

nents and nearly 50 years.

A graduate of the Rabbinical

College of Liverpool and Jews’

College in London, be also held

BA, MA and PhD degrees from

the University of Birmingham

and the University of London.

During World War II, he

served as the principal of the Jew-

Rabbi Pearl was a scholar

who plied his trade with

quiet dignity. (Ariel Jeroedimslri)

ish Children’s Community Hos-

tels in South Wales and Ascot for

children evacuated from the ma-

jor cities in Britain.

In 1945, he became the rabbi of

Birmingham's Singer’s Hill con-*

gregation, where he served for 15

years before moving to London’s

prestigious New West End
Synagogue.

.

Rabbi Pearl advocated a flexi-

ble approach to religious practice

and espoused the need for Juda-

ism to remain relevant to the ma-

jority of the community.

He was prominent in the Zion-

ist and communal Readership of

Anglo-Jewry and was vice presi-

dent of the British section of the

World Jewish Congress and
chairman of its culture

committee.

After four years in London, he
moved to the US to become the

rabbi of the Conservative syna-

gogue Adath Israel of Riverdale,

New York, where he remained
for 16 years.

Rabbi Pearl was on the faculty

of the B'nai B’rith Institute of

Religion and served as dean of

the Academy of Jewish Religion

in -Manhattan.

He was a prolific writer, lectur-

er and critic. His most recently

published work was The Book of
Jewish Folklore and Legend.

He was also a noted scholar on

Rashi and published two major
works on bos commentaries and
life.

Rabbi PeaiFs Guide to Jewish

Knowledge has long been regard-

ed as a key introductory text to

Judaism, and has been translated

into many languages.

Upon moving to Jerusalem in

1980, he became a leading figure

in the Masorti Movement. He
was active in the Ramot Zion

Synagogue in French Hill and a

teacher ofcontinuingJewish edu-

cation at the Center for Conser-

vative Judaism.
Rabbi Pearl was also a fre-

quent radio commentator mi .Is-

rael Radio, where he espoused

the need for religious moderation

in Israeli society and the impor-

tance of ethical and moral values

in Jewish practice.

hi his later years, he was an
associate editor of TheJewish Bi-

ble Quarterly.

Throughout his distinguished

career as an eloquent preacher,

capable administrator and caring

pastor, he was a gentleman.

Rabbi Chaim Pearl was a

scholar and teacher who skillfully

plied his trade with a quiet digni-

ty- ....
So too, his melodic singing

voice often resounded in each
community in which he served.

He is survived by his wife

Anita, to whom be was married

formore than 50 years, their four

children and 10 grandchildren.

Jerusalem Post Staff

and Pesaeh Schindler

The bubbie boomers: 85 and still going
rriHE
I deaiX and!

awards him much control over a
parent. Every time your son wets
bis bed, you are forced to change
and wash his sheets, air out his
.bed, and bathe him. You are
preoccupied with thoughts about
the cause of his regression during
the rest of the day. You wm try
to get him to verbalize his distress
(to you and/or a therapist) or yon
can be as honest with fern about
your dating as his age allows, but
you should not allow bis problem
to prevent you from going, on
with your life.

Your goal should be to reas-
sure him that his place in your life

is guaranteed.

Dear Ruthie,

My mother-in-law always ex-
changes the gifts we give her. As
she has an important birthday
coming up, my husband and I
have been debating about the

“perfect" presentfor her. Ifind it

tiringtospenda lotoftimesearch-
ing, only to have her return the
item in the end.

What do you suggest?

Birthday Befuddled
Netanya

Dear BB,
I suggest finding a shop your

mother-in-law frequents, and
purchasing her a. generous gift

certificate. Let her do her own
dropping.

Apparently, this is what she
likes best.

Dear Ruthie,

My son’s classmates are allhav-
ing their bar mitzva this year. The
gifts he wants to buyfor themfor
this occasion are always more
titan Ican affordsince there are40
pupils in his class. On the other
hand, Ido not want him tofeel as
though he is being cheap. Doyou
have any suggestions?

Gift Giver with Guilt

Hod Hasharon
Dear GG with G,
One option is to ^ve your sod-'

a' certain amount of money for

each gift, to which he can add hs
own cash. Another is to suggest

be.buy an expensive gift together

with a group of friends- Then just

hold your breath until next year,

when all of his dassmates will be
turning 14.

Letters should be addressed to:

‘Dear Ruthie,’POB 81, 91000 Je-

rusalem. (Ruthie regrets not be-

ing able to guarantee publication

at every letter, but wffl answer
every letter received.)

older population is

dearly growing by leaps
1 bounds, but what’s less

obvious is that the fastest-grow-
ing segment among the elderly
are those over 85.

While the general population
grows 2 percent every decade,
and the elderly (over 65) increase
8%, these "oldest olds" - as they
are called by gerontologists - are
growing by an astonishing 37% in

Israel and a similar rate through-
out the West.
According to statistics listed in

a survey by the Brookdale Insti-

tute, “Aging in Israel in the ’90s”
(which was concluded before the
large ahya wave), there were
68,600 oldest olds here in 1988;
and the prediction is for 93.700
by 2000.

Compare this with 220,000 se-
nior citizens who were 65 to 74
years.old in 1988. This group has
presumably grown to 239,900 in

1995 and is actually expected to
fall to 237,900 by 2000, according
to the survey.

The repercussions, according
to Jack Habib, director of Brook-
dale Institute in Jerusalem, are
great. “This is a population that
we consider at risk; they need
greatly increased medical and
community services.”

Dr. Yitzhak Brick, director of
Eshel, the branch of the Joint

Distribution Committee in
charge of services for the aged,
agrees. The majority of the elder-

The very oldest members of

society are surprisingly healthy,

Leah Abramowitz reports

ly using public facilities are the

old olds, he says.

These institutions include
sheltered housing, old-age homes
and nursing homes, as well as

community services such as day-
care centers, home-care pro-
grams, respite bed facilities or
caretakers.

Eshel is scrambling to keep up
with the boom in those 85 and
older. To meet the predicted
growth of the frail and dependent
old olds, it hopes to raise the
number of day-care centers from
119 to 147.

Today there are 7.442 attend-

ing these social and medical facil-

ities nationwide.
According to a comprehensive

study, 14,500 dependent elderly

will take part in this type of com-
munity care in the coming
decade.
There are currently 16,500

beds in institutions for the frail,

demented and chronic elderly,

and experts predict there will be a

need for 24,430 such beds by
2005.

Most of the old olds will be
Irving in the community, as they

do today.

A study by Prof. Ya’akov Mo-
dan of Sheba Hospital in Tel Ha-
shomer on 1 ,800 old olds shows
that 36% of the 75- to 90-year-

olds live with spouses or another
relative or friend other than an

offspring. 35% live alone and
15% with a child, making for an*

amazing 86% who remain in the
community.

Perhaps three-fourths of the

"old olds” who live at home are

somewhat handicapped and need
assistance with at least one func-

tion of activities of daily living -

such as bathing, dressing or
feeding.

Prof. Howie Litwin of the He-
brew University said today's
"young old” (65-74) are really

not old at all. 'Today's new pen-
sioners are really like people in

their 40s at the beginning of the
century.”

The important issue, according

to Litwin, is not adding yeaxs to

our lives but adding life to our
years.

Will illness and dependency
merely be postponed and last so
much longer at an advanced stage

in life? How should society pre-

pare itself for the bubbie boom
that awaits it?

Despite the dire predictions of

many gerontologists that the bub-

ble boom will overwhelm our so-

ciety with sick, dependent and
decrepit old people, some ex-

perts have shown that the oldest

sector of the population is no less

needy or sick than other old

people.
Bernie Laurie, an American

sociologist, who has concentrated

on the very aged, calls these peo-

ple the “robust olds.”

These are survivors who over-

came many difficulties in the tur-

bulent 20th century, who fought

off diseases in a period when anti-

biotics were not yet in use and
when child mortality was
devastating.

As reported in the Scientific

American of January 1995, many
oldest olds today are amazingly

healthy and active. They seem to

be particular resistant to disor-

ders that disabled and killed most
of their contemporaries before

the age of 90.

Because of this resistance, they

not only outlive others, they do

so relatively free of infirmities.

Thus because they represent a

select survival-of-the-fittest spe-

cies within the human race, these

long livers probably possess traits

that enable them to avoid or de-

lay the diseases that usually ac-

company aging- Stroke, cardiac

disease and other illnesses actual-

ly decrease among the very old.

A study by Thomas Peris

shows that men who survive into

their late 90s become less and less

likely to develop Alzheimer’s dis-

ease with each passing year. Even
more amazing, the average man
in his late 90s has a more intact

mind than the average man in his

80s.

Gender traits in the vety old

are all turned around. It seems
that men older than 90 generally

have better mental function than
do women. They suddenly do a

"gender crossover” and live long-

er too.

The new conception that many
people over age 95 are in good
shape may mean that future plan-

ning for the health and social care

of the robust old will need to be
revised.

Research implies that as the

oldest olds become more numer-
ous, they may not become a mas-
sive drain oq the economy and on
their families. Counter to popu-
lar opinion, many people in their

nineties and even hundreds lead

active, healthy lives.

Beam me up, Scotty! It ain’t as easy as it looks

Wi
'HUE it seems likely that humans
will one day travel to the stars,

how similar will the technology in

real starships be to that aboard the Star-

ship Enterprisel

A highly popular exhibition about the
Star Trek television series running at the

Science Museum in London has had the

misfortune of coinciding with the publica-

tion of an amusing book (The Physics of
Star Trek, Basic Books, S18.50.) by physi-

cist Lawrence Krauss which points out Star

Trek’s many scientific absurdities.

The issue has been made all the more
relevant by die recent announcement of

the discovery of the first complete atoms of

anti-matter, or “anti-atoms,” the feel that

wiflprobably one day (hive real starships.

The errors in the TV show are rather

more serious than the split infinitive in “to •

boldly go,” writes Krauss, a professor at

Case* Western Reserve University in

Cleveland. The most-fantastic mistakeof
all 'is made-with the phrase, “Beam me up,

Scotty,” which refers to the beam trans-

porter that ferries people at the speed of
light between the ship and the surfaces of
planets.

A notice in the museum’s exhibit says

that this is merely a convenience to cut

television production costs. Why pay for a

space shuttle that would need a regular

extra scene?

But it does not work.
It is not just a matter of the risk that

Capt. Picard, being beamed down and ac-

cidentally having a buzzing fry in the trans-

porter room, might reemerge with the

head of a fly. A much deeper problem lies

in transforming a person into energy,

transmitting that energy over a distance

and restoring it to matter once it has

readied its destination.

Admittedly, in Einstein’s equation
E=mc® matter can be converted into ener-

gy and back again. But the problem is that

a very small amount of matter can create

enormous amounts of energy. The mass of

a human being is approximately 10* atoms
and converting all this to energy produces

Trekkie fans may be disappointed with the book ‘The Physics

Trek,' which points out the show's many scientific absurdities.

the equivalent of about 1,000 one-megaton
hydrogen bombs, more than enough to

obliterate much of the planet the Enter-

prise was visiting.

But suppose we do not send energy at

all, but merely information, in the form of

bytes, about the person being beamed. (A
single byte contains the same amount of

information as one alphabetic letter.)

Could not a clever computer at the other

end transform all this information back
into a perfect facsimile of the person?
That presents another nasty problem.

The total information content of a single

human body is the same as the number of
its atoms.

“At present,” Krauss says, “the largest

commercially available single hard disks

store about 10 billion bytes of
information.”

If each disk is about 13 cm. thick, and if

we stacked all the disks currently needed
to store a human pattern (personality and
body) on top of one another, they would
stretch out to nearly four times the dis-

tance between the sun and the nearest star.

Computer storage capacity will certainly

improve in coining centuries, but surely

not by this-much.
Krauss also has problems .with those

aliens who are said to consist of pure ener-
gy. Like radio signals, they should always
travel at the speed of light, never slower or
faster. To them, the passage of time would
be totally different from ours. The entire

history of the universe would pass them by
in a single instant.

Instead, they are shown sitting in the

Enterprise and chatting with its crew.

The museum's exhibit is fascinating be-

cause it explains what all the ship's gadgets

do. But one thing it never does is tell us

how they work.

A journalist recently asked a production

executive of the series “How does the

warp drive work?" only to receive the

unhelpful reply: “It works very well, thank

you."
Star Trek fans may think all this unfair,

like mocking Jack and the Beanstalk’s au-

thor for his ignorance of the growth rate of

beanstalks. But the truth is that building

real starships will be very difficult, and

making it seem so easy will make the task

even more difficult.

(The Sunday Telegraph)
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Private demand
up 7% in. ’95

‘NIS 200 million deficit

at Dan Bus Cooperative’

BUSINESS BRIEFS

Jerusalem Post Staff

PRIVATE consumption rose an

estimated seven percent last year

from 1994, the Central Bureau of

Statistics said yesterday, based on

preliminary data.

The increase in private demand
appeared against the backdrop of
vigorous growth for the orga-
nized retail sector, where sales

rose 9% in nominal terms from
1994.

The CBS produced these fig-

ures based on its monthly surveys

of the country’s major retail

chains and various franchises that

sell textiles, food, footwear, and

various durable goods - exclud-

ing cars, car parts, fuel and gas.

Within the various branches of

retailing, food sales recorded the

highest pace of growth - 12%-
13% - in comparison with 1994.

250 employees ask for dismantling offirm
THE Dan Bus Cooperative has

amassed a NIS 200 million defi-

cit, leading it to the verge of col-

lapse, the Telegraph reported

yesterday.

JENNIFER FRiEPUN

Some NIS 160m. of the deficit

has been accumulated in the past

few years.

Canada expects

increase in

trade with Israel

JENNIFER FRIEDUN

TRADE between Israel and Can-

ada is expected to grow signifi-

cantly following the recent pro-

posal for a free-trade agreement

between the two countries, ac-

cording to Ruth Zeisler, commer-
cial counselor at the Canadian

Embassy in Tel Aviv.

The agreement, if approved by

both governments, will establish

a free-trade regime between Can-

ada and Israel featuring full tariff

elimination on all manufactured

goods, agriculture and fish

products.

Both governments will be re-

viewing the agreement .in the up-

,

coming months.

Zeisler said the agreement will

put Canada on “equal footing”,

with die- US and the European -

Union, both of which have.:free-

oade agreements with Israel *

“Canadian goods have been

disadvantaged by tariffs," Zeisler

said. "The new agreement basi-

cally puts Canadian [exports] on

a level playing field with US and

European products."

Canada has a trade deficit with

Israel, with exports totaling

$140m. and imports at $180m.

last year. Canada’s exports to Is-

rael last year increased 49% from

1994, while imports increased

39%.

Zeisler said she did not want to

estimate the extent to which the

agreement mil affect trade be-

tween the two countries, bnt said

"the potential is endless."

‘‘This is a very broad agree-

ment,” Zeisler said. "There’s po-

tential for joint ventures and re-

search and development.
Basically it says: *we now have a

free trade agreement; let’s do

business.’

"

The company received govern-

ment subsidies of NIS 100m. last

year and is scheduled to receive a

similar package this year. ,

Company spokesman Itzik Ka-

gen would not comment on the

cooperative’s financial situation.

When asked if the government

subsidy should bring more ac-

countability, Kagen said profits

do not reflect the success or fail-

ure of companies that provide

public transportation.

“The whole idea of profits,

when you’re talking about public

transportation, is not relevant,"

said Kagen. "We’re not a taxi

which can refuse a passenger if

the trip isn’t profitable. We have

to take
'
passengers even if it’s

UJ0 p.m. and there's only one

person on the bus." .

Finance Ministry spokesman
Hi Yosef said the company Is not

obligated to disclose information

regarding its profits and losses,

even if it uses public funds to

subsidize prices.

*‘We are not a communist
country; we don't. manage the

companies even if we give them a

subsidy,” Yosef said “Any crisis

they have is their own, and they

have to manage it.”

Company employees said they

fear for the future of the compa-

ny, because most of the its debts

are owed to Bank Hapoalim, the

Telegraph reported

Finance Minister Avraham
Shohat has expressed confidence

that the bank will be sold this

year, m which case Dan might be

forced by the new owners to carry

our a painful reorganization.

About 250 employees said they

want the company, to be disman-

tled and to receive remuneration

for their shares in it .
According to

the employees, tins would mean

that the cooperative would have

to transfer “tens of miltifos of

shekels,” the Telegraph said

Transportation Ministry

spokeswoman Ora Salomon said

the figures reported -had .appar-

ently come from unauthorized,

sources and not from Dan man-

agement, since the cooperative

had broken even in 1995, and had

shown a profit m the two preced-

ing years.

She said the report may have

referred to a “planned debt" that

the company had taken on in

1995, and not a budgetary deficit

“The cooperative is carefully

implementing its budget,” Salo-

mon said. “If there had been

problems with the budget, it

would have asked the govern-

ment for help, and ho such re-

quest was ever received"

Sale of Elsdnfs ultrasound business to Elbit approved: Elscinl

shareholders have approved the sale of the company’s

ultrasound business to Elbit Ultrasriuod The sale price

consists of at least S14.8 million, an amount equal to the net

•value of Elscinl ultrasound assets as of December 31, 1995,

plus $850,000 and royalties from future ultrasound sales over

' the next seven years for a misxixnnm of S6nu, Elsdat

announced yesterday.

Shareholders,enhanced the.rerms of safe fry eliminating the
*

cf-fling on royaltypayments ahd increasing the total payment by

S600,QG0r
‘

‘The approval ofthe sale, will allow the company to
.,

further its corporate stralegy of concentrating on the three

medica modstlities— Computer Tomography, Nuclear »

Medknne and Magnetic Resonance Imaging,” said CEO
Jonathan Aderetfa. - Rachel Neunaa

MZPK completes acquisition ofNa’aman Porcelain from Kook:

Kitchenware importerMZPK yesterday completed its $10

million acquisition of Na'aman Porcelain from Koor. The

company intends to upgrade the Na’aman production line and

expand its chain of ten stores.
‘

MZPK is currently negotiating a cooperative agreement .

with European porcelain firm Mobile to acquire advanced

know-how and technology. Planned investment in the new

factory is Stim. • ' Rachel Neiman

Tariffs on ice cream reduced: The Industry and Trade Ministry

has reduced tariffs on hx cream to $055 from £0.73 per pint

Local Haagen Daaz distributor Omni brand foods yesterday

announced it would reduce ice cream prices accordmgly by

$0.08, or.NIS 0.25, to NIS 21.65.

RachelNeman

France’s Giat loses

FR 12 billion in ’95

net profit

for IAI

Two R&D corporations set op under ministry program: Two
new research and development corporations have been set up

by Industry and Trade Ministry’s Office of the Chief Scientist

Magnet Program. Both industry and academic research

institutions will participate in the corporations. Tire first,

headed by Gilat Satellite, is a opnrortiiah for development of

technologies intended to provide broad band and on-line

service allowing access to interactive multimedia information.

The second consortium wfll develop lasers* indudiEg high?

intensity laser diode* The Magnet Program has an approved

budget of$185m.
• • '

’

.
• RachelNeiman

‘Standards Institute
STEVE RODAN

PARIS (Reuter) - French state-owned arms maker Giat Industries

suffered a loss of about FR 12 billion last year, Defense Minister

Charles Million said yesterday.

The company, which makes the Leclerc battle tank and owns the

Winchester rifle brand, had been expected to post a loss of between

FR 4 billion and FR 12b. for last year.

“There is a loss of FR 12b.,” Millon told journalists. “This is a result

of a certain number of errors, but our problem is not to analyze the

mistakes of the past, but to work on the future of the company."

Despite its present difficulties, he stressed that the company would

honor all its export commitments.

Giat's largest export deal is a FR 20b. contract to supply the United

Arab Emirates with 436 Leclerc tanks.

Despite that sale, the company posted a FR 13b. loss last year, due

to mismanagement of its foreign currency hedging arrangements on

the cash deposits from the contract

Sf

Wafa Shihah and Sarah Kramer, co-directors of die Arab-;

Jewish Center for Economic Development, taste some of the food

products displayed yesterday at a Jerusalem conference winch

drew some 200 kadi, Palestinian, Egyptian, and Jordaniandrew some 200 Israeli, Palestinian, Egyptian, and Jordanian

food producers and marketer. The slogan of the conference, the

first of its kind, was ‘A Taste of Peace,’(nan Osendryvayisraei Sun)

COMMODORE Aviation,. the

Miami-based subsidiary of Israel

Aircraft Industries, posted a

5500,000 net profit last year,

compared with a $3.4 million loss-;-;

in .1994, company executives an-

nounced yesterday. •

The company also announced

525m. in sales, a 39% increase

from $18m. in 1994.

Commodore was established

by IAI as a repair and mainte-

nance. station for airlines plying .

the South. American route, in- .

eluding El AL .

-

Comrabdore is. expected to ..

achieve Sim. iq profits and $27m.

in sales this year, the executives

said. ••
•

The company’s director-gener-

al is Mordecfcai Hendd, while its .

board director is David Anri, a

deputy director-general at IAL
Executives said 70% of Com-

modore’s expected sales for tire

year have already produced
signed contracts with various

airiiacs. •
. .

The. company’s competitors m
the. US include American FagV»,

a subsidiary of American Air- ..

lines, and, DHL - the air freight -

service.

EVELYN GORDON

THE Israel Standards Institute

charges 'ffidusands of shekels fo
-'

test items worth only a few shek-

els, the Federation of Israeli.

Chambers of Commerce com-
plained to fee Knesset Econom-

ics Committee’s consumer affairs

subcommittee yesterday.

In a letter to the subcommit-

tee, federation director-general

Zvi Amit said the -institute

charges NIS 2,100 to test a ample
hole-punch worth NIS 2,60,
NIS 7,500 to test samples from a

shipment of batteries, and
NIS 4,055 to test an ordinary

light bulb worth . less thaxr a

shekel. . , v
;

'

After fee initial light bulb test,

Amit added, importers are;

charged NIS 917.60 for each ad- ;

dkional shipment of bulbs..

These high prices obviously in-

crease the final jprice;of the prqcF

uct for consumers, Amit noted. .

Deputy chairman of the insti-

tute Ya’aoov Gershfeld respond-

ed feat, fee institute does not set

its own prices for teste, and feat

?. afi pa«S;3Bt-ifflder fe^^upend-
‘ slonTriiSSSffiadCstf^' Trade
• -v

1

Subcommittee, chairman Na-

; ,
omi Chazan (Meietz) therefore

demanded that fee ministry give

the committee a -detailed list of

what -the prices are for different

. tests, and bow these, prices are

supervised:

Currently,
.
she .-said, the com-

mittee has fro Mm how fee prices

are set,
.

• She praised the ministiy, how-

ever, for having honored the

committee’s request and pre-

pared legislation allowing testing

to be. done by private laboratories

as well as fee Standards Institute.

‘
: This will presumably introduce

.
competition, and thereby bring

down fee price of testing

Chazan. also demanded that

.consumer, groups be given greater

representation on the- committees

that set the standards. If this is

not done within a month, she

said, she will introduce legislation

on fee subject.
.

•
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Departure of Chubais likely to signal shift in Russian economic policy

J&NIDB f£L&3ANK ?

DIAL 03-51231 11 FROM eAUTO 11 PM. |
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Mutual Fund for

Foreign Residents

16.1.96

MOSCOW (Reuter) - The de-

parture of reform chief Anatoly

Chubais is likely to signal a shift

in Russia's economic policy, but

the framework created in four

years of reforms may yet with-

stand the strain, economists said

yesterday.

The economists said President

Boris Yeltsin bad sacrificed his

top reformer to take account of

last month's parliamentary elec-

tion, when communists won over

20 percent of fee vote.

But analysts said fee govern-

ment, its hands tied by a tight

1996 budget, may find it hard to

spend its way out of trouble this

year.

Chubais will be missed for his

economic clout, but his achieve-

ments - lower inflation, a stable

ruble and a virtual end to a pro-

longed output decline - win not

go away.

“Chubais has been sacrificed to

the presidential election cam-
paign,” said Christopher Gran-

ville, analyst at United City Bank
in Moscow.
“The rhetoric will change to

investment and turning the cor-

ner to growth, but I cannot see

substantive policy change,” he

said.

Y ftsin has not yet said wheth-

er be will stand in hone, but Chu-

bais’s departure was the latest in

a big reshuffle that has given both

fee government and the presiden-

tial team a stronger conservative

slant

Chubais had taken most of fee

blame for fee lower living stan-

dards since fee reform program

got under way.

.“Our folly respected president

has decided to change course

completely oh the_eve of the elec-

tion,”^ Mikhail Zadornov, chair-

man of the old parliament's bud-

get committee, said.

“He has chosen to strengthen

support for weaket mmbeis of

society, but will have to print

money to do it,” ho said.

Purchase Price: 145.85

Redemption Price: 143.62

leumipia mWi
MINISTRY OF FINANCE
Accountant General

The analysts said printing mon-

ey would be a sure recipe for

foster inflation, but they said the

framework was in place to pre-

vent Russia from starting up fee

printing presses again.

New laws say fee central bank

cannot issue unauthorized credits

to ; fund a biuret gap and a prom-

ise to hold fee" ruble stable until

July will also tie the government’s

hands.

Chubais, 4Qi

,,

wbs fee bet sur-

viving member of fee team that,

launched the reforms in Russia in

1992. .

He masterminded Russia’s pri-

vatization campaign before tak-

ing responsibility for the . whole
reform program, "v
He hSd been a tough advocate

of a strict anti-inflation policy,

claiming credit for a sharp fall in

monthly inflation rates last .year.
-

Prices rose 3.2% in Deannber,

down front almost 20% a mouth

at the start of fee year, and the

2996 budget assames a monthly

rate of 1.9% inflation this year.

Officials stress that Russia
most now concentrate cm helping

those who lost out during fee

painful economic reform.

But. Russia’s commitment to

keep inflation down will be a mar

jar factor behind a possible deal

wife fee Intenhtfkmal .Monetary

Fund to lend Russia some $9 bil-

lion over the next three years.

Chubais- bad been due- to lead

fee . Russian side in . talks feat

opened yesterday, but a Russian

Finance Ministry official send the

reformer’s ^bpartme would hot

affect fee crojjpbme.

Anatoly Tolstikoy, deputy
head of the ministry's interna-
tional financial organizations,
said the two sides had talked
about data on Russia’s economic
program for 1996.

: “We just discussed technicali-
ties,” be said.
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Bids are invited for the supply of goods and services,

required by government agencies located throughout Israel:

Tender No. 2/96

16-1-96

1. Salami and sausages
2. Turkey meat products

Purchase Price: 108.42

Redemption Price:

leumipia wouri

106.98

Last date for submitting bids: Tuesday, Februaiy 27, 1996, at 12

noon.
Bid forms are available from ttwTenders and Purchasing

DepEuitenent, TheAccountant Generafs Office, Room 714 or

715, Min. of Finance Building, 1 Rehov Kaplan, Jerusalem.

Additional details can be obtained from 02-317428,

02-317418.
’

No undertaking fe given to accept the lowest or any bid.
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Gains by Koor
help push

indexes higher
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

FEUCE MARANZ

207.63
+0.70%

TVvo-Sided index

STOCK indexes rose yesterday,

tracking gains shares posted in

New York on Tuesday.

Gains were led by Koor Indus-

tries, which went up 1.75 percent.

*'We are preny much lied to

American stocks,' ’said Dan Aiu

a broker at Nesuah Trading.
“There was a much better atmo-

sphere following the US."
The Maof Index rose O.S4*r

c to

215.79. and rhe Two-Sided Index

increased 0.7%, to 207.63.

More than NIS 71.3 million

worth of shares traded; 305 be-

low the month's average of

NIS 101.8m.

“There are also a lot of foreign

buyers," particularly for Clal In-

dustries, which rose 0.75%. and

for Koor, Alt said.

‘“Foreigners like Koor; it's an

export-oriented company," he

said.

Eight trading days ago, Israeli

stocks reached a 20-month high.

215.79
+0.84%

Maof Index

Share indexes then skidded for

six of the following seven
sessions.

In those seven days, the Two-
Sided Index lost 12%.

At the same lime, US slocks

recovered Tuesday, led by robust

earnings reports from major
banks.

Investors have been wary of

US stocks out of concern that

earnings growth would slow.

Among closely watched issues.

Bezeq was unchanged.

“Utilities prices are already

full," Nesuah 's Alt said.

Bank Hapoaiim, which the

government is planning to sell to

private investors, saw its shares

rise 1.25<4>.

“There's a lot of talk about the

sale,*’ Alt said. “I don't know
how close it is, but there’s the

feeling the price is relatively low

and those who are buying it are

getting it cheap." (Bloomberg)

FTSp Index closes

6.4 points lower

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - UK blue

chips closed moderately lower
yesterday as investors took some
profits after Tuesday’s near 48
points advance.

A weak start on Wall Street

and easier bond markets also
dampened sentiment, but dealers

expect any selling pressure to be
shortlived. The FTSE 100 closed

fi.4 points lower at 3,704.2.

FRANKFURT - German
shares closed bourse trade slight-

ly lower yesterday, interrupting a

week of continual gains, as a

downturn on German debt mar-

kets dragged the equity market

down.

The 30-share DAX Index

closed the floor trading session

down 5.57 points at 2,371.30

points. In post-bourse trade the

index was down 3.80 at 2,375.63.

PARIS - French shares closed

sharply higher on rate cut hopes

yesterday, with the CAC-40 In-

dex of leading shares pasting a

0.71 percent gain after a 1.44%

advance on Tuesday.

Dealers said a firmer dollar

also helped. Dealers said the

market is expecting a 0.25% cut

in rates after today’s meeting of

the Bank of France monetary
policy council.

The CAC-40 Index closed up

13.90, or 0.71%, at 1,966.00.

ZURICH - Swiss shares ended

lower in nervous trading but off

the day’s floors as the market

came under pressure from profit-

taking in shares with heavy

weightings in the blue chip SMI
index.

The AU-share SPI lost 15.49

points, or 0.73%, to end at
2,104.40.

'TOKYO - Shares in Tokyo
gave up earlier gains to end Oat,

with follow-through buying fail-

ing to emerge despite the stron-

ger dollar against the yen.

Brokers said the undertone re-

mained strong, but it was difficult

to push prices up further due to

large institutional selling. The
225-share Nikkei average ended

up 3.19 points at 20,570.26.

HONG KONG - Hong Kong
stocks gave up solid early gains to

close lower on continued profit

taking, players said. The blue-

chip Hang Seng Index slid 7733
points to end ai 10,593.82.

SYDNEY - The Australian

share market closed firmer but

off its highs as afternoon profit-

taking slashed early gains in-

spired by n higher gold price and

stronger US equity and bond
markets.

The all ordinaries index closed

5J points higher at 2250.3.

JOHANNESBURG - South
African gold shares retraced most

of a busy day’s gains, despite ac-

tive overseas buying, to finish

safely above opening levels but

dogged by anxiety that bullion

would not breach the $400 level.

The all-share index climbed

42.7 points to 6,837.1, the indus-

trial index gained 193 to 8,607.9

and the gold index was up 133
points to 1,623.3.

Blue-chip stocks fall

on earnings warnings

WALL STREET REPORT

NEW YORK (Reuter) - Blue-

chip stocks ended with big losses

yesterday after corporate giants

such as Wal-Mart Stores Inc. and

Minnesota Mining & Manufac-

turing Co. issued warnings that

their earnings wili be disappoint-

ing for the latest quarter.

Based on early and unofficial

data, the Dow Jones industrial

average ended 21.32 points lower

at 5,066.90, erasing nearly half of

Tuesday's gain of 44 points.

In the broader market, advanc-

ing shares led declines by a slim

margin on heavy volume of 461

million shares on the New York

Stock Exchange.

MARK STERLING YEN SFr FFr

MARK — 0.4464/68 71.79/82 08084/87 3.4161/66

STERLING 22388/88 - 160.72/B4 1.8092/19 7.6438/64

YEN 12921/33 0.6216/23 — 1.1254/68 4.7545/15

SFr 123.60/78 0.551927 88 79/83 — 42213/91

FFr 02925/29 0.1306/08 30.9ft04 02365/66 —
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Agassi wins easily on mended knee

SPORTS Thursday, January 18, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

Maccabi seeks first road

win tonight in Lisbon

Rodman hits his first triple-double

as Bulls win 26th straight at home

CRUSHING BLOW - Argentina’s Gabriela Sabadni displays a devastating forehand en route to

her second round win against Slovakia's Karina Habsudova yesterday. ('Reuter)

CHICAGO (AP) - Dennis Rod-

man had his first career triple-dou-

ble and his first 3-pointer of the

season Tuesday night as the Chica-

go Bulls tied a team record with

their 26th straight home victory,

beating Philadelphia 116-104.

Michael Jordan had 32 points

for the Bulls (32-3), who have

won nine in a row overall. Their

home winning streak, matching

their mark set in 1990-91 , in-

cludes 19 games this season and

the final seven last year.

Jerry Stackhouse scored 24

points for Philadelphia.

Playing in his 700th career

game, Rodman had his triple-dou-

ble with 21 rebounds, 10 points

and a career-high 10 assists. In the

first half, Rodman had 13 re-

bounds to Philadelphia's 12.

SuperSonics 99, Cavaliers 90

Shawn Kemp was double- and tri-

ple-tcamed but still managed 31

points and 16 rebounds for host

Seattle.

The Sonics, improving their Key

.Vena record to 15-1. won their third

game in a raw and for the 11th time in

13 games. They notched .their 10th

straight home-conn victory.

Kemp made 12 of 17 shots from the

floor. 7 of 11 from the free throw line

and had 10 points in the fourth quar-

ter. Hejsey Hawkins and Gani Pay-

ton each scored 21 points for the

Sonics.
RnnHnn ImI Patnli/TC

with 24 points. Dan Majerle added 21

and Bobby Hulls 20.

Spars 121, Celtics 97

David Robinson's 27 points led six

Spurs playerc in double figures and

host San Antonio won its fifth in a row.

San Antonio, which outrebounded

the Celtics 55-32, held a 12-pomt half-

time lead that grew to 24 points be-

fore the third quarter was halfway

over. The Celtics never got closer

than 12 the rest of the way.

Sean Elliott had 22 points, Vinny

Del Negro 19, Will Perdue 13, Avery

Johnson 14 and Chuck Person 10.

TUESDAY'S NBA RESULTS:
Indiana 110, Toronto 102

Seattle 99. Cleveland 90
Chicago 116, Philadelphia 1M
San Antonio 121, Boston 97

ferdand *7, Denver 69

MELBOURNE (AP) - No wor-

ries. mate. Andre Agassi has

mended from a knock on the knee

that nearly put him oul of the Aus-

tralian Open in the first round.

The defending champion and

No. 2 seed - compelmg with Pete

Sampras and Thomas Muster for

the top spot in ihe rankings -

scampered around the court and

belted winners from all angles in a

iV4, 6-1 6-3 victory last night over

fellow American Vincent Spadea.

Agassi had banged his right

knee into a post in a misstep on a

racial spiral staircase in his hotel

room Sunday night and. hobbled

by the swelling, barely escaped

being upset Monday by qualifier

Gaston Ellis of Argentina in a

fivc-sei match. On Wednesday,

he no longer spotted a bandage

on the knee.

Spadea stayed with him for the

better pan of the first set, even

breaking service once, before be-

ginning to feel the sting of Agas-

si's rockets.

Agassi was frustrated by his er-

ratic first serve. His shouted de-

scription of it at one point in the

sixth game of the third set

brought him a code violation for

un obscenity. When he missed his

ne xi first serve, the ball bounced

hack to him from the net and

Agassi swung blindly at it behind

his back and nearly bit a ballboy

in the head.

Had he faced Spadea on Mon-
day, he would now be out, he said

later.

Earlier. Stefan Edberg made
ihc first big farewell of his fare-

well tour.

Edberg struggled through bis

second five-set match in two
days, losing 6-4, 2-6, 4-6. 6-2, 6-3

to French qualifier Jean-Philippe

Fleurian in three hours.

Top-seeded Monica Seles

made quick work of advancing to

the next round. She disposed of

Katarina Studenikova of Slovakia

6-1, 6-1 in 51 minutes.

Another famous name re-

turned io prominence. Patrick

McEnroe, younger brother of

former No. 1 John, overcame a

miserable start to upset No. 14

Andrei Medvedev of Ukraine 0-

6, 2-6, 6-2, 6-3, 6-2. The younger

McEnroe, ranked No. 57, was a

semifinalist here in 1991.

Another casualty among seed-

ed players included No. 9 Wayne
Ferreira of Sooth Africa, who
was hampered by a hamstring in-

jury in a 6-1, 6-3, 6-0 loss to Karol

Kucera of Slovakia.

No. 3 Muster advanced to the

third round with a 6-4, 6-4, 1-6. 7-

6(7-4) victory over Javier Frana

of Argentina, and No. 5 Michael

Chang breezed past Jakob Hla~

sek or Switzerland 6-1, 6-3, 6-3.

Women's No. 3 Arantxa San-

chez Vieario beat Germany's
Barbara Rinner 6-3. 6-2 in a sec-

ond-round match.

Harsh language tarnished the

match between No. 8 Jim Courier

and fellow American Jeff Tar-

ango, notorious for outraging ihe

tennis establishment by walking

out of a match at Wimbledon last

year, accusing an umpire of

corruption.

Both say they are friends off

court, but Tarango was shouting

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOU-OWS - All raias

include VAT:
Single Weekday - N IS 99.45 tor 10 words
(minimum], each additional word NIS 9 94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 15.21

.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234 00 tor 10 words
(minimum). each additional word - NIS
23 40.

WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315 90
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 3l 59.

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 tor 10 words (minimum), each ad-

ditional ward - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643 50
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 64 35.

EADUNES offices;

Jerusalem weekdays: IS noon the day
before publication; for Friday and Sunday
6pm on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12

noon, 2 days before publication: (or Friday

and Sunday. 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel A\nv

arid 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY

JNN PLACES LTD. affordable home
bed & breakfast, self-catering apts . coun-
try-wide. choice locations. Tei..'Fax OS-
576204. P.0 3 577. HerzSya.

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. ‘ Short
iarm rentals * Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box
4233. Jerusalem St 044. Tel. 02-611745.
Fax.- 02-618541

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

RENTALS

REHAV1A: 4 ROOMS, furnished, tirsi

floor, immediate, luxurious. SI 500. Tel
02-6511451 (agent).

A PLEASANT APARTMENT for tour-

isis. Jerusalem carter, short term Tel 03-

9663070,03-9660512.

•GERMAN COLONY. (ITALIAN CO-
LONYi Luxury. 2-5 rooms, tornjshect'un-

(umished. Long term possible. *larebuild’
Tel 02-666571.

at the umpire, trying to have

Courier penalized for foul lan-

guage and throwing his racket.

He said Jater- a penalty point

could end up swinging a close

match.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

SALES

ITALIAN COLONY. Hildeshaimer Hats-
fira Street, luxury apartments. 4-5, balco-

nies. basement, garden, parking. Tel. 02-

617866. 02-666571.

RAMQT, 3 ROOMS, nicest area, 1st
Boor. view, special. 02-864217, NS.

SHA'ARAI HESSED, REHAVIA, comer
house, 4 Doors + ajr-cortdHraning, magnifi-

cent. Si .250.000. Tef 02-384-314.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUITES BET-
WEEN Gan Ha ir and the beach, tourists,'

businessmen, short/long term. Tef. 03-
696-9092. 050-358-972.

RENTALS
NORTH, 3. LUXURIOUS, fully fur-

nished. Tel 03-523-7918. 03-6990150.

RAM AT AVIV G1MMEL. luxurious
apartments. & houses for rent. ADI S
PROPERTIES. Tel 03-6418336.

EXCLUSIVE! ARNON, 4, large, reno-
vated and quiet Si 100. KaV-HaVam. Tel.

03-523-9958.

SALES

NEAR THE HtLTON, 3 rooms on quiet

street. 1st floor. S28Q.OQQ. Tel. 03-524-

3702

JAFFA, 3 balcony, near port, imme-
diate. 4th floor (without), Si 50.000 Tel.

03-683-1061.

EXCLUSIVE! EXCELLENT FOR m-
vesiment1 2 apartments. divided Reno-

vated furnished completely KAV-HAYAM.
Tel. 03-523-9988.

EXCLUSIVE! GAN HA'IR! 2S7 sq m ,

high, well planed. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-

523-9988.

EXCLUSIVE! OPERA TOWER! 2 high,

breaihiafcing view of sea. KAV-HAYAM.
Tel. 03-523-9988.

Courier, the 1992 and 1993

champion here, rebounded from

1-4 in the third set and won 7-5, 6-

7(7-2). H 6-3 in 3 horns.' 22
minutes. He said the outbursts of

Tarango, a “marked man,”

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

SALES

FOR RENT/SALE, furnished/unfur-
nisbsd, fully equipped apartments on the

beach -from of Harziiya Pifaah, short/long

(arm. Warn Real Estate Tel. 09-589611.

CAESAREA: LUXURIOUS HOUSE,
pool, desirable neighborhood, amazing
sea view. Tel. 06-303261, 050-231725.

HERZLIYA PITUACHU FOR QUICK
DECISION'!
in Galei Tcheiet st, nouse + dunam.
SI.800.000. Tel 09-540994, 050-231725.

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

SALES
CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE,
view towards sea. swimming pool, central

air conditicrung and vacuum cleaning. Tel.

050-231725. 06-363261.

REALTY
Sharon Area

RENTALS

HERZLIYA PITUAH, Gaiei T'chelei.

350 sq.m, built, new, very high building

Standard, swimming pool. "KAV HAYAM'
Tel. 03-5239988. __

SERVICES
General

HEALING. RHEUMA THERAPY, treat-

men! fer pain, arthritis, impotence. Tel

052-633 075. Seven Hays

LESSONS

STUDY CENTER’ PRIVATE Hebrew
lessons * otherlanguages, uroversiry psy-

chometric preparations. Tei. 050-291460
-Need teachers for English and Mathe-
matics-

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

HEALTH

FOR HEALTHY BODY & a happy mind,

nave a professional massage or sniaisu.

Tei. 03-5602328

didn't bother him.

Also advancing to the third

round were No. 6 Gabriela Sabati-

ni of Argentina, No. 7 Iva Majoli

of Croatia, No. 15 Naoko Sava-

ntatsu of Japan and two American

seeds - No. 9 Mary Joe Fernandez

and No. 33 Chanda Rubin.

Sabatini beat Karina Habsu-

dova of Slovakia 6-4, 6-3; Majoli

beat American Lori McNeil 6-3,

6-2; Fernandez beat Maria-Anto-

nio Sanchez Lorenzo of Spain 6-

2, 6-0; Rubin beat Tina Krizan of

Slovenia 6- 7(7-3), 6-2, 6-3; and

Sawamatsu ousted American
Linda Wild 6-1, 6-3.

Advancing among men's seeds

were No. 11 Richard Krajicek of

the Netherlands and No. 15 Todd
Marlin. Krajicek beat Frederik

Fetteriein of Denmark 6-2, 6-4,

6-4 and Martin struggled past fel-

low American Richey Renebetg

6-1 7-5. 3-6. 7-6(7-5).'

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Av(v

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE HESTJI We are lhB
besl!l The biggest and oldest agency in

Israel. For thernghest quality nve-m Jobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE!!! S700 + ROOM AND
board for experienced metapelet In Tel
Aviv. Tel. 03-524-2085.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the

agency with a heart tor the Au Pairs. Call

HHmaiel. 03-9659937.

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
African aupair llvg-in. centra! Tel Aviv,

S750 * NIS 200 immediate bonus. Tel 03-

8201195, 052-452002-Jacfcie.

ENGLISH/SPANISH SPEAKER, S750
+ pocket money. Mr chHdoara and house-
work. Tel. 03-5105740. 050-51 8964.

IMMEDIATE!! HOUSEKEEPER,
LIVE-IN/OUT, reliable, recommenda-
tions. excellent conditions. Tei. 03-

688986819-

OFFICE STAFF

SECRETARY, ENGLISH MOTHER

Tel Aviv 61060.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP

SAWYON-FIUP1NO COUPLEor mart,

far household hetpJNe4i.Td 03-5345621

SITUATIONS WANTED
Tel Aviv

OFFICE STAFF

LAW OFFICE seeks secretary + Enough

types! (Word 6). MMinre. Tel. 03-5769988.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

VEHICLES

AR1E PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:

MACCABI Tel Aviv will attempt

to break a three-game losing

streak tonight and win on the

road for the first time this season

in a European Club Champion-

ship clash against Benfica Lisbon.

The Portuguese champions, 1-

8 in Group B, won their first

game in the final pool last week, a

99-90 triumph over Pau-Orthez.

But the club, 8-29 the past

three seasons in final pool play, is

clearly not capable of consistently

taking on the might of Europe.

Maccabi has never lost to Ben-

Fica, but head coach Zvi Sherf has

bad memories of Portugal from

his tenure at Hapoel Tel Aviv,

when in 1993 the team blew a

golden opportunity to advance to

its first European Final 16 by los-

ing to Benfica in the

preliminaries.

Benfica's core is the same, but

age has started to catch up on the

club's two key players.

Jean Jacques, 32, has slipped

to averages of only 13.3 points

und 6.0 rebounds a game, after

last season posting a 19.1 scoring

average with 11.6 boards and in

Ipswich sinks

Blackburn
LONDON (Reuter) - Ipswich

substitute Paul Mason dumped
Premier League champions
Blackburn out of the FA. Cup
on Tuesday night by scoring the

only goal of their third round re-

play deep into extra time.

But last season's beaten final-

ist, Manchester United, was
spared similar embarrassment by

a First Division team when Andy
Cole headed a last-minute goal to

earn his side a 2-1 win at Sunder-

land. In other FA Cup action,

Shrewsbury beat Fulham 2-1.

Ipswich 1, Blackburn 0

A penalty show-out was looming in

the tie at Blackburn when Mason
struck.

Alex Mathie's cross Grom the left

was laid back by Neil Gregory for

Mason to blast home.

Blackburn’s shock defeat meant it

became only the second Premier
League club to fat] at the first hurdle.

Manchester United 2, Sunderland 1

Manchester United, beaten 1-0 by
EvertOfl in the 1995 final, had trailed

at halftime at Sunderland to a Phil

Gray goal, his eighth of the season.

But United took control in the sec-

ond half and Sunderland could have

no complaints when substitute Paul

Scholes scored bis 11th of the season

in the 70th minute.

Just eight minutes after replacing

Nicky Burt, Scholes made room for

himself 25 meters out and placed the

ball precisely into the bottom comer
nf the ML

Cole's winner, following a period

of sustained United pressure, was set

up by Lee Sharpe s precise cross from
the left. Sharpe had come on at the

sun of the second half in place of

Paul Parker.

Shrewsbury 2, Fulham 1

Substitute Mark Dempsey landed

Second Division Shrewsbury the glit-

tering prize of a home tie against Liv-

erpool when be raced through for an

improbable winner with only three

minutes left of their replay against

Fulham.

SCOREBOARD
FA Cop third round replays

Last night's results: Manchester City 5,

Leicester 0; Nottingham Forest 2, Stoke 0;

Stockport 2, Eferton 3; Tottenham 5. Here-

ford 1; Wimbledon 1, Watford 0; Woher-
fcampiM 2; Bkntfagham L Sheffield United

I, Arsenal 0- The Newcastle r. Christa

natch was not over it press time.

TUESDAY’S NHL RESULTS: Hartford 3,

VancomerO; Boston 4, New Jersey 2; Colo-

rwJQ 5, Ptosbcrsh 2; Winnipeg 1, Washing-

lDO l (tie): Florida 4, San Jose 1; Edmonton
5, Sl Loafs 1; Calgary 5, Los AbSHcs 5

ilk).

GUESS WHO?
Who was the last aon-Aaiericm to
win the Australian Open men's sin-
gles title?

Bjorn Borg
Thomas Muster
Ivan Lendl

Boris Becker

Answer tomorrow.

.Answer to yesterday’s ‘Guess Which’;
Only the Detroit Red Wings, the Win-
nipeg Jets and the San Jose Sharks
haven i been shutout this NHL season.

BRIAN FREEMAN

1994 scoring 20.2 points and pull-

ing down 10.8 rebounds.

~He is also playing only 30 min-

utes per game, compared with al-

most 38 minutes last season.

Carlos Lisboa, 37, scores a

club-leading 15.5 points a game.

But he is only making only 29.7

percent of his three-point shots

(22-74), an unacceptably low pro-

portion considering he takes an

astounding 80% of his shots from

behind the three-point arc

Center Mike Nahar from the

Netherlands (14.5 points, 5.5 re-

bounds) has been a welcome ad-

dition this season, providing an-

other scoring threat for the team.

In the first encounter between

the two teams in November,
Maccabi played one of its worst

halves ever at Yad Eliahu, falling

behind by 18 points before racing

back in the second period to sal-

vage a 74-66 victory.

Ironically, Maccabi’s last loss

against a team which finished in

the cellar was during the 1991-92

season, when Tel Aviv advanced

to the quarter-finals despite a loss

to Phohola Caserta (which was 0-

7 at the time).

Maccabi cannot afford such a

luxury tonight after blowing a

seven-point lead with 4:40 left in

the game to lose last week a home

to Real Madrid.

In other Group B matchups to-

night, Real Madrid hosts Barce-

lona, Bologna travels to Pau-

Onhez and Cibona Zagreb hosts

PanathJnaikos.

The Maccabi-Benfica game is

scheduled to be shown live start-

ing at 9 p.m. on Channel 1.

European Club Championships

Group A
w L 'PtS-

1. CSKA Moscow 7 2 18

2. Benetton Treviso 6 3 IS

3 Otympiakos
- (Jlner Istanbul

S
5

4
4

14
14

5. Malaga 4 5 13

- Antibes 4 5 13

7. Irakis Salonika 3 6 12

- Beyer Leverkusen 3 6 12

Group B
w L Pts.

1 Barcelona 6 3 TS

- PanaWnalkos 8 3 IS

- Reel Madrid 8 3 15

A Ctoona Zagreb 5 4 14

- Peu-Ontiez 4 5 13

- Maccabi Tel Aviv 4 S 13
• Buckter Bologna 4 5 13

8. Benfce Lisbon 1 8 9

South Africa clinches series

DURBAN (Reuter) - A record; third wicket partoership- betf^n

Hansie Cronje and Jacques Kailis* along with some fiery fast bowlifag

from Allan Donald won South Africa the fifth one day international

against England yesterday and clinched them the series.

After Donald had led the way in bowling out England for a paltry

184 in 49.5 overs with a retain of 4-41 from his 10 overs. South Africa

lost Gary Kirsten and Andrew Hudson to Dominic Cork with just nine

runs on the board.

But thanks principally to Cronje (78) and Kallis (67), they reached

their target with 10 balls to spare.

England
MJUherton c Richardson b Donald —

b Donald
M.
A Stewart

R.Smtm c Richardson b Donald — 8
GJHck c Rfchatosor b Donald 6
G.Tfiorpa b Metmms
C.White b Foftx*
J Russaft run out (PotocM
D.Coric b Manhews
P.rte Prates ti Fotoefc —
D.Gough b da Vfflera

P .Marlin not out
Extras (b-1 10-8 w-6J
Total (aB out in 4&S overs)

63
16
21

- 1

, 3
. 3
- 2
13

South Africa

A Hudson tow b Cork 5
G.Kirsten c Russell b Cork ... 0
KCronje b White 78
J-Kalta c HU b Depletes .... 67
BJrfcMUan c Hie* b DoFrates 14
JJttmtes not out — 12
SPoflock not out — .. 1

184
Fail of vrtcfcets: 1-51 2823814-78 5-1328-184
7-170 3-177 8-178 10-184.

Bowflng: Potock 10-1-3^ (v^.Manhewsi 0-1-

37-2 NKJt.de voters95435-1 (w-l).OonaidlO-
0-41-4. McMDarr 8-0-25-0 (w-1), Cronje 2-0-30.

South Africa taku winning
'

itch sew4-1 lead In seven-match

:

Extras (B>i w-3 nb-4) 8
Total (far thro wickets, 4&2 over*) T85
DW not bat D.Rfchnntson, GMaffiams, F.de
Vltora, A.Donakt
Far Of wickets: J-l 2-8 3-127 4-550 5-1B3.
Bowling: Martin 10-234-0 (w-2, nb-1), Cork 92
329-2 (nb-1), de Fretes 9-0-41-2 (nb-2). Gough
10-0-32-0 (w-1). White B-1 -40-1. Hick 2-WMf
Result: South Africa won by five wickets
Fnt match: South Africa won by six ora
Second mated: England won by Eve wickers
TftW match: South Africa won by three wickets
Fourth match: South Africa won by seven wicket:
Sixth match (Easa London): Jvuary 19
Savantt mated (Part BteabWi): January 2f

SPORTS BRIEFS
Eight hoopsters suspected of fixing games
Eight National League basketball players are suspected of
betting on games in which they took part and fixing results by
purposely missing shots to ensure the final score was in

accordance with their bets. Army Radio reported yesterday.
Among the eight are foreign contract players and members

of the national team, the report said.

Deputy Education Minister in charge of sport, Micha
Goldman, sard that the players concerned should be suspended
immediately.

Goldman asked Internal Security Minister Moshe ShahaJ to
speed up the investigation into the matter, which began in
October, after Army Radio originally broke the story. /rim

English clubs snub Intertoto Cup
English Premier. League clubs on Tuesday decided not to
enter this year’s Intertoto Gup.

They also gave unanimous support to Tottenham and
Wimbledon in their battle with UEFA.

TTie two London clubs were banned last week for a season
from European competition for fielding be low-strength teams in
last year's Intertoto competition. Reuter

Proposal calls for interleague baseball play
Major League Baseball could install interleague play as soon
as the 1997 regular season if a proposal presented at an owners
meeting in Los Angeles Tuesday night is approved by club
owners and piayera.

Under the plan proposed by Philadelphia Phillies president
Bill Giles, teams would play 15 games against teams from the
same division in the other league.

Reull

Caesarea golf roundup
THE weekend competition at the Caesarea Golf Club was the
first round of the grand prize tournament The field is divided
into two divisions, ft is a fourgame individual stabieford
competition. The winner in each division is the two best scores
of the four games. Each winner receives two airplane tickets
to Europe and a week’s accommodation at the Donotec Hotel
in Kola, Germany. Second place gets a long weekend for two
at the Moriah Dead Sea Hotel:

Leaders in DivisionA are: David Adelman, Leslie Ben
Amir and Clive Tosset, all tied at 37 points. In Division B
Rena Gilon leads with 41 points and tied for second with 40
ait Ben.Narcys and El Segev.

Jules C,<bur„ek

Smashnova falls in three sets

ANNA Smashnova's run at the Australian Open ended yesterday

when she was beaten in three sets by America’s Tami Whidinger

Jones in the second round.

Last year Smashnova reached the third round of the tournament

where she lost to twelfth-seed Brenda Schultz of the Netherlands.

Ironically, Smashnova disposed of this year's twelfth-seed Nata-

sha Zvereva from Belarus in the first round but after taking the first

set against Whidinger Jones, ranked 62 against Smashnova’s 73, the

Israeli went down 5-7, 6-4, 6-2.

The 19-year-old Smashnova could not reproduce her sparkling

first round shuts against the 28-year-old .American and faded badly

in the final set.

Eval Ran. the last Israeli still in the tournament, was scheduled

to play early this morning on center court against Mark Philippous-

sis. the 1 9-year-old Australian, ranked 40 in Ihe world. Ran's

current ranking is 160. Heather Chair

^ .
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whose ^stones preceded or
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BCE^’ t0 a Babylon already severalthousand years old when Nebuchadnezzar
destroyed the First Temple in 586 BCE. Open
during museum hours.
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

lcads .the IsraeI Symphony
Lirciiestra Rishon Lezion in a family conceit
firaturing Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition
with narrator Rom Porat and painter Shai Savir

SS“ Rishon Lezion and Monday
at toe Tel Aviv Performing Arts Center at 5.

3

Pianist Semion Kruchm performs Saturday at*e Wizo Center in Asbdod (830) in a program
featimng preludes and fugues by Shostakovich
and Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition
The chamber music series of the Israel Music

Conservatory in Tel Aviv opens Saturday (8:30)
with selections by Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and
Braun.

Yuval Zeliuk, the newly appointed music direc-
tor of the Ra’anana Symphonette Orchestra, leads
his musicians Saturday (9 p.m.) in Ra’anana in a
special Mozart program featuring the 35th
Symphony, the Sinfonia Cbncertante for four
wind instruments and the 24th Piano Concerto
with Gilad Mishori as soloist

DANCE
Michael Ajzenstadt

OHAJD NAHARIN’S ZINA is a powerful and
provocative dance work which suggests a path
toward eradicating violence. Tender moments

Gflad Mishori solos with the Ra’anana
Symphonette in Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 24.

alternate with very heavy rock music. This
unique experience is not easy to watch, but
rewards the audience with food for thought and
the athletic performing of the Baisheva Dance
Company. Tomorrow evening at 10 and Saturday
at 8:30 at the Tel Aviv Performing Arts Center.

*

TELEVISION

Ruth Kern

VCR-PHOBIA Is not necessarily linked to a fear

of technology. Some people prefer the esthetics
of watching shows in real programming time.
Once a bit of the electronic stream is frozen and
preserved for convenient viewing, it somehow
ceases to be television as such, but some other
medium under the rubric of home entertainment
This approach requires some joggling. On

Saturday, tune in to the Family Channel at 10:30
p.m. to find out if you've already seen the repeat
episode of ER. If so, quickly switch to Channe l 1

at 10:45 for a new (to us), Fleischman-less
Northern Exposure. Afterwards it's back to the

Family Channel totER rerun No. 2.

. Then there’s the question ofhow late to stay up.
Law and Order is among the best shows on the

air, but is it worth a 12:45 a.m. starting time for

two consecutive episodes? You decide.'

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Tax cut (6)

4 A gem you can safely

handle (8)

9 Officer found on the staff

(6)

10 Coming in last, after me,
she gets caught (8)

12 Attack causing rapid loss

of heart (4)

13 Shady place for one on the

fiddle? (5)

14 Flag of Eire shortened (4)

17 Guarded inquiry (3,4,5)

20 It normally completes the

written enquiry (8-4)

23 A slice of processed
American cheese (4)

24 Regard sailor with horror?

Not half! (5)

25 Storm caused by parking

on drive (4)

28 Where one waits for Ena
with a motor, perhaps (8)

29 No-one in abandoned liner

.

has oil distilled from
orange flowers (6)

30 Music in D Sharp, nothing
unusual at the end of the

day (8)

31 Rope for the horses (6)

DOWN
1 You’re probably surprised

when they go up (8)

2 What the lost horse-shoe

was made of? (4,4)

3 Fail to keep up a legend (4>

5 Innocent chap in trouble

driven to take away
furniture (12)

6 Herb’s sure about foreign

ways, and is sorzy (4)

7 Lehar composition about
love set in Pakistan (6)

8 Artist given food—a bit of

salad (6)

11 Gives publicity to rows in

foreign parts (6,6)

15 Lifting of spirit in debate

(5)

16 Eccentric cheer-leader at
head of column (5)

18 Tubes of paste (8)

19 Son sleeping should be
. gamboling (8)

21 Proceed to make good (6)

22 She shows skill in carving

ham (6)

26 Gets ready to fight artist

about manuscript (4)

27 It precedes the final
passion (4)

SOLUTIONS

asnoana a aana aoaasaaQ
aaaa s a efr n
a aanoinijtuDsacJQ
n o a 0 a •

, a
aaaaaaaa snamaaas m a a .

ass mnaas hsqq
n a a a n a
gasman sasnsrana
a n a a gj. s
QQaaaaasciass 3
a a o a snaa
nnaaaaas a n s
n a n HasQaaaa

Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Chance, 4 Seller, 7
RUHarde, 9 Ua& M Bel. U Accra,
IS Debue. 14 Yearly. 15 Sordid, 17
Lichen. 19 Cntia, SO Pisa. 23 K&job,
23Mutinying, 24BeioOf,2S Notary.
DOWN: 1 Cycled, 2 N*i£ 3 Enlace, 4
Starry, 8 Lode, S Really. 7
Barbarism. 8 B»j>wiping

, 11 Asdic,
12 Aegis, 15 Superb, 16 Daring, 17
Libyan, 18 Nobody, 21 Aato. 22
Knot

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Twin of Pollux (6)

4Puton scales (5)

8 Representative (5)

9 Stress (7)

10 Unaffected (7)
-

11 Max (4)

12 Statute (3)

14 Operatic song (4)

15 Expel (4)

18 Gear (3)

21 Simple (4)

23 Set free (7)

25 Feeling (7)

26 Distribute (5)

27 Larceny (5)

28 Meat pin (6)

DOWN
1 Fissure (6)

2 Pullover (7)

3 Eruption (8)

4 Require (4)

5 Imbecile (5)

6 Ravenous (6)

7 Booth (5)

13 Lord Chancellor’s

seat (8)

16 Gulp (7)

17 Fhult (6)

19 Torso (5)

20 Bother (6)

22 Range (5) .

24 Catalogue (4)

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

fi.*30 News in Arabic CMS Exorcise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

£00 The Herodian
Reading comprehension 8:45 •

9:25 Young children's programs
10:00 Family retailors - myths abate
adoption 10:30 Art 10:55 English
1120 Literature 11:35 Science 11:55
English 1220- Science 12:40 Mam
13:00 Music 1323Q Animal Tales
13:45 Kitty Cat and Hummy 14.-00

Peter Pan 1420 Cartoons 15:00
Autoto

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Denver, the Last Dinosaur
1&55 Who's Afraid of the Dark 16^0
Animal Smiles - game show 17:00 A
New Evening 17:35 Zap - Culture
18:15 News in English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
1&30 Encounter ISfcOO Nevus
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening with Merav
Michael! 20:00 Mabat News 21.-00
European Basketball - Benfica
Lisbon vs. Maccabi Tel Aviv, live from
Lisbon 23:00 John McLaughlin -
excerpts from The Free Spirits jazz
performance test October 23:30
News magazine 00:00 Verse of the
Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Children's program in Arabic
13:25 From the Concert Hail:

Mozart’s Symphony no 35 (’HaHner)
with the IPO, conducted by Pinches
Zukerman (rpt) 14:00 The Irrtrepids -
adventure 14:30 Tick Tack 15:00
Widget 1530 Pop Here and There
16.-00 The Bold and the Beautiful
17:00 News magazine with Rafi
Reshef 17:30 The Mommies - come-
dy 1&00 Santa Barbara -soap opera
19:00 Baywatch 20:00 News 20:30
Kesset - money magazine 20:50
Candid Camera, with Yigal Shflon
21:40 Dan Shilon - live 23:15
Exposure - investigative TV journal-
ism 00:00 News 00:05 Ticket for Two
- culture magazine 0030 The March
(1990) - Starving Sudanese set out
lor Europe as EEC officiate desper-
ately seek solutions 02rt)5 Poem of

the Day

JORDAN TV
13riM Hurricanes - cartoon 1330
Fireman Sam 13:45 My Secret
Identity - comedy 14:00 NBA 15:05
The New Leave it to Beaver - come-
dy 15:30 Adventures of the Old West

WHERETO GO
Notices in .this feature are charged at
N1S2B.08 per One, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
WS520J5S per line, including VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in Engfish daDy
Sun.-Thur., it a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centre, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9. 23, 26,
28. For info, call 882819.HADAS8AU-
Vtoft the Hsdassah installations, Chagall
Windows .TbL 02-416333, 02-776271 1

•"

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM OF 7VRT. Sght hi

November Gliksberg, Gross, Reisman.
Shelesnyak, Almog, Berest, Gal,
DavidVan Dyck and hteAgePeter Brandes
Isaac - Paintings, Prints, Ceramic
SculpturesYaacov Dorchin Blocked
WeBThe Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEM-
PORARY ART. New Art in Tel Aviv
Collections. Hours: weekdays 1900 a.m.-

6 p.m. Tue., 10 a.m.-lO p.m. Fri., Sat,
10:00 a_m.-3:00 p.m. Art Education
Center, closed for renovations, Tel.

601 9155W.WIZO. To. visit our projects
can Tel Aviv 6823819; Jerusalem 256060;
Haifa 388817.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dal 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat Ho&m CSafit Straus A,

3 Avtgdort, 706660; Balsam, Saleh e-Oln,

272315; Shuafat, Shuafat Road, 810108;
Oar Aldawa, Herod's Gale, 282058.
Tel Aviv; Ben-Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuda.
522-3535; Afarsemon, 110 Yehuda Halevi.

561- 3010. Till 3 ajn. Friday: Ben-Ytehuda.
142 Ben-Ybhuda, 522- 3535. Till midnight:

Superpharm Rama! Aviv, 40 Einstein,

641-3730.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Doran, 6 Geufa.
Ra’anana. 771-6084.
Netanya: Kupat Hoflm Clalit, (tX midnighfl

8 Raziel, 603549; (after midrtghl) 31
Brodetzky, 62B1 2t:

-
Krayot area: Kupat Hofim Maccabi, 1

Moshe Goshen, Kiryat Motzkin. 871 -7063.
Haifa; Harris, 22 Harris, 823- 1905.

HetzUye: Ctal Pharm, Belt Mertcaztm, 6
Masfclt (cnr. Sderot Hagaim), Horzkya
Pltuah, 558472. 558407, Open 9 am. to

midnight.
Upper Nazareth: C5ai Pharm, Lav Ha"rr

Mall. 570468. Open 9 am. to 10 p.m.
DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bikur Hofim (Internal. pec*-

atifcs); Hadbssah Bn Karem (siabetv

orthopedics. ophthalmology, ENT);
Shears Zedek (obstetrics).
TW Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center (petft-

attics), ichitov (surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE
FIRE
FIRST AID

100
102
101

Adhdod* 551333
AflMcaion 551332
Bawshato' 274767
Bet Shamedi 523133

Den Remcw* 5793333
EBeT 332444
Haifa* 8512233
JerMtenP 523133-
Kwmoi* B985444 -

Megen Davfd Adorn
tn emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

fish) in most parts of the country, in

Mar Sava* 902222
Nsnariya* 912333
Netanya 1 604444
Petsh Tikva* 9311111

RehawP 451333
Rahon* 9642333
Sated 920333
Tel Aviv* 5460111
TtoBrias* 7S2444

Mobto Intensive Can Unt (MCU) service n
me was. around the

Medical help tourists fm Engfish) 177-

022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rembam Hospital 04-8529205, for emer-
gency calls 24 hours a day. for information

m case of poisorim
Bran - Emotional First AM. Jerusalem

810303. Tel Aviv 5461111 fcMdrerYytxdh
6961113), Haifa 86722220. Seerehaba
281128, Netanya 625110, Karmiel
9988410, Kfer Sara 7674555, Hadera

34878S.
Who hotOnes for battered women 02-

6914111, 03-5461133 (also in Russian),

07-37631a 08-550506 (also in Amhadc).
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv

5234&19. 5449191 (men), Jerusalem

2S5556, Haifa 8660111, EHat 31977.

Hadassah Merflcal Organization -teraai

Cancer Association telephone support
service 02-247678.

- documentary 15:30 GiDeCe World
Sport special 17rf)0 French programs
19:30 News headines 19:35 Carol
and Company - comedy 20.-00
Magazine 01 - cocumentary 20:15
The Album Show - music 21:10
Miami Vice 22:00 Newsn Engfish
2225 Texas Justice 00:00 Mattock

MIDDLE EAST TV

14:00 The 700 Ciub 14:55 film 16:30
Moomins 16:55 Heathdiff 17:20
Inspector Gadget 17:45 Flying House
18:10 Hawaii Frve-O 19:10 Magnum
P.l. 20:00 World News Tonight Arabic
20:30 CNN Headline News 21:00
Blue Skies 21:30 Jake and the
Fatman 2220 Law and Order 23:10
The 700 Club 00.-00 Special Program

CABLE
FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

&00 Falcon Crest 9:00 One Lite to

Lrve 9:45The Young and foe Recess
10:30 Bob 10:55 Cafe American
1125 Ceieste 12:10 Neigtibors 12:35
Perry Mason 13:30 Starting at 130
14:(K The Trials of Rosie O'Neill
14:55 Falcon Crest 15:45 ENG 1&35
Neighbors 17:10 Amonelia 18:00 One
Life to Live 18:45 The Young and the
Restless 19:30 Local broadcast
20:00 Celeste 20:50 The Great
Defender 21:40 Movie: The Money
Pit (1986) - comedy starring Tom
Hanks as yuppie lawyer whose dream
house starts crumbling- With Shelley
Long. Directed by Richard Benjamin
23.15 Fashion World 23:45 Sisters
00:35 St Elsewhere 1:25 Knots
Lancfing 2:15 Woman without a Past
3:05 Dempsey and Makepeace 3:55
Mr Palfrey of Westminster

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 Indian movie 12:10 The
Strange Love of Martha h/ers (1946)
(rpt) 14:10 Superman III (1983) (rpt)

16:15 For the Love of My Child (1992)
(rpt) 17:50 Eagle Spirit (1990) (rpt)

1920 Bom Too Soon (1992) (rpt)

21:00 The Trial (1992) - David Jones
directs Harold Pinter's adaptation of
Franz Kafka’s story about Joseph K.,

a bank clerk whose bureaucratic
nightmare begins when he is arrested
for no good reason on his 30th birth-

day. Starring Kyf McLaughlin, Anthony
Hopkins and Jason Robands (120
mins) 23:05 Arachnophobia (1990) -
wefl-made honor comedy about a spi-

der that takes over a small town in

Cafifomia. The only person who can
help them is local doctor Jeff Daniels,
but he is afraid of spiders. (104 mins)
00:50 Love Kffls (1991) - suspense
drama about a successful photogra-

pher who cheats on her husband just

one time and gets info more trouble

than she bargained for (rpt) 2:20
Young Lady Chatterley II - erotic

movie 3:50 Privates on Parade
(1983) - comedy as John Cleese
entertains the troops (rpt) 5:40 E! TV
- Hollywood ghosts

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:00 Surprise Garden
8:35 The Detectives 9:00 C.O.W.
Boys 9:40 Silver Hawks 10:10
Growing Pains 10:45 Party of Five

11:40 Loony Toons 12tf0 Saved by
the Bell <1230 Hugo 133)0 Surprise
Garden!3^J5 Orson and Olivia 14:00
.Prafesspr Iris 14-JO Hurricane 15:10
Silver Hawks 15:40 Step by Step
16^)0 Dad Rules 16^5Adventures in

a Lost Land 16:55 Odyssey 17:30
Saved by the Bell 18:00 Hugo 1835
C.O.W. Boys 19:00 The Detectives
19:30 Three's Company 20:00
Married with Chfldren 2fh30 Family
Ties 20:55 The Brady Bunch 2125
Cheers

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Speaking Parts (1989) -

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Fresh 5 * Tlw Cinema
of Hertz Frank 630* Ever Shot 1

930 * Ever Shot Anyone 930
Python’s Life of Brian 12 midnight G.(
GW- Jerusalem Mafl (Maffia) n 788448
American President •ChreJess •
Something To Tblk About • He That
BindaWair Game 4:45. 7:15, 9:45 *
Golden Eye 4:30. 7. 9:45 * The Haunted
Soul 7:15 * The Sorcerer 4:45, 9:45 *
The Basketball Diaries 4:45. 7:15
JERUSALEM TtEATER A Man of No
Importance 7. 930 RAV CHEN 1-7»
792799 Credit Card Reservations tr

794477 Rav-Mecter Bidding, 19 Ha'oman
St. Talpiot The Usual
SuspectsMOespenKfo 5, 730, 945 *
Seven 430. 7:15, 9:45 Dangerous
Minds 5, 730. 945 * B PosUnoAn She
Bleak Mktwtnter 5. 7:30. 945 +
Lovesick on Nana Street 730, 945 *
Santa Clause 5
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE Eat, Drink, Han,
Wbman 5, 10 -k Ever Shot Anyone? 5
DEENGOFF Basketball DtwiesMA Man
of No Importance 11 am., 1, 3, 5:15.

7:45. 10 * Priest 1 1 am., 3, 7:45 * Fresh
1. 5. 10 DRIVE IN Species ID * Sex Fton
nvdnigtit GAN HA*IR v 5279215 PrfocfDa
230. 5. 7.30. 945 GAT Dangerous Minds
230. 5, 730. 945 GORDON The Young
Poisoner's Handbook a 10 * Citizen

Kane 6 G.G. HOD 1-4 tr 5228090 Hod
Passage, 101 Dizengofl St. American
PraskfentMauelosawralr Game 2. 5,

730. 10 * Tie That Binds 2. 5. 730, 10
LEV 1-4 v 5288288 FarinaW 12 noon, 2,

5. 730. 945 * The Bridges of Madison
County 11 30 bjh., 430, 945 * Of Land
& Freedom 2 730. * Georgia 12 noon,

2:15, 5:15, 7:45, 10 A Denfoe Calls Up
12:15. 2-15. 5. 730. 10 G.G. re’EH
American President • He That Binds •
Passover Fever 5, 7:30, 10 *
Underground 639 930 The Haunted
Soul 5. 730. 10 RAV-CHENv 5282288
Dtzengoff Center Seven 4:45, 7:15. 945
* Santa Clause 5, 7:30 * Lovesick on
Nana Street • The Nat • Don Juan da
Marco 1130 ajTL. 230, 5. 730. 945 *
The Usual Suspects 5. 730. 945 RAV-
OR 1-5 rr 5102674 Opera House Smoke
• Desperado • tn the Bleak Midwinter

• BPostim • Unstrung Heroes 5, 730.
945 GLGl SHAHAF 1-2 The Sorcerer

739 ID G.G. TAYELET 14J * 5177952 2
Ybna Hanavi SL aueiesa • Passover
Ffever 7:15, 10 * Something to Talk

About 7:15, 10aG. TELAVIV*5281181
65 Pinsker SL Golden Eye 4:30, 7:15 *
American President • Fair Game 5.

730, 10 TEL AVIV MUSEUM s 6961297
27 Shaul Hamelekh Boulevard Once Were
Waniora 5, 8, 10

HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMt * 325755
Underground 630 * The Bridges of

Madison County 7, 915 + The Net 930
ATZMON 1-5w 673003 Sorcerer3 •Fan-
Game • Tie That Binds • Assassins

430, 7, 930 + Golden Eye 4:30. 6:45,

915 CINEMA CAFE MORIAH tr 242477
The Haunted Soul 7-15. 930 CINE-
MATHEQUE Stand Up, Nigel Barton 7
The Man With the Golden Gun 930
ORLY Unstrung Heroes 7, 915
PANORAMA 1*3 V 382020 CluefeftS 430
* American President 4:30, 7, 930 *.

Denise Calls Up 4:30, 7. 9:30 RAV-GAT
1-2 » 674811 Seven 430. 7. B;1 5 * The
Usual Suspects 4:45, 7, 0:15 RAV-MOR
1-7*8416899/8 The Usual Suspects •
Dangerous Minds 4:45, 7, 915 *
Desperado 7, 9:15 * B Postino • The
Net 4:45. 7. 915 * Seven 430. 7. 915 *

Canadian drama directed by Atom
Egoyan. Screenwriter Clara, budding
actor Lance and lisa the laundry

worker meet in a hotel on a film seL
Lisa falls for Lance, but he wants to

get dose to Clara. Starring Michael

McManus, Arsines Khanjian and
Gabriefle Rose (87 mins) 23:30 The
Thief of Bagdad (1924) - Classic
silent romantic drama. Douglas
Fairbanks plays a pickpocket who
thwarts the cruel caliph in order to win
the hand of the beautiful princess.

Directed by Raoul Walsh (1 53 mins)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University: Science and
Nature 12:00 Echidna: The Survivor
1230 Paleoworid 13:00 The Next
Step 1330 Connections 14:00 Open
University (rpt of morning's programs)
16:00 Echidna; The Survivor 1630
Paleoworid 17:00 The Next Step
17:30 Connections 18:00 Open
University (rpt of morning's programs)
20:00 Fields of Armor 21:00
Telescope 2130 wad film 22:00 The
Life of Verdi 00:00 My Favonte Opera
1 :00 Open University (repeat of morn-
ing's programs)

nv 3 (33)

16:00 Open Studio (Arabic) 16:15
Cartoons 16:45 Day to Day 18:15
The Hafwani Gate - Egyptian series
19:00 News in Arabic 19:30
International culture magazine 20:00
Mabat 20:45 Telekessef 21:15
Brigadoon (1954) - Musical set in

magical Scottish village. Starring
Gene Kelly and Van Johnson.
Directed by Vincente Minnelli (108
mins) 23:00 Opening Shots 0030
Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

1530 Hey Dad 16:00 Home Court -
A closer look at a particular sport
1630 Basketball 17:00 At the Bottom
of the Sea with Delphi 17:30 Time Out
18:00 Jewish Mysticism 18:30 On
Second Thought - Homosexuality
19:00 Zero Hour (rpt) 19:30
Magazine in Russian 20:00 A New
Evening (with Russian subtitles)

2030 Small Business 2130 Zornbit

Business 2130 Human History on
Television - series 2230 Seventy
Faces - talk on the weekly Torah por-
tion with Yaron London 2230 Jewish
Philosophy

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 FT Report 6:15 US Market Wrap
630 NBC News 7:00 ITN World
News 7:15 US Market Wrap 730
Steals and Deals 8:00 Today featur-

ing ITN World News and FT Business
1030 Super Shop It30 European
Money Wheel 15:30 The Squawk Box
17:00 US Money Wheel 1830 FT
Business Tonight 1930 ITN News
19:30 Ushuaia 20:30 The Selina
Scott Show 21:30 NBC News
Magazine 2230 ITN News 23:00

0030 The Tonight Show
Jay Leno 130 Late Night with

Conan O’Brien

STAR PLUS

630 Beverly HSlbilBes 630 Ciao Italia

730 B TV 7:30 Gabriel 8:30 Santa
Barbara 9:30 The Bold and the
Beautiful 1030 Oprah Winfrey 1130
Remington Steele 12200 Ciao Italia

1230 El TV 13:00 Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles 13:30 Small Wander
14:00 The Black Stallion 1430
Batman 15:00 Homeand Away 1530
Entertainment Tonight 16:00
M"A*S*H 1630 Super Bloopers and
Practical Jokes 17:30 The X-Files

1830 The Bold and the Beautiful

1930 Santa Barbara 20:00 Hard
Copy 20:30 Beverly HHIs 9021021 30
Fall Guy 2230 Entertainment Tonight
2330 Oprah Winfrey 00:00 Hard
Copy 0030 Home and Away 130
The Suffivans

CINEMA
Lovesick on Nana Street 7, 915 * An
Indian In The Cupboartf 5 A Mortal
Combat 4:45 RAV-OR 1-3 w 246553 |OS]
Desperado • Dangerous Minds 4:45, 7,

915 * Lovesick On Nana Street 7, 915
A Santa Clause 4:45
ARAD
STAR tr 950904 Golden Eye 7. 930 *
Species 930 * Mortal Combat 7:15 a
Fafr Game 7:15,930
A5HDOD
G.G. GAL Something To Taft About 10 A
Seven • Fair Game 4:45, 7:15, 10 -k

Sorcerer 3 5. T30. 10 * Golden Eye
4:30, 7:15, 10 * Santa Clause 5. 7:30

G.G. ORl i-3tr 711223 Dangerous (finds
• American President • Cluefose 5,

730, 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL American President •
Sorcerer 3 • Clueless • Fair Game 5.

730. 10 * Golden Eye 4:30, 7:15, 10
RAV CHEN « 711223 The Usual
Suspects • Lovesick on Nana Street •
Dangerous (finds 5, 7:30. 945 * Seven
4:45. 7:15, 9:45 * Santa Clause 5*1
Postino 730, 945
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN v 5531077 American
President • Fair Game • dudass 5,

730. 945 k Dangerous Minds 5. 730.
945 + Seven 4:45, 7:15, 945 * The
Usual Suspects 945 * Golden Eye 4:45,

7:15, 9:45 k Mortal Combat 5, 7:30
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GH. Fair Game • The Sorcerer 3
4:45, 7:15. 945 * Golden Eye 10 *
Something to Talk About 945 k
Clueless 4:45. 7:15 * American
President 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 RAV-NEGEV
1-4 tr 235278 Seven 4:45, 7:15, 945 *
The Usual Suspects 730. 9:45 *
Desperado 730, 945 A Mortal Combat
5 * Dangerous Minds 5, 730, 9:45 a
Santa Clause 5
DIMONA
HECHAL HAtARBAUT Species 8
SLAT
KOLNOA EILAT American President
7:15. 9:45 A Sex Film 730. 10
HADERA
LEV 1-4 Dangerous Minds • American
President 5:15, 7:15, 9:45 * Seven 7:15,

9:45 * A Goofy Movie 5 * Fair Game
5: 1 5. 7:30. 930
HERZLIYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) tr

6902665 The Postman* Smoke 6, 8. 10
STARxr 589068 The Sorcerer 3 730, 945
A Clueless 7:30 A The American
President 7.30. 945 DANIEL HOTEL A
Men ofNo Importance 730, 930
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 tr 887277 Golden Eye •
Seven • A Walk fn the Clouds 7, 930
KFAHSAVA
G.G. GIL American President • Fair

Game • Dangerous Minds • Clueless

5, 7:30. 10 * Seven 4:30, 7:15, 10
Gokien Eye 430. 7:15. 10 A Something
to Talk About 7:30, 10 * Santa Clause 5
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. KJRYON 1-9 « 779166 American
President• Golden Eye • Clueless •
Fair Game 4:45, 7, 9:30 * Man of the
House • The Pagemaster • Indian

Cupboard 4.45 * Denise Cans Up 4:45.

7.930 A Pocahontas (Hebrew dialogue)

4:45 A Basketball Dianes 7, 930
KIRYAT SHEMONA
G.G* GIL American President •
Clueless 430. 7, 930 * Fair Game 4:30.

7.930
LOD
STAR
Something To Talk About 945 *
Spades 7:15 * Golden Eye 7:15, 9:45 *
Mortal Combat 7:15, 945

CHANNEL 5

630 - 8:00 Bocfies in motion 16:00

Bodies in motion 16.-30 NBA 18:00

Action Zone 1&30 National league

volleyball 19:30 Ihtfoor soccer league

20:00 Boxing 21.-00 WWF 22:00
Dutch league soccer 2330 Spanish

league soccer

EUROSPORT

9:30 Show jumping 10:30 Granade-
Dakar rally 11:30 Snowboard 12:00
Australian Open tennis 19:45 Live

African Nations' Cup soccer
Cameroon vs Egypt 21:30 African

Nations' Cup soccer Algeria vs Sierra

Leone 23:00 Australian Open tennis

highlights 003)0 Pro-wrestling 1:00
African Nations' Cup soccer highlights

PRIME SPORTS

6:30 WTA tennis 7:00 Billiards 3:00
Live cricket 11:00 Squash 11:30 Live
cricket 15:00 World Cup soccer hall of

feme 1530 Gotl 16:00 international

sports magazine 17:00 Spanish
league soccer 17:30 Cricket 18:30
Water sports magazine 19:00 Cricket
20:00 Cricket from Pakistan 21:00
Squash 21 :30 Spanish league soccer
22:00 Show jumping 23:00 Billiards

00:00 Chinese sports stars 00:30
Squash 1:00 Thai boxing 2:00 Cricket

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:00 BBC
Newsday 6:05 Rough Guide Jo the
World's Islands 10:05 Tlmewatch
11:25 Top Gear 14:05 Horizon 15:15
World Business Report 15:30 Asia-
Pacific 16:25 The Andrew Neil Show
17:05 Rough Guide to the World's
Islands 18:25 Time Out film '95

19:25 This Multi-Media Business
22:05 Assignment 23:25 Time Out
Tomorrow's World 00:00 World News
and Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:30
Inside Politics 8:30 Monevtine 9:30
World Report 10:30 Showbiz Today
11:30 CNN Newsroom 12:30 World
Report 13:00 Business Day 14:30
World Sport 15:00 Asian News 15:30
Business Asia 16:00 Larry King Live
17:30 World Sport 1ft30 Business
Asia 21:00 World Business Today
21:30 CNN World News 22:00 Larry
King Live 00:00 World Business
Today Update 00:30 Worid Sport

RADIO

VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert
905 C.P.E. Bach: Symphony in E flat

(CPE Bach/Haenchen); Pergotesi: La
serva pad rana (Bon'rfacdo.
N imsgern/Col legium Aureum);
Mendelssohn: Concerto inD minor for

piano, violin and strings; Ravel:
Daphnis et Chloe suite no 2 (Chicago
SO/Barenboim); Dvorak: Symphony
no 6 (Czech PO/Pesek) 12:00 Noon
with Gideon Hod - familiar music and
quiz 14:06 Encore
15:00 Voice of Music magazine 16:00
Femandini (attr Handel)'- Cantata;
Mozart Sinfonia concertante in E flat

K364 anonymously arranged (1607)
.for .string sextet (L

1

Archibald!);

Schubert Piano trio to B flat D898
(Mozart Players) 18:00 New CDs -
last-minute acquisitions 20ri!5 From
the Recording Studio - Binyamin
Ravitz (piano). Brahms: Theme and
variations (dedicated to Clara
Schumann); Castelnuovo-Tedesco:
King David’s Dance Jewish rhapsody
on traditional themes; Bizet Nocturne
no 1; Poulenc: Les soirees de
Nazefles 21:00 Clouds, Celebrations

and Sirens 23.-00 From the Record
Shelf

NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Lovesick on Nana
Street 7. 915
NESS ZK3NA
G.G. GIL 1-4 w 404729 Fair Game 5.

7:30, 10 A Golden Eye 4:30. 7:15. 10 A
The American President 5. 7:30, 10 *
Clueless 5, 730 * Something to Tblk

About 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 « 628452 American
President • Fair Game 5. 730, 10

Golden Eye 430. 7:15. 10 * Cluefess 5.

730 * Something lo Talk About 5. 7:30.

10 RAV CHEN Seven 4:45. 7:15, 945 A
Desperado 7:30. 9:45 * II Postino 5.

730, 945 * Dangerous Minds 5, 7.30,

9:45 * Santa Clause 5
ORAKIVA
RAV CHEN Seven • Smoke •
Dangerous Hinds 7,930
ORYEHUDA
G.G. GIL American President •
Clueless • Something to Tblk About •
Fair Game 5. 7:30. id
PETAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL American President 5,

730, 10 A Fair Game 5. 7:30,10 *
Dangerous Minds 5, 7:30. 10 G.G. RAM
1-3 » 934081 B Golden Eye 4:30. 7:15, 10

* Seven 4:45. 7:15. 10 * Underground
10 A Mortal Combat 430. 7

RA’ANANA
PARK American President •
Dangerous Minds • Fair Game 5, 730.

10 * Seven • Smoke 730, 10 * An
Indian in the Cupboard 5
RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 w 6197121 Dangerous

Hinds • American President 5, 7:30,

945 -* The Usual Suspects 7:30, 9:45 *
Santa Clause 5 * Lovesick on Nana
Street 9-r5 * Smoke 730 A Mortal

Combat f RAV-OAStS 1-3 * 6730687
Seven • Gokien Eye 4:45, 7:15. 94S *
Fair Game 5, 7:30. 945
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV tr 5491979 Eat, Drink. Han.
Wbman 7. 9:30

REHOVdT
CHEN 1-4 v 362864 Dangerous Minds
7.30, 9.45 * American President 7:15,

9:45 * The Usual Suspects • Seven
7:15. 9:45
RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5® 9619669 Seven 5. 7:30, 10 *
Dangerous Minds • Clueless 5, 7:30, 10
* Golden Eye 4:30, 7:15 * Something to
Ibfk About 10 * The Usual Suspects 5.

730. 10 HAZAHAV Fair Game 5, 730, 10
A Santa Clause 5, 7:30 * American
President 5. 7:30, 10 RAV CHEN »
9670503 Seven 4:45, 7:15, 945 * The
Usual Suspects • Desperado 7:30; 9 45
* Dangerous Minds 5. 7:30. 9:45 *
Santa Clause • An Indian In the
Cupboard 5 STAR 1-4 « 9619935-7 27
Lishifisky SL Lovesick on Nana Street
7:30. 10 * Denise Calls Up 730, 10 +
The Net 730. 9:45 A The Sorcerer 3 10
* Passover Fever 7:30
UPPER NAZARETH
GLG GtL Lovesick on Nana Street 9:30 A •

American President • Dangerous
Minds • Fair Game 430, 7. 930 *
Golden Eye • Clueless • The Sorcerer
3 4:30. 7. 930 * Santa Clause 4:4S. 7
YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim Seven 7:15. 9:45
Desperado 5. 7:30. 945 * The Usual
Suspects 7:30. 9:45 * Dangerous Minds
5. 7:30, 9:45 * Mortal Combat 5 * A
Goofy Movie (Hebrew dfctogue) 5
Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878

All times are pjn. unless otherwise indi-
cated.



UAT COLLINS

TSOMET’S bill calling for the

early dissolution of the Knesset

and elections in July was rejected

yesterday 52-31, with five

abstentions.

Emanuel Zissman (Labor) vot-

ed for dissolution; David Mena

f Likud) abstained, as did four

haredi MKs.

Internal Security Minister

Moshe Shahal, who spoke on be-

political considerations, and said

there is no point in calling for

early dissolution if elections are

not to take place for another six

months. Shahal noted that this

government has survived more

than 100 no-confidence motions.

“This government has received a

majority,” he said.

Tsomet leader Rafael Eitan,

responding to Shahal, asked:

half of the government, proposed “What arc these if not very ex-

enacting a law which would re-
* ceptional circumstances? They

i^uire elections to lake place no

iater than 45 days after an early

dissolution of the Knesset.

Explaining why he opposed the

Tsomei bill, Shahal said “in a

democratic state it is not correct

to change the date of elections

except under very exceptional

circumstances.”

He accused Tsomet of intro-

ducing the bill for its own narrow

are about to give up the whole

Golan Heights. Is not Jerusalem

considered an exceptional

circumstance?
”

He said many of those who vot-

ed for Labor would not have done

so if they had known what the

government's policies would be.

Eitan said the public should be

consulted before fateful decisions

are taken.

Labor Party preparing

for early primaries

Moshe Feiglm (right), one of the three Zb Artzenn leaders whose trial opened yesterday, arrives in court.

Trial of Zo Artzenu heads begins

SARAH HONfG

THE Labor Party is conducting

consultations with an eye to re-

scheduling the party primaries to

accommodate early elections.

The date for primaries has al-

ready been advanced recently.

However, the party is now giving

serious consideration to moving
primaries to April 2 or late

March.

The primaries were initially

due to be held in June and were

advanced to mid-April. At the

time, this intensified speculation

that the real aim was to adjust the

party schedule for possible early

elections. The official party line,

though, - was that they aimed to

prevent the tension and infight-

ing, which the primary bouts are

sure to bring, Grom reaching their

epitome too close to elections.

Now, Labor sources admit pri-

maries need to be advanced to

adjust' to the likelihood of early.

elections.

The Likud’s primaries were

long ago scheduled for March 26,

and now Labor is unofficially

considering holding its own pri-

maries at around the same time.

The consultations in the party

were initiated by Labor Secre-

tary-General Nissim Zvilli who
has said on several occasions re-

cently that early elections are in

the cards.

Despite Labor's official stand

against early elections, the con-

sensus in the political arena is

that Labor is in fact moving to-

ward early elections and these

will be staved off only by an ex-

traordinary development on the

Syrian front

The final decision remains with

Prime Minister Shimon Peres

who wQl have to make up his

mind by mid-February at the very

latest • •

THE sedition trial of the three Zo Artzenu

heads opened in Jerusalem Magistrate’s Court

yesterday, with the defense asking the judges

to dismiss the case on the grounds that the

indictment is a transparent attempt to quell

legitimate opposition.

“This is not an indictment, it is an editori-

al,'' said Sefi Elon, representing his brother.

Rabbi Benny Elon.

.

The three-judge panel, made up of court

president Amnon Cohen, Zvi Zilbertal /and

Shulamit Dotan, did not decide whether they

will dismiss the case, but they did accede to

Eton's request that the indictment be fleshed

out

In a presentation before the court , that

dripped with sarcasm, Eton said the -charge

sheet refers to sedition, and the publication of

seditious material, but does not give specific

dates, times or locations where the alleged

seditious acts took place.

In addition to Benny Elon, the others

charged with sedition and eight other offenses

are Moshe Feiglin and Shmuel Sackett.

.The three are accused of conspiring to

“interfere with carrying out the decisions of

the legitimate government of Israel, which
had been legally taken and confirmed by the

HERB KEINON

Knesset, in connection with government pol-

icy in Judea, and Samaria; and. to force the

government to change its polices and retreat

from decisions legally taken in these mat-,

tecs.

“All this was accomplished by appeals to

the public to carry out illegal acts, including

massive interference with public order and

police activity, and in order to * -break the

bounds of adherence’ to the rules of law.”

The small courtroom in the Russian Com-
pound was packed, with the defendants them-

selves struggling to find a place on one of the

three tong tows of benches. Feiglin and Sack-

ed wore Zo Artzenn buttons on their sweat-

ers. A . banner, put up by Zo Artzenu support-

lice permits, or railing the government ule- m i« sr « .« pt*u*

gjtiroate,” “evil” or “criminal,'' did not con- ” a
ff.

, ,
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Elon said that the plethora of witnesses the rJS 5 -$ 5 S?
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state just wants to drag the trial on, to neutral-
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-11~ — 00 32— ~“
n
['‘ders of a legitimate poii.icai

Winning cards

Jerusalem District' Attorney Moshe. Lador,/ ^ yesterday’s Mifal Hapayis dai-

annoyed by both the tone and content of ly Chance card draw, the lucky
Eton's opening presentation, said that his col- cards were the ace of spades, sev-

league “went beyond what is acceptable.*
. en. of hearts, king of diamonds.

He defended the' indictment, saying that it and ace of dabs.
included all the necessary dettdls, and vehe- ^

—

:

mently denied that it is ‘*a political

Lador said the case* is' not about freedonr of -
. m • .

'•

speech, bnt about a group that “tried to <fe- CTltlC176S

cards were the ace of spades, sev-

en. of hearts, king of diamonds.

ers outside the building, read, “Pretest is not rapt the daily life of- foe coactry so font the

sedition.” A number of riot policemen were

on alert outside the courtroom.

According to Sefi Elon, the case is a “con-

stitutional case of the first degree, focusing

attention on the principles of democracy

where freedom of expression, organization-? •

ends, and criminal- acts of sedition begin.”

Eton argued that calling on people to join

demonstrations that did pot have proper ptb

government will be unable to ad as it has

decided.”
''

Lador said foe defendants
, called on people

to perform illegal acts,' and that their-actions

as-,organizers of.Zo Artzenu constituted a

threat to democracy. '
. .

Sadcett said after the hearing that he hope

foe trial'turns into u ‘“platform” font'. pints the .

cranny-s democracy on trial : - • ;r

Ben-Porat

criticizes

defense

industries

in report

Peres to Beirut: Lay off Lahad
PRIME Minister Shimon Peres

yesterday called on the Lebanese

government to curb terrorism

and cease its maltreatment of foe

South Lebanese Army and its

commander.

Peres, who met in Jerusalem

with SLA commander Gen. An-

toine Lahad, lambasted the deci-

sion by foe Beirut government to

issue a warrant for Lahad’s arrest

of Lahad on charges of high

rreason.

He expressed concern over foe

stance adopted by foe Lebanese

government which allows Hizbul-

lah, which receives its orders

from Iran, to rampage in south

Lebanon, while refusing to un-

derstand the SLA’s value.

“It is as clear as daylight that

there won’t be peace [with Leba-

non] without an honorable ar-

rangement that will allow the in-

corporation of the South
Lebanon force into Lebanon’s fu-

ture," said Peres.

On Tuesday, a Beirut military

court issued a warrant for La-

had's arrest, charging him with

'‘taking up arms alongside the en-

emy, helping Israel to occupy

parts of Lebanon, carrying out

acts of terrorism and killing or

attempting to kill large number of

Lebanese citizens.”

Peres said foe warrant was “a
deliberate insult against the man
who heads the SLA, and we
won’t let the matter pass.”

He noted foal Lahad was an
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officer of foe Lebanese army and

described him as “a great Leba-

nese patriot”

Also attending the Peres-La-

had meeting were Uri Lubrani,

the government’s coordinator on

Lebanon, Deputy Chief of Staff

Maj.-Gen. Matan VHnai and CXI

Northern Command Maj.-Gen.

Amiram Levine.

The SLA .commander, con-

cerned about foe future of the

SLA and foe security zone, criti-

cized the Lebanese government

for treating bim and his soldiers

as traitors.

He told Peres that foe SLA’s

morale was high and there was an

increase in the number of re-

cruits, despite Hizbullah’s in-

creased attacks and intensified

psychological war against the

force.

The SLA’s fighting abilities

had also improved, Peres was
told. There was no case last year

of any SLA position being over-

run, as happened in the past,

while the number of defections in

1995 was 110, about the same as

last year and 1993.

Furthermore, discipline had

improved. Evidence of this was
foe marked reduction in the num-
ber of Lebanese civilians from

north of the zone who were killed

last year as a result of SLA return

fire - 16, compared to 32 in 1994.

PM denies rumor of

written deal with Svri

ALTHOUGH there .were four

fatal ‘accidents, at. TAAS-Israel

Weizman back
from Germany
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Twice as many attacks in
J

95
NEARLY 600 incidents of various kinds were recorded in south

Lebanon last year, almost double foe number in 1994, it was
reported yesterday.

These included nine Katyusha attacks on foe Galilee, in which a

total of 120 rockets hit, in addition to some 50 rockets which
exploded in the security zone.

Most of the attacks inside the zone were carried out by Hizbullah

against foe SLA. Of the total of 536 recorded incidents, 340 were
directed against foe SLA
The attacks included mortar and Sagger anti-tank missile fire at

SLA and IDF convoys, patrols, and fortified positions, and numer-
ous roadside bombings.

Despite the marked increase in attacks on the SLA, including 14
in foe past few days, the number of soldiers killed by enemy action

dropped from 26 in 1994 to 19 last year.

MEDIA reports that foe US has

drawn up a draft memorandum of

understanding between Syria and

Israel are baseless, the Prime
Minister’s Office said yesterday.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres

related to the issue to Tuesday,

at a joint press conference with

US Vice President AI Gore,
when he said that “it is more logi-

cal first to reach agreement [on

specific details] and then to put

foe details on paper, than to write

down things only to find there is'

no agreement.”

The reaction' came after local

papers published quotes from foe

London-based Arabic-language

newspaper A-Shark alrAawsat

According to the reports, foe

“draft memorandum” ’has 12
points and foresees

,

a full with-

drawal from the .Golan Heights

within eight months and the dis-

mantling of settlements within

half a year afie*. the signing of a

treaty-
.. -f \

• The London paper claimed the

draft was bas&kto 12 points, in-

cluding recognition by Israel of

foe Golan as .-Syrian .territory. Is- >

rad mid Syria<#6uto granr each

other diplomatic <stea»gmtiom the

paper said, ancLBafo rides would

work toward <ronnalizan'on and

joint economic projects would be

setups

As for security arrangements,

foe report; said that US' troops

would limn the bonier while a

symbolic international, force

would be stationed on the Syrian

-side of foe border for foe fort two

years. Early warning stations on

foe Golan would be manned by

foe Americans, the report said.
.

Meanwhile, both Israeli
,

and

US officials are continuing to

promote the possibility of a peace

agreement before foe upcoming
elections in Israel.

Foreign Ministry Director-

General Uri Savir told EU am-

bassadors yesterday that “ctorid-

erable understanding" has been

readied with foe Syrians concern-

ing the quality of peace.' .

“Although Syria’s positions arc

not entirely clem to us, we know
for a feet that Syria is interested

in signing a peace treaty with Is-

rael in 1996/* he said. “In the

upcoming round of -talks,' we will

. focus on foe security arrange-

ments and -water issues,’’ Savir

continued. '.

’‘We . haw made dear . to the

PRESIDENT feet Weizman re-

turned yesterday
,
from his state

visits to the Czech Republic and

Germany.

.
The final stop Of his eight-day

trip was in Dresden, in for former

East Germany, uncferluung the
" fact that' he' is the first Israeli bead

of state to .visit the 1 united

Germany:

The' president was presented

by city officials with a book out-

lining the hisfloiy: of foe Jews in

Dresden. There were some 6,000

Jews in Dresden' on the. eve of

World '.War H; there are about

100 today.

Weizman also conferred with-

Kurt Riedtokopf, foe prime min-
ister of the state of Saxony, in

which Dresden, is located.

Industries between July 1992 and

May 1993 - there had been none

previously since 1987 - no action

was taken against those responsi-

ble for three -of them.

This emerged from a report on
subjects, related to the defense

industries released yesterday by
State Comptroller Miriam Ben-

PoraL

She noted that seven workers

were killed and 42 injured in the

four, accidents, all of which were
caused by violations of safely

rules. In only one case, after a

July 1992 accident at the Nof
Yam plant, in which two worker
were killed and $24.5 million in

damage caused, were two safety

officials fired.

She also noted that after the

Nof Yam accident, a Defense
Ministry safety expert had recom-
mended that the criteria for de-

termining the safe distance be-
tween explosives plants and
residential areas be reassessed.
TAAS, she said, did not do foe

reassessment

The report also criticized foe
At a press conference .after- air force for investing $73 million JV.-’

wards; Weizman noted there
were similarities, between the
problems encountered in the

merging. of west: and east Germa-
ny, and tire absorption in recent

years;rby ferael of some. 600,000
immigfogSi from foe former Sovi-

et .7 '

Prim£ ’Minisfefr Shimon Peres
sent Vt&tter of greeting.to ;Weiz-^

man upoe his rifoibi7 saying foe

Syrians [that peace between us •

_
nation is proud of tire; “heart-stir-

musf
;

be stable,' sustainable and ‘
ring speech you cfelft^ to foe

irreversible,” Savir said.. : parliament in Th-mm:

.

THE POMEGRANATE PENDANT
A Historical Novel
by Dvora Waysman

Count Us In -‘An incredible story ofa grassroots

crusade tofree Soviet Jewry, hwqh/fcg fa

volunteers, Jews and non-Jews. ToW by

This is a novel of Jerusalem, seen through the eyes of Mazal

ben-Yichya - a fourteen year old newlywed in Sana'a hi the

year 1861, through the years fn the Jewish Quarter; to the finale

in 1956, The events, people and streets of Jerusalem are made
j

real for the reader.

j numbers of 7

us behind tfter

contact

“..I closed the book reluctantly: I did not want the spell to be

broken." Reuven Ben Dov, The Jerusalem Post Magazine.

m a project to develop a duster
bomb subsystem for use against

*'’

armored vehides, begun in 1981, f
>,:-

and then dropping in 1993 when it

was decided to purchase an vj;"
American system instead. i*""

She noted that foe project had LLP
been reconsidered in 1988, but ^
that ii was decided io continue, i,\ z
even though there was uncertain- s^T

*

ty that the subsystem would fit in
with

, the larger system it was ^
meant to serve. The whole epi- V -7
sode, she

.
said, shows that foe

,

‘

project was not thought through- :
'C

'

Ben-Porar also criticized Israel >•

'

Aircraft Industries' decision-

'

making process in regard to foe
V.'"

Sale, of its Elta subsidiary. She '1'

said that several times between"
1983 and lam 1991, IAI tri7d to.7,:

V

sell a certain percentage of foe ;'
r

company, and even began prepa- S ..

rations for an offering on the New
:

- -

York Stock Exchange. v
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requested it be severed from IAI

I
My 1992, IAI decided to pri%L*

J

i vatize Elta, but this was delayed.
:

* BenrPorat said foe decision u\S
s°-00

‘•J-
r privatize, should not have beeiO^.

J ^ made by foe IAI board, but by
owner - the government. Sht*
noted that awe foe initial deci^ _

• sio
>
n to pn>ratize Elta in 1983, de

>• ’ spite foe expenditure of several ~ J ^
t -

. hundred thousand dollars to foi
’

f r* t S,

- * end
', fite company had still nev 4

‘ 7 f.J?

» ^a ;S0ld b? Noyember 1994, fo i
: end of-the -period covered in kchu
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